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<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
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<td>MoUs</td>
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</tr>
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<td>SMEs</td>
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<td>TEU</td>
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<td>UDHR</td>
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<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
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<td>UNHRC</td>
<td>United Nations Human Rights Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGA</td>
<td>United Nations General Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN SG</td>
<td>United Nations Secretary General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Having spread from the US to Europe, the financial and economic crisis has greatly affected economies globally. In a chain reaction, the crisis spread from one country to another, affecting first, the housing and financial sector and then entire economies – in almost every sector of life. The mainstream response to failing economies was cuts in spending and savings in budgets. With areas such as pensions, healthcare and education, which were eating up to 70% of GDP in some countries, these areas were the first ones to be affected by emerging politics of austerity.

Some impact of crisis and the ensuing austerity measures were visible immediately or quite soon after their introduction. Some impacts will be seen only after decades have passed. Notably, however, the international and the European watchdog institutions have been swift to respond to the threats of austerity to the enjoyment of fundamental rights.

At the international level, within the framework of the United Nations, many reactions and initiatives have been noted by the Secretary General, the General Assembly, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, as well as many of the treaty bodies, notably, the Committee on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination against Women, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Committee on the Rights of the Child. A number of special UN procedures have also responded to the emerging impacts of the crisis on rights, within each of their respective mandates. Furthermore, the International Labour Organisation, the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development as well as the Group of 20 and civil society, have all responded to the concerns that austerity has started to raise globally.

At the European level, the Council of Europe and the European Union have taken up their traditional roles and made sure that they were raising concerns whenever necessary, while acting within their respective competencies.

Within the Council of Europe framework, the Parliamentary Assembly, the Committee of Ministers, the European Committee for Social Rights, the European Court of Human Rights, the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice and the Human Rights Commissioner, have all taken up their assigned roles. The European Committee for Social Rights has observed a number of collective complaints submitted in response to the crisis, while the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice carefully monitors any changes in the standards of access to justice due to budget cuts. The Human Rights Commissioner has probably played the most active role in monitoring human rights violations in crisis-affected countries. Through his country visits, follow up reports, and the recent paper on the impact of crisis on fundamental rights, the Commissioner remains at the forefront of the defence of rights against austerity.

Within the EU framework, the European Parliament continues to play an important role in the promotion and protection of fundamental rights and, in particular, with respect to the impacts of economic crisis on those rights, through the work of the LIBE, PETI, FEMM, EMPL, AFET and ECON committees. The European Commission also plays a significant role, while the EU Fundamental Rights Agency and the European Institute for Gender Equality continue to observe, within their respective mandates, the impact of the crisis on fundamental rights.
Civil society has made a significant contribution to the discussion of issues and has put forward proposals for policies.

**Selection of countries and rights**

The **purpose of the present study** is to identify the overall impacts of the crisis on fundamental rights of EU citizens. However, since the crisis did not affect all of the Member States with the same intensity, the situation in seven Member States was observed: **Belgium, Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Spain and Portugal**. The selection of countries aimed to give a representative picture of the overall situation in the EU, covering both common and continental law systems, and a mix of Member States participating, and not participating, in borrowing arrangements with the Troika.

Taking into consideration the nature of the crisis, and the responses thereto, it appeared that economic and social rights were more affected than other rights – the **right to education, healthcare, work and pension** being among the most affected. Furthermore, given its overreaching importance for full and effective enjoyment of any other right, the effects of the crisis on the right of **access to justice** were also explored. The crisis has instigated a number of public responses, by means of protests and other gatherings. These protests have, on several occasions, become violent – provoking strong police involvement. Laws were adopted to define **freedom of expression and assembly**, thus putting additional limits thereto. Hence, the study also seeks to identify the impacts of the crisis on these rights. The aforementioned rights were, to a greater or lesser extent, affected in all seven observed Member States.

In each of the Member States, the crisis and austerity measures have also had an impact on other rights. In recognition of this, the study gives an overview of the rights specifically affected in certain Member States. Hence, the study looks into the: **right to housing** in Belgium, Cyprus, Ireland and Spain; **right to property** in Cyprus, Greece and Italy; **rights at work** in Cyprus, Greece and Portugal; **freedom of information** in Greece; **right to social security** in Ireland and Portugal; the **right to water** in Ireland. Some specific issues in relation to non-discrimination are also explored, namely, the restriction of **rights of foreigners** in Belgium and **hate crimes and hate speech** in Greece.

Finally, the study looks at how certain groups of people were disproportionately affected in the enjoyment of their rights, thus jeopardising the **principle of equality**.

**Right to education**

The study analyses the impact of the crisis on the right to **compulsory education**, which is guaranteed in all of the observed Member States. Out of the seven observed Member States, only Belgium has not undertaken any significant interventions with respect to the right to education. The main measures included: a reduction in the number of schools, which was achieved by mergers or closures; a reduction in the number of teachers; an increase in the student-to-teacher ratio; the reduction of administrative and other school-related costs. Some measures resulted in reducing the services provided to **children in vulnerable situations**, such as children with disabilities, Roma children and children of migrants.

The impacts of measures cannot yet be fully evaluated, but include a danger to the overall quality of education and children’s success at school; an increase in unemployed workers in education; reduced availability of services such as transport to school; deterioration of
general conditions in classrooms, such as cleaning and heating. Children with disabilities, Roma, Travellers’ children, as well as children of migrants, appear to have been disproportionately affected by the measures imposed.

**Right to healthcare**

All of the observed Member States introduced measures affecting access to healthcare. However, Belgium was the only Member State which introduced only measures to alleviate hardships, without any of the interventions removing services. In Greece and Cyprus, massive reforms to the healthcare systems were expected, whereas, in other countries, e.g. Portugal, the interventions were only aimed at parts of the system. Other measures were directed towards: restricting access to healthcare; introducing or increasing participation fees; reorganisation of hospitals and healthcare providers; reducing salaries and freezing the employment of staff; interventions into the costs of drugs and other services; administrative reforms. In some Member States, a few measures were introduced to alleviate the burden of the newly-introduced restrictions.

The impacts of measures were seen in: reduced access to healthcare; additional financial burden for citizens; reduction in the number of medical staff and facilities; increases waiting times for appointments and surgeries; alternatives to public health care, e.g. private services or NGO-run services; increased unmet medical needs; decreased preventive and protective care; changes in the pharmaceuticals market – including shortages in supplies and decreased prices. Poor and homeless people, older people, people with disabilities and their families, women, and undocumented migrants, are among the groups which were disproportionately affected by the measures imposed.

**Right to work**

The study focuses on the impact of the crisis on the right to work, understood as the right to engage and remain in employment under fair conditions. All of the seven observed Member States have made interventions into the right to work. While many measures were aimed at facilitating the dismissal of employees in times of economic downturn, many were also aimed towards alleviating the effects of the negative trends in the labour market. The main measures introducing limitations to the exercise of the right to work, were those related to increased job losses, wage decreases, increased working hours, facilitation of the use of temporary and part-time employees, imposition of involuntary mobility and decreased unemployment protection.

Some measures were implicitly aimed more towards women than men – while there were some explicit measures affecting the employment conditions of migrants. The alleviation measures mostly concern: workers’ empowerment; facilitating job placements; introducing tax and other forms of financial relief on the cost of employment; encouraging traineeships, professional training and self-employment; facilitating transition from part-time and temporary contracts to full-time permanent employment.

Some measures, e.g. the freeze of public service recruitment, led to direct job losses. Other measures led to a decline in wages whilst working conditions and job security appear to be threatened, and to an increase in the number of economically-dependent self-employed workers. The measures appear to have disproportionately affected a number of groups including: women, young workers, people with disabilities, migrants, Travellers, low-paid workers, retired and single people.
Right to a pension

The study examines the right to a pension – understood to be an acquired right and protected under the general rules applicable to the protection of property rights. Pension systems were already subject to revision before, and independently of, the crisis. However, the crisis also influenced, to a significant extent, the creation of new policies. All of the seven observed Member States have made interventions into the right to pension. The reforms appear to have been the most overwhelming in Greece. In Greece, Ireland and Portugal, **systemic changes** were introduced, reforming the functioning of the pension system. In addition, other measures were introduced, including those related to pension age and the seniority requirement; the calculation and revaluation of pensions; cuts in the amounts of pensions already awarded; rules applicable to work after retirement.

Pensioners can be seen as a vulnerable group. However, some pensioners are more vulnerable than others, and they have been subject to specific measures, e.g. measures introducing the new scheme of a guaranteed minimum income in Cyprus, and new rules introduced in relation to the pensions of parents of children with disabilities.

The alleviation measures mostly concern the encouragement of workers to stay longer in the workforce. In Ireland, an obligation was adopted for private employers to introduce a pension scheme for employees, whilst in Greece, people with disabilities were spared from cuts in their pensions. In most Member States, people employed in arduous work are either implicitly, or explicitly, provided with preferential conditions for pensions, and those preferences have not been removed with austerity measures.

The impacts of austerity measures on the right to a pension may be seen in **decreased State expenditure on pensions and decreased standard of life** for many pensioners currently, and for future pensioners. Specific impacts were identified in Greece, where numerous and frequent changes have brought legal certainty into question. At the same time, the administrative proceedings for a pension request are lengthy, leaving people without an income for up to two years. Other measures have **disproportionately affected repatriated elderly people**, low-income workers and women. One particular measure adopted in Greece, has affected the right to pension entitlement of parents of children with disabilities, i.e. the conditions for retirement were changed with retroactive effect, causing parents of children with disabilities, who had left employment expecting to be allocated a pension, to retroactively lose their pension claims.

Right of access to justice

Access to justice is not just a right in itself but also an **enabling and empowering right** – allowing individuals to enforce their rights and obtain redress.

The justice systems of the EU Member States were subject to revision before, and independently of, the crisis. The crisis, however, also influenced, to a significant extent, the creation of new policies. All of the seven observed Member States have made interventions into the right of access to justice. The measures mostly concern the: number of courts and judicial staff; rules applicable to access to legal aid; procedural rules for access to legal remedies and costs of proceedings.

The measures taken in alleviation mostly concern the reduction of workloads: by establishing new judicial structures; reducing the costs of proceedings; promoting alternative dispute resolution mechanisms; protecting vulnerable groups.
The impacts of austerity measures on the right of access to justice are not necessarily limited to measures imposed within the justice system, but may also be conditioned by measures introduced in relation to other rights. Those impacts are mostly seen in the increase of court workloads in Greece and Ireland. The impacts of measures aimed at the justice system were identified in the following areas: access to legal remedy; legal aid; costs of proceedings; effectiveness of judicial protection. No measures were identified which would have disproportionately affected vulnerable groups.

Freedom of expression and assembly

Rights to freedom of expression and assembly, for the purposes of this study, are observed jointly in the context of protests taking place in the observed Member States since the beginning of the crisis. While some protests have been more general, with participants expressing their dissent and dissatisfaction with austerity measures, other protests were more 'thematic' and have been targeted to draw attention to specific measures. Most of the protests and demonstrations were peaceful and dignified – only exceptionally, with incidents being recorded. Nonetheless, there have been instances in which serious allegations of police violence were reported. Moreover, on several occasions the protesters resorted to vandalism and, on one occasion, caused casualties.

Protests have sometimes provoked measures that, in turn, have provoked more protests and further reactions. On the one hand, grassroots movements have surfaced as an important democratic power that may take upon itself to bring-to-life immediate democracy, initiate social dialogue and foster solidarity between citizens and law enforcement bodies.

On the other hand, protests have caused some limiting consequences, e.g. prohibiting or limiting protests regarding restrictions on freedom of expression and assembly. Furthermore, in response to recorded incidents, some Governments are introducing further restrictions to these freedoms, by means of highly-disputed legislation.

Other rights

Besides the rights which were examined across the Member States, several other rights have been affected to a greater or a lesser extent, but not necessarily in all the Member States observed. The interferences with the following rights were observed:

- **right to housing** was affected in Belgium, Cyprus, Ireland and Spain in two principal ways: with the increase of foreclosures and evictions and by the interventions into the allocation of social housing and rental allowances.

- **right to property** was affected in Greece through massive increases in taxation and interventions in trade with State bonds. Property rights in Cyprus were affected by seizure of bank deposits exceeding EUR 100,000 – the so-called ‘deposit haircuts’. In Italy, it is argued that the right to property was affected by the failure of the State to pay on time the claims from private entities with public contracts.

- **rights at work** have been affected in a number of Member States. Hence, the right to collective bargaining was interfered with in Cyprus, Greece, Ireland and Portugal – mostly by limiting the bargaining power of workers. In Portugal, the right to holidays has been brought into question.
Freedom of information, in Greece, i.e. more precisely, the freedom of the press, has been put into question, particularly after the closure of the national broadcaster.

Right to social security was interfered with in Ireland and Portugal – mostly by interventions into the system of social benefits, which needed to be cut as a matter of austerity.

Right to water has been raised in Ireland, given that one of the measures introduced was water metering, as of 1 January 2015.

Prohibition of discrimination was raised at two separate instances: within the context of hate speech in Greece and through restrictions of the human rights of foreigners in Belgium.

Besides these particular instances, an evaluation of the overall impact of all the measures analysed in the study is made, given that many measures analysed in the present study have raised issues of their impact on vulnerable groups of people.

International and EU mechanisms for monitoring the respect for human rights

Monitoring mechanisms and their proper functioning are of key importance to the rule of law at both national level and international level. Many institutions have reflected on the various impacts of austerity measures, including the UN Independent expert on the effects of foreign debt and related international financial obligations of Member States on the full enjoyment of all human rights, particularly economic, social and cultural rights; the CRC and CEDAW Committees; the CoE Committee of Ministers; the ECSR; the CoE Commissioner; the CJEU.

In many instances, the monitoring mechanisms found interferences and non-compliance, of various measures introduced within the framework of austerity, with the requirements of international human rights law or EU law.

Proposals for improvement of the respect for fundamental rights in times of economic crisis

The findings and recommendations are based on the analysis of the national studies, research and stakeholder interviews. They address issues identified both at EU level and Member State level.

Apart from a few general recommendations, which should be applicable in the context of austerity and its impact on fundamental rights, a number of other recommendations are made in respect of each right observed by the study, across the Member States concerned.

General recommendations are aimed at ensuring that spending cuts are based on a detailed evaluation of effectiveness, efficiency, relevance and added value of public expenditure, while the European Parliament is invited to continue insisting on the establishment of clear, transparent and binding rules of procedure for the interaction between the institutions within the Troika.

In the field of the right to education, the quality of education needs to be ensured. Particular attention should be paid to the education of children in vulnerable situations, while measures must not interfere with equal access to education for all children. Inclusive
education needs to be ensured without exception. The European Parliament may continue supporting social aspects of education, providing that Troika actions are weighed against goals of the European Semester.

The **right to healthcare** needs to be ensured in view of the pledge towards universal health coverage. Healthcare needs to be available, accessible, acceptable, and of good quality. Reforms need to be quantitative and qualitative, while health protection of vulnerable groups needs to be particularly safeguarded. The European Parliament is invited to continue dialogue with the European Commission on the issue of universal health coverage, and to support initiatives, such as Horizon 2020, to be directed towards this goal.

With respect to the **right to work**, attention should be paid to making flexicurity more labour-friendly, ensuring that the minimum wage is adequate and liveable, and that interventions into the right to work are co-ordinated with measures in the field of education. It is recommended that the European Parliament ensures systematic observance of social dialogue and encourages investment in human capital.

Regarding the **right to a pension**, it needs to be ensured that the standard of living of pensioners is maintained and that there is legal certainty on pension entitlements. Pensioners should not be obstructed from remaining active in the workforce. The European Parliament should ensure the promotion of active ageing, e.g. by proposing concrete measures to be taken for people of retirement age to remain economically active.

**Access to justice** needs to be affordable with legal aid provided if necessary, and any judicial reform needs to ensure adequate and effective access to justice for all. The European Parliament needs to ensure that the requirements of the rule of law are put in place through proper access to justice, and to continue its legislative work on the Commission's proposal on provisional legal aid.

**Freedom of expression** should not be unnecessarily limited, and **freedom of assembly** needs to be guaranteed without unnecessary and disproportionate use of force. The European Parliament needs to keep reminding Member States about their international obligations towards ensuring these freedoms.

The ECtHR needs to be ratified by the EU, while all international human rights instruments need to be complied with when adopting austerity measures. National protection mechanisms need to be empowered to deal with fundamental rights violations at national level. The European Parliament needs to ensure supervision over Troika performance, while the EU Ombudsman may also play an important role in the evaluation of the EU participation in the Troika.
1. INTRODUCTION

Whether endorsed by its supporters or rejected by its critics¹, it can hardly be contested that globalisation played a major part in the global spread of the financial crisis, which even though started in the United States (US), was a consequence of the pre-existing conditions in the banking and housing sectors in both the US and Europe. Due to the synergy of markets, once it started, the crisis quickly spread over to Europe. Since 2007 there has been intense pressure on banks, on both sides of the Atlantic, to raise capital levels, but this proved to be more difficult for European banks². When the banks started seeking bailouts, the Greek economy came under additional pressure and Greece was the first country to be significantly affected by the crisis. This then continued to spread across the Eurozone and non-Eurozone alike, affecting – to a larger or a lesser extent, every country’s economy, even the proclaimed self-sufficient economy of North Korea³.

The overall impacts of the crisis depended on the individual situation of every country before the crisis⁴. Thus, in some European countries, these impacts appeared to be, and continue to be, overwhelming. Prior to the crisis, there were serious global imbalances which led to the crisis and caused liquidity glut, which fuelled the global asset bubble. However, the crisis influenced economies by affecting growth, labour markets and employment, budgetary positions, and furthering the existing imbalances⁵. When growth stopped, economies entered into recession. Depending on the particular circumstances characteristic of each Member State, the recession generally lasted for six consecutive years, with some Member States recording growth as episodic and just above stagnation⁶.

In 2006 in Belgium and Italy, for example, the national debt was at 91%⁷ and 106%⁸ of GDP, respectively, and such bad situations were only made worse by the crisis. The imbalance needed to be managed and the Member States were required to take action. Against the background of regulatory weaknesses of the financial market, the virtues of the free-regulating market system were brought into question and the wisdom of State intervention was put forward⁹. However, the need to respond to crisis was seen as an opportunity to reform less effective structures and explore new solutions¹⁰.

⁴ Thus, for example, in the case of Greece, the crisis and global slowdown revealed problems that had been simmering beneath the surface for some time.
⁶ Thus, in the period from 2008 to 2013, Greece has been recording negative growth in (-0.2, -3.1, -4.9, -7.1, -7.0, -3.9), while since 2009 Spain recorded growth only in 2011, and only by 0.1% (-3.8, -0.2, 0.1, -1.6, -1.2). The World Bank Data, ‘GDP growth’, available at: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.KD.ZG.
Understanding that the intervention was necessary, countries affected by the emerging crisis have tried responding to it by introducing various sets of self-imposed measures, trying to bail-in\textsuperscript{11} the impact of the crisis on economy. However, in certain countries, the scope of the crisis was such that those self-imposed measures have proven not to have been enough, and assistance needed to be sought from the outside, thus resorting to bailing-out. Nevertheless, both bail-in and bail-out came at a price – public spending needed to be reduced. From necessity, austerity measures have, thus, become reality.

Because of the growth in the welfare state over the preceding two decades, the socially-focused areas now account for more than half of the general Government spending\textsuperscript{12}, while the EU accounted for around 40% of the world’s public social protection expenditure\textsuperscript{13}. Hence, when deciding where to cut in public expenditure, sectors such as pensions, healthcare and education, were seen as the most likely candidates for reductions. A viable spending reduction plan could therefore not exclude those expenditures, particularly once the need to plan for an ageing population was taken into account\textsuperscript{14}. Against this background, certain interventions have been easy to identify and were relatively easy to justify, if not actually welcome, at least in some countries. At the same time, however, strong international and national safeguards for those rights were already in place at the time of interventions, and the measures imposed needed to be carefully designed not to interfere with the recognised fundamental rights of the individuals affected.

### 1.1. Responding to crisis by austerity

The housing bubble started growing in the US, and then also globally, in the 1990s, and by the time it started bursting in 2006, it made house prices rise out-of-line with fundamentals, such as household incomes. In the meantime, however, the bubble expanded to Europe. The fact that the financial institutions were lending to subprime borrowers, together with commercial property lending practices, and general credit and financial assets in general, helped to create and inflate the bubble. New kinds of financial innovations masked the risks, and regulators failed to restrain excessive risk taking. About the time the financiers claimed to have found a way to banish risk, they had actually, and simply, lost track of it\textsuperscript{15}. Growth, during the boom cycle, was prolonged by interest rates that were maintained at too low a level, with global liquidity conditions which were extremely loose, which all led to a ‘hunt for yield’ among investors\textsuperscript{16} – depressing investment returns and funnelling money into subprime and other credit derivatives.

\textsuperscript{11} The ‘bail-in’ concept, or the idea of having depositors, rather than taxpayers finance the bailout, was suggested by the Troika lenders and embraced by the new Government amidst heated protests.

\textsuperscript{12} In 2011 more than half of the Government spending was devoted to the functions of ‘social protection’ and ‘health’, which accounted for 19.6 % and 7.3 % respectively of GDP. The other functions also comprising a large share of Government expenditure are ‘general public services’ (6.6 % of GDP), ‘education’ (5.3 % of GDP) and ‘economic affairs’ (4.0 % of GDP). Eurostat, ‘General Government expenditure in 2011 – Focus on the functions ‘social protection’ and ‘health’’, Statistics in Focus, September 2013, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3433488/5585816/KS-SF-13-009-EN.PDF/259dd0ba-7baf-4b7a-89ec-3cc19b00f573?version=1.0.


Unsound management practices, notably in banks and non-bank financial institutions, became widespread, and financial incentives for their employees were set too high. Complex financial instruments were developed which lacked transparency, and risk management systems failed to operate effectively. Greed was rewarded through excessively-generous remuneration systems which often continued even as the financial institutions made huge losses. This led to the bubble bursting in 2006, in the US. Flawed national policies, coupled with flawed institutions and institutional arrangements at both the national level and international level, were initiated by the banking collapse and helped create the crisis and accelerate its global contagion from the country of its origin.

Aided by financial integration, the crisis spread rapidly from the US to the rest of the world, resulting in a huge global economic downturn, which, with the collapse of a leading global bank, threatened to bring down the world’s financial system in 2008. At the same time, the inexorable incentives in the private financial sector, all too often, led finance people to engage in abusive behaviour, whether it was mortgage sellers putting people into houses they could not afford in the US, or banks selling high-risk Argentine bonds to unsuspecting households in Italy and Germany, or Indian microfinance banks in Andhra Pradesh loading farmers up on loans in 2010 – it is said, they all ‘provoked a string of suicides’.

In Europe, since 1995, the Greek economy recorded growth. However, the debt of State companies and the public sector as a whole, kept increasing at an alarming level. At the same time, the Government also started extensive borrowing to fund the 2004 Olympic Games. Wide corruption, weak tax administration and tax evasion, also put a strain on public finances.

Due to a combination of these factors, Greece was the first European and Eurozone country to be seriously affected by the crisis. Greece still, to date, continues to be under the heavy burden of strict austerity measures. It was shortly followed by Ireland and Portugal, with Italy, Spain and Cyprus not lagging far behind. Amongst the last to join the Eurozone, Slovenia was also amongst the most recent European and Eurozone countries to feel the peak of the crisis and being forced to bail-out its banking sector, although, without


22 Herman B., Regulating financial sectors for development and social justice, Notes for an expert group meeting organised by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, April 2013.


resorting to international borrowing\textsuperscript{26}. At the same time, a number of non-Eurozone Member States, like Hungary, Latvia, and the UK have also been affected by the crisis, though their approach to debt resolution has been somewhat different.

A struggle with the crisis ensued, but the end to it is yet to be seen, as even today, almost six years after the outbreak of the crisis in Europe, short-term perspectives for the continent are seen as very uncertain\textsuperscript{27} while the social situation in Europe is worsening\textsuperscript{28}. One of the unintended consequences of the bail-out was that, it increased public debt and shattered confidence in the Government’s solvency, as the Member States were bound to restructure their sovereign debt to avoid outright default, which in turn, became the main justification for austerity policies that prolonged the slump\textsuperscript{29}. In fact, despite the ongoing crisis, only a handful of Member States have restructured their debt so far. Belgium, France, Italy and the UK are still heavily indebted, but have not, so far, resorted to restructuring. The fiscal deficits, engendered by the crisis because of bail-outs, were a significant problem, i.e. lower tax receipts and higher claims on welfare systems were conditioned by the economic slowdown. All of this added to the existing debt loads.

In some countries, unemployment rates reached and then exceeded their historical highs. Concerns have been expressed that the measures introduced to ensure short-term savings may have negative longer-term consequences. Governments are invited to make assessments of what the long-term impacts of the cuts to welfare and services are in areas such as education, health and social care\textsuperscript{30}. However, long-term impacts will also need to be framed against meeting the demands of an ageing population.

In the wake of such threats, Member States were not only invited, but were required to intervene and try to save what could be saved. The result was the introduction of what became known as austerity measures – a combination of economic, policy and legal tools to reduce debt and control public spending, in an attempt to bring the crisis into order.

While those measures have mostly involved tax increases and cuts in social benefits and public sector pay, they have also included increases in some benefits or reductions in taxes for certain protected groups\textsuperscript{31}.

The measures introduced have, at times, been overwhelming and have required extensive changes. They have resulted in massive cuts in public expenditure which have affected the bodies established to protect fundamental rights, or have affected the ability of a number of other bodies or systems crucial to the protection of rights, such as the justice systems. For example, institutions entrusted to safeguard human rights in Greece, Ireland, Latvia and the UK have faced cuts in their budgets and staff, and the ombudspersons, in some countries (such as Spain and Slovakia), were forced to close down the decentralised
Austerity measures have also resulted in legislative initiatives reducing pensions, funding or the availability of certain social benefits. In some countries, e.g. Cyprus, the measures resulted in peoples’ savings being seized to contribute to the repayment of debt. Indirectly, the realisation of fundamental rights has also been affected by the withdrawal of funding in the non-governmental sector, which has been weakened by State-centred cultures and the economic crisis.

Massive debt, in some countries, and the banking and financial sectors in crisis, coupled with a significant reduction in borrowing possibilities, have all contributed to what is widely seen as the worst recession since the Great Depression of the 1930s. The issue of foreign debt and its impact on human rights and development has preoccupied the international community for more than three decades. In fact, long before the present crisis, the ‘critical importance that debt servicing requirements [should] not be permitted to detract funds from necessary spending in areas relevant for sustainable human development and for the promotion and protection of human rights’, was already noted and defined in the 1994 Washington ‘Understanding’. In this regard, it was observed that mostly the small local level organisations, which relied more on governmental funding. For a broader discussion on the impact of austerity measures on NGOs, see: European Economic and Social Rights Committee, ‘The impact of the crisis on civil society organisations in the EU – risks and opportunities’, 2013, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/citizenship/pdf/eesc_qe-32-12-548-en-c_en.pdf.

In some EU Member States, cuts in public spending have reduced budgets for courts and bodies with a human rights remit, as well as cuts in funding for a number of measures supporting access to justice, such as legal aid programmes and victim support services provided by non-governmental organisations (NGOs). Similarly, governmental intervention into the determination of fees of legal professionals, leading to their reduction, has been criticised by the legal profession. Namely, litigators considered that these measures were making it inviable for many firms to continue publicly-funded work, with the combined impact of a loss of work from scope and reduced fees.


35. In this regard, it was observed that mostly the small local level organisations, which relied more on governmental funding. For a broader discussion on the impact of austerity measures on NGOs, see: European Economic and Social Rights Committee, ‘The impact of the crisis on civil society organisations in the EU – risks and opportunities’, 2013, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/citizenship/pdf/eesc_qe-32-12-548-en-c_en.pdf.


line with the political commitments reflected in various international resolutions and declarations, notably, the Millennium Declaration and the Monterrey Consensus of the International Conference on Financing for Development. As a result, there has been widespread and growing concern that measures designed to lift economies out of recession were failing, not only to fulfil their primary goal, i.e. contribute to economic recovery, and damaging rights which have been recognised as inalienable and which should not have been limited by financial arguments.

Moreover, the central argument promoting austerity programmes across Europe has been that, they were needed to overcome major public budget deficits, often said to have been caused by extensive spending under social welfare budgets during the financial and economic crisis. Increasingly, however, many experts and international organisations question the effectiveness of such consolidation programmes and have started to recognise that the financial crisis, and the enormous rescue packages for European banks, are amongst the root causes of the crisis situation, and not one of its consequences.

1.2. The anti-crisis intervention

Up to the mid-1990s, there was a close link between economic and social development in the EU. Member States with a high per capita income made more resources available to the welfare state – measured in terms of the social expenditure ratio, than Member States at a lower economic level, not only in absolute terms but also relatively. In the period before the crisis, some Member States that have been catching-up economically, have expanded their welfare states relatively strongly, i.e. Greece, Portugal and Hungary.

However, with the outbreak of the crisis, austerity measures required swift and sometimes voluminous changes in Member State action, including significant budget cuts. The way in which Member States have introduced those changes, where they have chosen to make cuts, and what alternatives or mitigating actions have been taken, have all affected the way in which fundamental rights are impacted.

The scale of the economic crisis has required significant co-ordinated intervention by Governments, international financial institutions and the EU. As ‘interventionism’ grew, the measures introduced by Governments became broader and were increasingly focused on long-term structural reform. The measures used vary in detail between Member States, according to their own specific situation, although the underlying issues and objectives are often the same. Those objectives are usually set around structural fiscal consolidation and

---

reforms, financial sector regulation and supervision, enhancement of growth, as well as reducing unemployment.

The crisis had been differently handled within the EU – depending on whether the country affected belonged to the Eurozone or not, and whether it had required an EU or international intervention in order to meet its debt repayment obligations. Notably, concerns that the crisis in one Eurozone country would spill over to others, led to coordinated action by the European Commission, the European Central Bank (ECB) and the Eurozone countries. At the same time, given that a significant proportion of funding for the bail-out of Member States came from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), a tripartite authority was born – the Troika, consisting of the EU, the ECB and the IMF.

Due to the specific circumstances in which the Eurozone economies function, including limitations in the available financial mechanisms to deal with the crisis, the crisis in the Eurozone threatened the viability of the Euro45. This has caused EU institutions to become heavily involved in determining the financial arrangements of the Eurozone countries with the IMF through the Troika. The non-Eurozone countries were, on the other hand, left outside the Troika but have, nevertheless, been conditioned to undergo austerity measures through the various arrangements they have entered into with the borrowing institutions.

With the European Financial Stabilisation Mechanism (EFSM), the European Financial Stability Facility, and the Treaty establishing the European Stability Mechanism (ESM Treaty), European instruments have been rapidly developed. Through these mechanisms, the Member States concerned have established and implemented austerity measures and structural reforms on the basis of Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs). The MoUs contain detailed timetables for the implementation of austerity measures and structural reforms, to which the countries must adhere to receive the relevant credit tranches. The MoUs were negotiated by the Troika and are widely seen as having a negative impact on citizens’ rights46.

As of September 2013, the IMF had standing arrangements with five Member States (including four Eurozone States: Cyprus, Greece, Ireland and Portugal), which had at their disposal, from the IMF, a total of 70 billion Euros in September 201447, and to which strict retrenchment or austerity policies were attached.

Compliance with democratic standards by the Governments was questioned, as ‘the sovereignty of states and Governments facing crisis situations diminishes; decisions are taken on the basis of very short-term considerations, alleged urgent necessities and by following urgent procedures, whilst the aspects of transparency and democratic processes are neglected48’.


47 It should be noted, though, that none of the countries used their available quota fully. Poland, for example, has not been using the IMF funds, thus made available. IMF Factsheet, ‘The IMF and Europe’, September 2014, available at: https://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/pdf/europe.pdf.

The crisis, and the response thereto, have inevitably impacted individuals in many ways. Importantly, it has affected them by undermining their ability to enjoy their human rights and that of Member States to fulfil their obligations to safeguard human rights. Serious concerns have been expressed in relation to the negative impacts of the ‘global economic and financial crisis on economic and social development, and on the full enjoyment of *all human rights in all countries* [emphasis added]’. In particular, the rights of vulnerable and marginalised groups, such as women and children, have come into question. However, many now argue that the initial human rights impacts of the financial crisis have been further exacerbated by the subsequent policy responses of Member States. Thus, what had begun as a financial crisis is seen as rapidly turning into a global human rights crisis, and together with the food crisis, energy crisis and climate crisis, in some more dramatic commentaries it is suggested that we may be facing a crisis of civilisation. The European Parliament also found it difficult to observe the financial crisis as isolated from the global systemic crisis.

In addition, the reasons for bail-out arrangements are being questioned, with claims that the Troika interventions were not introduced with a view to helping countries and their people but rather, to bail-out the international financial institutions. In fact, the solvency of financial institutions, which hold significant portions of sovereign bonds, has become inextricably linked to sovereign solvency. Hence, in effect, bailing-out countries, indeed, means bailing-out financial institutions. Even the impact of austerity measures on the revival of economies is being questioned, with leading economists calling austerity a ‘vicious circle’ and a ‘suicide pact’.

The deepening of the crisis and the reality of austerity is being seen as threatening more than six decades of growing social solidarity, economic integration and human rights protection across Europe. It may be argued that austerity is not the only cause for this threat. The long-term financial sustainability of the welfare state is being brought into question by ageing populations and the already-high levels of State debt – even before the crisis. Nonetheless, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights are being considered as essential elements of a sustained and inclusive economic recovery, while international fundamental rights obligations highlight that economic hardship cannot be used as the sole reason for reducing levels of protection.

---


2. THE METHODOLOGY FOR THE STUDY

The present study aims to describe and examine the impact of the current economic crisis on fundamental rights and civil liberties in Belgium, Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain, paying specific attention to the nature and impact of (legislative, regulatory or other) measures taken by Member States in the wake of the economic crisis. The study further aims to analyse the impact of such measures in the framework of European and international obligations binding on Member States in respect of certain aspects of the rights to education, healthcare, pensions, work and access to justice. In addition, it draws attention to other rights which might have been affected, to a lesser extent, by the measures. The study also explores the reactions to the measures imposed by various national and international monitoring mechanisms, such as the national courts or equality bodies, or international judicial and quasi-judicial bodies. The approach of Member States is also assessed in relation to the exercise of the freedoms of expression and assembly, in reaction to the crisis and austerity measures imposed in response thereto, and the possible limitations imposed on those freedoms.

The intention of the study was to research and analyse the situation in a selection of Member States, focusing on those that have been particularly affected by the economic crisis and have adopted measures in reaction thereto. The selection of Member States ensured that a balanced picture is drawn, with special attention paid to those Member States that have taken part in international financial assistance programmes. Similarly, given that the area of fundamental rights is very broad, only a selection of core rights was considered.

The study analyses national legislative and regulatory measures which affect the exercise of fundamental rights in the selected Member States, insofar as those measures were adopted in the wake of the crisis and their adoption was justified, explicitly, or implicitly, on the basis of the current economic situation, or on the need to react thereto.

Given the continuously changing situation in the observed Member States, it was necessary to determine a cut-off date for the observations in the comparative analysis and country reports. This date was set to be 30 June 2014. However, if a major development occurred after that date, and up to the finalisation of the study in February 2015, these developments were noted appropriately.

2.1. Selection of Member States

Even though it may be said that each Member State was, to some extent, affected by the global crisis, not all of them were affected in the same way and with the same intensity. Therefore, in developing the methodology for this study, it was decided to select countries for country specific research of the impact of the crisis on fundamental rights. In approaching the selection of countries to cover, particular attention was paid to several criteria, as described in the following paragraphs.

Special attention was paid to the Member States that entered into arrangements with the so-called Troika: an ad hoc borrowing mechanism comprised of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the European Commission and the European Central Bank (ECB). However, in order to ensure a balanced picture, it was necessary to also include a number of Member States that have not resorted to international finance assistance programmes.
Furthermore, in order to be able to have a point of comparison between different legal systems, an effort was made to have both the continental and the common law systems represented. Also, an effort was made to make, as far as possible, a fair geographic representation of EU Member States.

Based on the above criteria, the following Member States were selected: Belgium, Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain.

**Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Portugal** and **Spain** were primarily selected due to their commitments to Troika, and austerity measures which were imposed in those countries either stemming directly from the Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) with the Troika, or as a consequence of the entire complexity of financial, economic and social turbulence caused by the imposed austerity measures.

Even though **Belgium** has not resorted to borrowing from the international institutions, the economic and financial crisis led to stricter monitoring of the Belgian budget by the EU. The Belgian financial sector has been severely affected by the crisis which, coupled with a deep institutional crisis, has led to a lengthy period of institutional dysfunction. Having managed to stand out from the rest of the Eurozone after the first wave of the crisis in 2008-2009, in 2011, Belgium entered a second cycle of crisis. This was characterised by negative economic growth and increased unemployment. It was, therefore, deemed useful to observe how austerity measures affected fundamental rights in such circumstances.

**Italy** is another non-Troika State included in this study. In the period 2008-2013, Italy’s economy shrank by 7.5% and its population became significantly poorer, with average incomes (GDP per capita) going back 18 years to 1996 levels. More than 450,000 jobs were lost and, one-after-another, Italian Governments introduced innumerable measures to respond to the crisis. In addition, Italy is one of the largest Eurozone debtors with a gross debt of 136% of the annual GDP – holding its infamous second place to Greece. These facts made it reasonable to take a closer look into the impacts of austerity measures on fundamental rights in Italy.

In the selection of countries, significant consideration was given towards including other Member States which have been affected by the crisis and, have resorted to international borrowing.

Thus, countries such as Hungary and Latvia were considered for scrutiny under the present study. In fact, the fundamental rights situation in **Hungary** has been under examination by international and European observers. Both the European Commission and the European Parliament have warned that some of the numerous initiatives to amend the Hungarian Constitution might represent a violation of EU legislation and the rule of law. Further concerns have been expressed in relation to various measures against civil society and media. However, these measures are a consequence of the official Hungarian policies.

---


rather than those of imposed politics of austerity\textsuperscript{62}. Furthermore, Hungary has now exited the main wave of the crisis and the European Parliament has already extensively discussed the situation in Hungary\textsuperscript{63}. Due to all of these reasons, Hungary was eventually excluded from the selection of countries for the present study.

\textbf{Latvia} was considered as another possible Member State for observation in the study. Despite being considered a success and accessing the Eurozone in 2014, a number of criticisms have been addressed to the Latvian austerity programme\textsuperscript{64}. Nevertheless, given that Latvia is a relatively small Member State, and commended for having exited the crisis, the interventions through austerity were of a comparably less significant scale than in other observed Member States and it was, therefore, not included in the analysis.

\section*{2.2. Selection of rights}

For the purposes of the present study, fundamental rights are understood as rights setting out the minimum standards to ensure that a person is treated with dignity, and include, primarily: the rights listed or referred to in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (EU Charter); rights forming part of the constitutional traditions common to Member States; rights recognised in the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom (ECHR) and, in the case-law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR); rights listed in the Social Charters of the Union and of the Council of Europe; relevant national constitutional rights. Furthermore, this list of rights is complemented by the rights guaranteed in broader international instruments, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).

It needs to be noted, however, that the EU instruments are more inclined to use the term ‘fundamental rights’, whereas other instruments use the term ‘human rights’, ‘human rights and fundamental freedoms’, or even ‘fundamental human rights’. While a theoretical discussion may be had on the difference between the meanings of the different terms, in the present study they are used interchangeably and without prejudice towards possible different meaning of each of them.

The notion of fundamental rights is a broad concept, determined by a number of international, regional and national instruments. In the EU Charter alone, the protection of


more than twenty fundamental rights is guaranteed. Other instruments provide protection of additional rights for all, or specific protection of those ‘general’ rights or ‘group specific’ rights for certain vulnerable groups. Furthermore, within the austerity context, it was evident that some rights have been affected more than others. Therefore, it was not deemed necessary to analyse all the rights – which would be a voluminous task. A selection of rights for analysis needed to be made on the basis of quantitative and qualitative criteria as described below. This selection of rights was then verified by the experts involved in the preparation of the national studies and the synthesis study.

Of the quantitative criteria, it was the frequency and nature of reporting on fundamental rights affected by the crisis that were first considered. The sources for such analysis were EU bodies and international institutions, as well as wider sources, e.g. national legislative and policy instruments, scientific articles and media. At the same time, data regarding the likely proportion of the population affected by the possible interference was also taken into consideration, e.g. if the overall reform of the healthcare system was likely to affect the majority, if not all, of a country’s population.

The qualitative criteria used were:

- the estimate of the possible consequences the interference might have – in terms of their impact on the enjoyment of other rights for each individual;
- that the ‘subfamilies’ of the economic, social and cultural and the civil and political rights are represented;
- that the choice of those rights ensures the feasibility of the study and allows in-depth research into the right.

Following quantitative and qualitative analysis, the rights selected to be evaluated against austerity measures interfering with them, and their impacts were the: right to education, right to healthcare, right to work, right to pension and access to justice. In addition, it was important to review the exercise of the right to freedom of expression and freedom of assembly. Even though these freedoms were not, as such, directly subject to austerity measures, protests – which were staged as a reaction to those measures, were, in some cases, subject to interventions. Consequently, these freedoms also became the subjects of the present study.

Finally, in order to give due account to the specificities of each country proposed, and to provide broader reflection on the possible impacts, it was necessary to, briefly, present other rights affected in each of the observed Member States. These additional rights are the: right to housing in Belgium, Cyprus, Ireland and Spain; right to property in Cyprus, Greece and Italy; rights at work in Cyprus, Greece and Portugal; freedom of
information in Greece; right to social security in Ireland and Portugal; right to water in Ireland. Some specific issues in relation to non-discrimination are also looked at, namely, the restriction of rights of foreigners in Belgium and hate crimes and hate speech in Greece.

While the initial selection of rights was made in advance of the study, it was confirmed by the stakeholders, at both national level and EU level, during the research.

2.3. Research methods and structure

The analytical framework of the study was based on desk research and the review of literature, as well as on consultations with experts at national level and EU level\(^{67}\). The aim of the research was to highlight the issues underlying the development of the crisis, as well as the reasons which led to the imposition of austerity measures, together with their impact on the selected fundamental rights. Furthermore, the research was directed towards identifying areas for improvement and formulating recommendations in that respect.

Most of the findings relied on desk research of legislation, policies and findings of different national and international sources, e.g. reports, studies and articles. A cautious and balanced approach was taken with respect to journalistic sources of information, where the aim was to reference only reliable and verified press sources, and to use a variety of such sources. In addition, a number of stakeholders were consulted. For the purposes of the national studies, stakeholders were identified to verify the findings or identify impacts of relevant measures. In addition, for the purposes of the present synthesis study, stakeholders were consulted to identify a broader EU level context and the impacts of the crisis on fundamental rights.

Given the different situations in the observed Member States, the national studies were not drafted in such a way as to enable a full comparative analysis of the findings. However, a comparative analysis was performed whenever, and to the extent possible.

The seven national studies, on which this study is based, provide more detailed information on the national legal and institutional systems through which austerity measures have been introduced. The national studies are published separately.

This synthesis study is structured as follows:

- the introduction gives an overview of circumstances which caused the crisis and the Member States’ responses thereto, and at the same time, setting the background for the protection of the rights presented in the study.
- the introduction is followed by the description of methodology (section 2). Sections 4 to 9 provide an overview of the national measures in the seven observed Member States – in relation to the respective selected rights, with an analysis of the impact of austerity measures on each of the rights across the Member States observed. Each of sections 4

\(^{67}\) The experts consulted have all had the background knowledge of fundamental rights, as well as the economic background. They also have a deep understanding of the crisis and of the relationship between the crisis, austerity and fundamental rights.
• to 9 also provides existing international mandatory requirements, obligations and rights set in the international and European legal frameworks for the protection of the respective right analysed in the section.

• Section 10 provides an overview of the impact of austerity measures on other fundamental rights, which were identified as characteristic of particular Member States, as well as comparative analysis, wherever possible, i.e. the right to housing identified in Belgium, Cyprus, Ireland and Spain.

• Section 11 provides an overview of the international and European monitoring mechanisms and their views regarding austerity measures which interfere with the rights observed in the study. Finally, section 12 describes the need for EU action within the remit of EU competences, providing conclusions drawn from the findings in the study and specific recommendations for action at EU level.
3. PROTECTION OF THE SELECTED FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

3.1. Setting the framework for protection

The development of a legal framework for the recognition and protection of fundamental rights truly started at the international level with the adoption by the UN General Assembly, of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).

Development of the framework

Following the Second World War, Europe was the first region to further develop these rights with the adoption of the ECHR which, in turn, set the basis for the establishment of the ECtHR in 1959. This was followed, in 1960, by the adoption of the European Social Charter (ESC), and the Additional Protocol Providing for a System of Collective Complaints in 1995.

At international level, the 1960s also saw further developments with the adoption of two standard-setting universal human rights instruments: the 1966 ICCPR and ICESCR.

Legislative action from the 1950s and 1960s has been supplemented over the years at international, European and national levels, with practical measures to promote, protect and enforce human rights. Progress in the field, within the EU Member States, has been assisted through a prolonged period of relative peace, coupled with EU enlargement and economic prosperity.

EU values

Human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights grew to become universal values embedded in the EU Treaties since their inception. They are now core values of the EU and are referred to at the very beginning of the Treaty on the European Union – which not only recalls the inviolability of fundamental rights but also introduces the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (EU Charter) as one of the formal sources of EU law. Member States are committed to the protection of fundamental rights through EU instruments and also through international conventions, most notably the UN UDHR and the Council of Europe’s ECHR.

In addition, all 28 Member States have ratified the basic text of the ECHR, although not all Member States have ratified all of the protocols, as well as the ESC. Eighteen Member States have ratified the Revised Social Charter, and 15 Member States have accepted the jurisdiction of the European Committee for Social Rights (ECSR) to decide upon collective complaints. Furthermore, all Member States have ratified the ICCPR and ICESCR. Other non-ratified key UN human rights instruments by EU Member States are an exception, rather than the rule.

More recently, the Treaty on the European Union (TEU) introduced the EU Charter as one of the formal sources of EU law. The EU Charter is binding only with respect to acts
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71 TEU, Article 6(1).
undertaken by EU institutions, or by Member States, in implementing EU law. However, it acts as a guiding instrument setting-out the framework, with respect to dignity, freedom, equality, solidarity, citizens’ rights and justice. Thus, for the first time, the EU Charter sets out, in a single document, all civil, political, economic and social rights of persons living in the EU – whether citizens or not.

In addition to the EU Charter, the TEU imposed an obligation on the EU to ratify the ECHR and, thus, subject its supranational actions and measures to the scrutiny of the ECtHR. Nevertheless, five years since the entry into force of this provision of the TEU, ratification is yet to happen. The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) gives the ECHR ‘special significance’ as a ‘guiding principle’ in its case law. Yet, the final text of the accession agreement between the Council of Europe and the EU of April 2013, was found not to be in accordance with EU law. EU accession to the ECHR has, therefore, been postponed to an unknown time in the future.

Differentiation between rights

While there is no such thing as the hierarchy of rights, the range of fundamental rights set out in various international and EU instruments are, sometimes, broadly categorised between civil and political rights on the one hand, and economic, social and cultural on the other. Notably, it is largely the civil and political rights which are subject to immediate effect and are defined in absolute terms, requesting full compliance with the standards set in the instruments. The economic, social and cultural rights are mostly subject to progressive realisation, meaning that they do not have to be implemented immediately, but are allowed to be implemented over a certain period of time until fully achieved. Furthermore, economic, social and cultural rights are also often subject to different monitoring mechanisms, which are sometimes seen as ‘softer’.

Thus, for example, the ECtHR receives individual applications which are subject to decision in a binding judgment. The ESC, however, is a very complex instrument, which allows countries to make a choice of rights to be protected. These rights are then subject to progressive realisation. The implementation of these rights may be subject to a collective complaint, but only by a limited number of organisations (never individuals), which is then
subject to a decision (never a judgment) of the ECSR\textsuperscript{76}. Nonetheless, States always have an obligation to respect, protect and fulfil defined human rights\textsuperscript{77}.

There are, arguably, important reasons and distinctions between these different sets of rights, but taking such an approach is both contentious and complex given the inter-relationship between, and overlap of, rights. Importantly, human rights theory rejects any sort of division of human rights\textsuperscript{78}, viewing them as interrelated, interdependent and indivisible\textsuperscript{79}. Nevertheless, it is evident that, in recognising these rights, the Member States have perceived differences between them. Most recently, for example, in accepting the Lisbon Treaty, both Poland and the UK secured a protocol which states that Title IV of the EU Charter, which contains economic and social rights, does not create justiciable rights – except to the extent that such rights are already guaranteed in national law\textsuperscript{80}.

For some rights, implementation must be immediate and unconditional, such as the prohibition of torture, inhuman and degrading treatment, and its application in prisons, where a lack of State resources cannot justify conditions contrary to the prohibition\textsuperscript{81}. Similarly, the lack of funds cannot be used as an excuse for failure to enforce a final domestic judgment\textsuperscript{82}. This immediate application is usually reserved for the group of civil and political rights, regardless of the costs they might incur\textsuperscript{83}.

**Progressive realisation and prohibition of retrogression**

There are rights which are subject to progressive realisation, i.e. economic, social and cultural rights, which are often seen as the more ‘costly’ rights. ‘Progressive realisation does not mean that the right may remain unguaranteed and that the States may decide not to protect it at all. It means that, while the full realisation of the relevant rights may be achieved progressively, steps towards that goal must be taken within a reasonably short time after the Covenant’s entry into force for the States concerned. Such steps should be deliberate, concrete and targeted as clearly as possible towards meeting the obligations recognised in the Covenant’\textsuperscript{84}.


\textsuperscript{77} See e.g. UN OHCHR, ‘International Human Rights Law’, available at: http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/InternationalLaw.aspx.


\textsuperscript{83} Therefore, the right to vote, as one of the rights most clearly fitting into the group of civil and political rights, usually requires significant financial means to be fully implemented, given that organising fully free democratic elections comes at a significant cost. Similarly, the right to a free trial, a prominent civil right, requires organising and paying the cost of the entire judicial system.

However, even when realising a right progressively, ‘a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights is incumbent upon every State party. Thus, for example, a State party in which any significant number of individuals is deprived of essential foodstuffs, essential primary health care, basic shelter and housing, or the most basic forms of education, is, prima facie, ‘failing to discharge its obligations under the Covenant’. Otherwise, the international obligations set up under such provisions would lose their raison d’être. By the same token, any assessment as to whether or not a State has discharged its minimum core obligation, must also take account of resource constraints applying within the country concerned.

Given that progressive realisation means that a right need not be fully implemented immediately, this might be interpreted as leaving a window of opportunity for States to improve, or deteriorate, the guarantee of enjoyment of certain rights, depending on the situation and their political priorities. To pre-empt this, the principle of non-retrogression was introduced to international human rights theory as an additional safeguard. The non-retrogression principle is enshrined into EU protection of fundamental rights through Article 53 of the EU Charter, which stipulates that nothing ‘shall be interpreted as restricting or adversely affecting human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognised, in their respective fields of application’. A retrogressive measure is one that directly, or indirectly, leads to backward movement in the enjoyment of the rights recognised in international law. For example, to ensure progressive realisation and avoid retrogression, States must ensure that their policies and actions do not reduce access to social security benefits. Any ‘deliberately retrogressive measures would require the most careful consideration and would need to be fully justified by reference to the totality of the rights provided for in the Covenant and in the context of the full use of the maximum available resources’.

The reality is, however, that a lack of resources can impede realisation of a specific right, and this is, at least to a certain extent, accepted in human rights law, but only if the State has demonstrated that ‘every effort has been made to use all resources that are at its disposition in an effort to satisfy, as a matter of priority, [its] minimum obligations’. Usually, it is the economic, social and cultural rights that are negatively affected, as economic downturns place social protection systems under considerable strain. Nonetheless, States must move expeditiously and effectively towards the goal of full enjoyment of a right and, whilst certain rights may have been affected by measures, those effects must not necessarily result in a violation of rights.

**Member States’ roles in protection**

At the national level, Member States have, over the last 60 years, progressively established their own legislative, institutional and policy framework to turn fundamental rights into a
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87 EU Charter, Article 53.
reality. As a starting point, most Member States firmly establish human rights within their Constitutions. They have also put a range of bodies in place, such as ombudspersons and equality bodies, to monitor violations of fundamental rights and, in some cases, to carry out investigations or prosecutions to assist in the development of policies and to promote fundamental rights.

At the same time, legislative and institutional action has been taken with respect to individual rights. For example, to guarantee the right to a fair trial, Member States have set up judicial systems which must comply with the key aspects of fair trial, such as independence of the judiciary, an open trial, access to a lawyer, interpretation where it is needed and sufficient time to prepare one’s defence. Here too, the EU has taken a pivotal role in establishing many aspects of fair trial rights in EU Directives\(^1\).

### 3.2. The rights protected

It would be difficult to make a catalogue of all the rights guaranteed by international, European and national instruments, and even harder to make a list of all of the measures undertaken in crisis-affected countries which have, in one way or another, affected the enjoyment of each of these rights. As the UN has warned, there were negative impacts of the global economic and financial crisis on economic and social development and on the full enjoyment of all human rights in all countries\(^2\). However, given the limited scope of the present study, only the selected rights and the impact of the crisis on their enjoyment are scrutinised in detail.

#### Right to education

Certain expenditures remained stable, regardless of changing social, economic and demographic circumstances and regardless of their relatively large share in public spending\(^3\). For example, the average expenditure on education in Member States, which in 2010 was more than 5% GDP\(^4\) and seen as relatively high, remained relatively unchanged, in real terms\(^5\). Nevertheless, in one third of OECD countries, spending on education fell as a result of the crisis\(^6\). Cuts in education subsidies and scholarships, school teachers’ salaries, and schools budgets, affect the quality, accessibility and affordability of education,


which may also result in early school dropouts and subsequent long-term effects on the children concerned\(^9\).

Nonetheless, in the ICESCR the right to education is defined as a universal entitlement to education, and this right is recognised as a right that includes the right to free, compulsory primary education for all, as well as an obligation to provide a system of secondary education. Secondary education does not necessarily have to be free, but it does have to be available and accessible to all. The material conditions of teaching staff should also be continuously improved\(^1\). In addition, the right to education encompasses the obligation to combat discrimination at all levels of the educational system, to set minimum standards, and to improve the quality of education. As an empowerment right, education is the primary vehicle by which economically and socially marginalised adults and children can lift themselves out of poverty and obtain the means to participate fully in their communities\(^2\). Education needs to be provided under the principles of availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability\(^3\).

The right to education is reaffirmed in the 1960 UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education, Article 10 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), Articles 28 and 29 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and Article 24 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). Furthermore, it is also guaranteed by Article 2 of Protocol No. 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

The EU Charter guarantees the right to education and access to vocational and continuing training, with the possibility to receive free compulsory education\(^4\). In fact, the education budgets, in certain countries, have suffered severe cuts, which prompted warnings about the impact of such cuts on the equality of opportunities\(^5\).

**Right to healthcare**

Even before the crisis, there had been a need for structural changes in the healthcare sector. The outbreak of the crisis has made the reforms in this sector more urgent, with the premise (and the promise) that the reforms will bring a better service at a cheaper price. In


\(^1\) ICESCR, Article 13.


\(^4\) The EU Charter, Article 14.

the healthcare sector, the crisis was seen only as the trigger for reforms already long overdue – the outcome, however, not necessarily resulting in better healthcare\textsuperscript{105}.

The right to health does not guarantee the right to be healthy. However, it does contain different freedoms and entitlements, where the entitlements represent the right to a system of health protection which provides equality of opportunity for people to enjoy the highest attainable standard of health and, is to be understood as the right to have access to health services.

Understood as such, the right to healthcare is guaranteed by Article 25 of the UDHR, Article 12 of the ICESCR, Article 12 the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (the ‘CEDAW’), Article 25 of the Convention on the Right of Persons with Disabilities (the ‘CRPD’), Article 24 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (the ‘CRC’) and Article 11 of both the European Social Charter and the Revised European Social Charter. It is also repeated in the preamble of the Constitution of the World Health Organisation.

**Right to work**

Unlike the above-mentioned rights – the enjoyment of which depends to a lesser or a greater extent on public giving, the crisis also had an effect on rights which largely depend on the market. For example, the right to work, with the exception of employment in the public sector, depends on the demand for workers by the economy, even though the market depends on Member State labour policies and legislation.

There is no blanket guarantee in international law of the right to work – if it is understood as the right to have and maintain gainful employment. Article 6 of the ICESCR recognises the right to work in the sense of the opportunity of everyone to gain their living by freely choosing or accepting work. Also, the right to work is in the core of the activities of the ILO. A number of conventions have been adopted within its framework to protect and improve the enjoyment of the right to work\textsuperscript{106}.

Similarly, the EU Charter guarantees the right to engage in work and to pursue a freely-chosen or accepted occupation\textsuperscript{107}, which corresponds to the guarantee in the ICESCR. The EU Charter, furthermore, guarantees a free placement service for everyone\textsuperscript{108}, protection from unjustified dismissal\textsuperscript{109}, and the right to fair and just working conditions\textsuperscript{110}.

Increased unemployment was one of the first consequences of the crisis and this right was immediately affected. Interventions were aimed mostly at accommodating two different demands: facilitating flexibility for employers in the particular circumstances in which the economy had to respond to the changed situation in the global market caused by the crisis;
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\textsuperscript{107} EU Charter, Article 15(1).

\textsuperscript{108} EU Charter, Article 29.

\textsuperscript{109} EU Charter, Article 30.

\textsuperscript{110} EU Charter, Article 31.
facilitating new employment opportunities at a time when unemployment rates grew at an alarming pace.

Right to a pension

With 12-13% GDP spent on pensions in the EU\textsuperscript{111} (17% in the OECD countries\textsuperscript{112}), an ageing population and the constant increase in life expectancy, pensions have been high on the agenda for reform, even before and, unrelated to the crisis\textsuperscript{113}. Originally, interventions regarding pensions were positive and at the outbreak of the crisis, pensioners had been largely spared from benefit cuts, and sometimes, even saw their public pension benefits increased as part of economic stimulus programmes. However, by 2013, given their large incidence in public spending, and as the crisis developed, pensions became a target for consolidation programmes\textsuperscript{114}. Interventions regarding pensions were seen as difficult, as they either postponed the retirement age – which had twofold consequences, i.e. it made people stay longer in the workforce and reduced the number of employment opportunities, or simply reduced the amount of pensions to be received.

Although there is no internationally guaranteed right to a pension, pensions, as provided by applicable legislation, have been protected by international and national legislation as part of the right to property. Having developed the doctrine of pensions as acquired rights, the ECtHR has observed pensions ‘through the lens’ of the right to property as guaranteed by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the ECHR\textsuperscript{115}.

With this understanding, Article 17 of the EU Charter guarantees the right for everyone ‘to own, use, dispose of and bequeath his or her lawfully acquired possessions. No one may be deprived of his or her possessions, except in the public interest and in the cases and under the conditions provided for by law, subject to fair compensation being paid in good time for their loss’.

Therefore, not surprisingly the measures interfering with pensions were seen as directly impacting individual acquired rights and were met with resistance, criticism, and were even subject to successful national\textsuperscript{116} and international litigation\textsuperscript{117}.


\textsuperscript{117} Thus, the ECSR came out with a number of decisions evaluating Greek measures imposed on pensioners. See e.g. Panhellenic Federation of Pensioners and the Public Electricity Corporation (POS-DEI) v. Greece, complaint no.
Access to justice

Justice systems came under the spotlight – even though spending on justice systems is comparably lower to, for example, spending on education. However, given the utmost importance of the proper functioning of the justice system for democracy and the rule of law, any interference with the justice system merits close scrutiny, and such interventions have, thus, been closely monitored during the crisis.

Procedural rights, although not access to justice itself, have been protected by numerous instruments. Article 10 of the UDHR, Article 14 of the ICCPR, the Geneva Conventions and Article 6 of the ECHR guarantee the right to fair trial, which is seen as the cornerstone for access to justice. However, only with the Lisbon Treaty has the right of access to justice been finally recognised as such, although limiting it to matters related to the recognition of judgements. The EU Charter has subsequently referred specifically to access to justice, reaffirming it as a basic concept of the procedural rights of individuals.

Later on, other instruments have adopted wording specifically towards the protection of access to justice. Thus, Article 13 of the CRPD protects effective access to justice for people with disabilities.

Despite the fact that the right of access to justice was not initially guaranteed in international human rights instruments, it has been given due attention by international policy makers. Thus, for example, the CoE Committee of Ministers adopted the recommendation on facilitating access to justice in 1981. Furthermore, the monitoring mechanisms have distinguished this right from other rights and insisted on strict adherence thereto. Thus, the ECtHR has developed a significant body of case-law, based on the premise that the right to a fair trial assumes, per se, the right of access to court, and consequently, the right of access to justice.

Freedoms of expression and assembly

Furthermore, the pressure of austerity measures sometimes served as cause for protests, or flared-up reactions from the public. In certain situations, the protests spiralled into violent exchanges between the protesters and the police, causing material damage, casualties and, in a few of the most severe incidents, even the deaths of protesters and bystanders.

118 There is no easily comparable data available to express the expenditure on the justice systems from the GDP. However, according to the CEPEJ, the total public expenditure (expressed as a percentage allocated in the national budget) for justice systems (including court system, legal aid, public prosecution services, prison system and probation services) amounted to between 0.14% in the UK (without Scotland) and 1.00% in Slovenia. Dubois E., Schurrer C. and Velicogna M., ‘The functioning of judicial systems and the situation of the economy in the European Union Member States’, CEPEJ Complied Report 2013, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/effective-justice/files/cepej_study_justice_scoreboard_en.pdf.
119 EU Charter, Article 47.
122 Thus, for example, the ECtHR finds that it is the responsibility of the state to ensure the enjoyment of access to justice and the independence of the legal profession. See ECtHR, Staroszczyk v. Poland, case no. 59519/00, judgment of 22 March 2007, §133, available at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-79879.
Freedoms of expression and assembly are guaranteed by Articles 20 and 23 of the UDHR, Articles 21 and 22 of the ICCPR, Article 8 of the IESCR, Articles 10 and 11 of the ECHR and Articles 5 of both the ESC and the RESC. Article 11 of the EU Charter guarantees the right of freedom of expression and information, while Article 12 provides for the protection of freedom of assembly and association. Even though it can hardly be said that the *stricto sensu* austerity measures have directly interfered with the freedom of assembly or expression, the reaction of the authorities to these protests sometimes brought into question the enjoyment of those freedoms by the general public, and austerity has often been discussed within this context too.

**Other rights**

Other interventions made to redress the turmoil in the global economy, directly, or indirectly, affected other rights. Apart from the rights which were, to various extents, affected by different measures introduced in all of the countries significantly affected by the crisis, there have been others which were only characteristic of one or a few Member States. As noted above, austerity measures provoked different reactions, depending on how strongly a Member State was hit by the crisis, as well as various other individual characteristics of each Member State’s economy and political system. Thus, for example, in Cyprus, there has been a lot of discussion about the so-called ‘haircut of deposits’ and the consequent concerns about interferences with the right to property of the individuals affected. In Ireland, the initiative to introduce water meters caused heated debate about the possible violation of the right to water (assuming that such a right is indeed internationally recognised). In Belgium, the issue of the right to housing was subject to an elaborate debate.

The following sections provide a detailed overview of how austerity has affected these selected rights.

---


126 The term ‘haircuts’ to refer to expropriation of deposits was broadly accepted by financial commentators. See e.g. Stothard M., ‘Bank of Cyprus haircut could reach 60%’, Financial Times, March 2013, available at: [http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/4a1bb1d6-9926-11e2-af84-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3OEqtwZr2](http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/4a1bb1d6-9926-11e2-af84-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3OEqtwZr2).
4. IMPACT OF AUSTERITY MEASURES ON THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION

KEY FINDINGS

- The study focuses on observing the impact of the crisis on the right to compulsory education, which is guaranteed in all of the observed Member States.

- Out of the seven observed Member States, only Belgium has not undertaken any significant interventions with respect to the right to education.

- Main measures included a reduction in the number of schools, which was achieved by mergers or closures; reductions in the number of teachers, an increase of the student-to-teacher ratio; the reduction of administrative and other school-related costs.

- Some measures resulted in reducing the services provided to children in vulnerable situations, such as children with disabilities, Roma children or children of migrants.

- The impacts of measures cannot yet be fully evaluated, but include a danger to the overall quality of education and children’s success at school; an increase in unemployed workers in education; reduced availability of services such as transport to school; deterioration of general conditions in classrooms, such as cleaning and heating.

- Children with disabilities, Roma and Traveller children, as well as children of migrants, appear to have been disproportionately affected by the measures imposed.

4.1. Guarantee of the right to education

"Education is both a human right in itself and an indispensable means of realizing other human rights. As an empowerment right, education is the primary vehicle by which economically and socially marginalized adults and children can lift themselves out of poverty and obtain the means to participate fully in their communities. Education has a vital role in empowering women, safeguarding children from exploitative and hazardous labour and sexual exploitation, promoting human rights and democracy, protecting the environment, and controlling population growth. Increasingly, education is recognised as one of the best financial investments States can make. But the importance of education is not just practical: a well-educated, enlightened and active mind, able to wander freely and widely, is one of the joys and rewards of human existence."

The right to education is guaranteed by several legal instruments at EU and international levels. In the **EU Charter** on Fundamental Rights, **Article 14** guarantees the right to education, including compulsory education.

The right, either in its abstract entirety, or certain particular aspects of it, is also guaranteed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR); the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR); the European Social Charter (ESC) and the revised Charter (RESC); the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

(CRPD). Furthermore, several UNESCO instruments deal with the right to education, starting with the 1960 Convention against Discrimination in Education (CADE). Recognising the importance of education, the UN General Assembly identified the achievement of universal primary education by the year 2015, meaning the completion of a full course of primary education by all boys and girls, is one of the Millennium Development Goals.

The right to education can be interpreted broadly. The focus of the present study is the right to education understood as the right to compulsory education, which most Member States guarantee for children of a certain age.

The right to compulsory education, as protected in international frameworks, is unconditional, i.e. every child has the right to education, and the State and the child’s parents have an obligation to make sure the child participates in education. This means that schools are not allowed to refuse enrolment of non-nationals, in particular, those children who reside in Member States without valid residence permits. Furthermore, compulsory education should be free of any direct costs, while indirect costs need to be imposed with caution.

The right to compulsory education is guaranteed in all of the observed Member States, and lasts from the age of five (in Greece) or six, and ends between the ages of 15 (in Greece and Cyprus) and 18 (in Belgium and Portugal). However, it is not completely free-of-charge – it is possible that the authorities may impose a charge even for mandatory activities.

4.2. Overview of the measures affecting the right to education

In the Troika countries, MoUs repeatedly required a reduction in expenditure for education. Specific interventions depended upon the situation in each Member State, but have shared-characteristics that focus on increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of each educational system. In non-Troika countries, the trends were different. In Italy, restrictive measures were introduced – sometimes relying on international and EU commitments to

---


130 CRC, Article 28.
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stabilise public financing. In Belgium, only a few restrictive measures were introduced. At the same time, where in some other areas, e.g. the student-to-teacher ratio, other Member States more or less significantly cut the spending – in Belgium it was increased.

4.2.1. Mergers and closures of schools

Mergers of schools have been recorded in three of the observed Member States: **Cyprus, Greece** and **Italy**. However, not all mergers may be attributed to the crisis and cuts in costs. Thus, in Cyprus, the plans for the merger of schools were in place even before the crisis and some schools were scheduled to merge because of the decrease in the number of students, regardless of the crisis. Similarly, plans for the merger of classes which fell below a minimum number of students also existed in Cyprus before the crisis, but had, nevertheless, not been implemented before the crisis hit the country.

The scope of the mergers was different in the three Member States. In Cyprus, on average, two schools a year are merged with others – with the total number of schools decreasing from 347 in 2008 to 338 in 2013. In Italy, on the other hand, the merger of schools primarily affected certain areas, such as the island regions of Sicily and Sardinia, where two-thirds of schools were merged. School mergers in Greece were more substantial, i.e. from 1998-2012, the number of school units in primary schools dropped from 6,431 to 4,716. However, not all the school closures can be attributed to the crisis, as in 2008, the number had already fallen to 5,496. Nevertheless, 780 school units in primary education were closed down in the period of crisis, with plans to continue with the mergers of another 231 units in the school year 2014/15.

4.2.2. Costs of staff in education

In all of the observed Member States, except Belgium, there have been cuts in the costs of staff in education. These cuts were obtained through a combination of measures including: the reduction of salaries and a reduction of the number of the staff, either by dismissals or a freeze on new employment. The number of students per class also increased, while the teacher-student ratio decreased in all countries\(^{134}\), apart from Belgium, where the number of students per class was reduced in 2011. The salaries, as well as other benefits for teachers, were affected together with salaries and other benefits of civil servants in general – which is discussed in more detail in Section 6 of the study. The number of working hours of teachers also increased in Italy, Portugal and Spain, while in Cyprus preparatory hours for teachers were abolished.

Reductions for the engagement of substitute and replacement teachers were introduced in Ireland and Spain, thus restricting the possibility of engaging replacement teachers.

4.2.3. Other costs

Apart from staffing costs, some administrative costs were reduced. In Italy, the technical and auxiliary staff at schools was reduced by 17%. In Greece, the position of school guards was abolished, while in Portugal the new management scheme was introduced in schools. The new management style, that was introduced, is based on creating school groups and giving more executive powers to the headmasters, while at the same time, decreasing democratic management mechanisms. In Cyprus and Greece, the operational

\(^{134}\) Meaning that the number of teachers per student decreased, while the number of students per teacher increased.
costs of schools were significantly reduced, while in Spain, a similar general reduction in the costs of all of the organisational structures of State administration, including education, was imposed. Thus, in Cyprus, the budget of the school secretariat which covers, e.g. building maintenance, consumables, cleaning expenses, secretarial services, stationery, equipment and books, has reduced by 20% in 2013-2014 compared to the previous year. Furthermore, the budget for school infrastructure maintenance was cut.

Prior to the crisis, Cyprus provided free transport for children from rural areas and pupils attending technical schools; this now needs to be paid. In Ireland, the cost of transport increased, while the rural transport co-ordination service was removed. Similarly, Ireland abolished, amongst others, grants for school books and funding for poorer children, whereas in Spain, a total decrease of 45% was recorded in the provision of scholarships for the purchase of schoolbooks. Grants for the purchase of clothing and footwear were also reduced in Ireland. In Belgium school allowances aimed at families in financial difficulty were reduced by 15% in 2013, and an additional 15% in 2014. In Spain, subsidies for student meals were reduced by 30-50% in some geographic areas, while in Greece, reductions in school budgets jeopardised the schools’ abilities to bear essential operational costs, such as heating.

4.2.4. Other measures

In Portugal, the non-curricular subject areas, such as supervised studies and projects, were abolished. In Ireland, grants for the transitional year, an optional one-year programme focusing on non-academic subjects, as well as for physics and chemistry were withdrawn. In Spain, a plan was made to abolish mandatory education for citizenship and human rights.

4.2.5. Vulnerable groups of students

In Portugal, the number of children with disabilities in education increased, while at the same time, the budget for their education decreased. In Cyprus, Greek language classes which were mostly aimed at migrant children were reduced. In Ireland, funding for Traveller children and children from disadvantaged and marginalised groups has been affected. At the same time, the number of language-support teachers was limited.

4.3. Measures taken in the alleviation of austerity measures affecting the right to education

Specific measures aimed at alleviating the negative effects of the crisis on the right to education were identified in only two of the Member States observed – Cyprus and Ireland.

In Cyprus, the Ministry of Education adopted an initiative, co-financed by the Ministry and the private sector, to provide free breakfasts to the poorest children – which is provided at schools to mitigate growing difficulties faced by those children, including possibly, restrictions in the provision of free transport. Furthermore, since the beginning of the crisis, the inspectors from the Ministry have warned schools not to burden parents with costs for extracurricular activities. In Ireland, a scheme for the employment of additional
teachers was introduced to ensure maintenance of the student-teacher ratio. Measures, directed towards helping families bear the cost of school books, were also introduced. Special measures ensured the extension of the national educational psychological service to all primary and secondary schools.

4.4. Impact of the measures affecting the right to education

When understood as a financial investment, education is the one field on which many other future developments depend. The right to work or to choose one’s occupation, the right to vote, and the freedom of expression, assembly and association, all depend, to a large extent, on the education provided beforehand. This is why any intervention regarding the right to education may have multiplied effects in the future, and it is too soon to be able to fully evaluate the impacts of such measures. That being said, an overview of impacts may be seen in different areas.

4.4.1. Overall system of education

It has been noted in Greece that, following the reforms, the system of primary and secondary education has been significantly rationalised towards ensuring its overall actuarial balance and fiscal sustainability. In all countries, except Belgium, the student-to-teacher ratio increased. This is likely to seriously damage the education service for children and will have a significant impact on those with slower learning abilities, as they will receive less individual attention. Furthermore, concerns were raised that the budgetary interventions may jeopardise access to quality education for all children.

4.4.2. Provision of services at schools

Due to cuts in administrative budgets, in some areas in Italy, it is reported that in some schools the minimum standards of hygiene will suffer, as the funds available will not suffice to keep the schools clean. In Greece, schools have been facing difficulties to meet basic student needs, such as providing heating. In Cyprus, a number of children referred to a school psychologist increased, while the number of psychologists remained inadequate.

4.4.3. Student success in education

The decline in equality in educational results in Spain could be interpreted as an indirect consequence of austerity measures. It is expected that the withdrawal of funding for schoolbooks may mean that some children will not have correct materials to study and risk falling behind at school.

---


In Italy, school drop-out rates have decreased in the past few years, but nevertheless, remain quite high.\(^{140}\) A study shows that, apart from the ‘traditional’ causes for dropping out of school – which are linked to social deprivation, new ones are emerging, e.g. a sense that studying and obtaining educational qualifications is not rewarded.\(^{141}\) In Ireland, even though young people are more likely to complete secondary education than in other OECD countries, in reality, there is a high level of early school leaving concentrated in low-income communities.\(^{142}\) In Portugal the drop-out and failure rates have increased.\(^{143}\)

### 4.4.4. Employment rate and working conditions of teachers

In Portugal an increase of 115% in the number of unemployed teachers was recorded – due to redundancies at schools, in particular, regarding the withdrawal of non-curricular programmes. Similarly, in Spain, thousands of teachers were left unemployed.\(^{144}\) In Greece, in 2014, it was estimated that the schools were short of almost 12,000 teachers in primary and secondary education and, by November 2014, they still lacked 1,100 teachers because of the absence of funds.\(^{145}\)

Teachers have to cope with larger classes and are forced to work longer hours in Spain and Portugal, with less time to prepare for class in Cyprus.

### 4.4.5. Vulnerable groups of students

Due to school mergers in Greece, some children experience difficulties in getting to and from school. This particularly affects Roma children. Similarly, Traveller children in Ireland are faced with difficulties in enrolling at the nearest school, and consequently, difficulties in being granted benefits for transport to school.

Immigrant children have been affected by cuts in the provision of language classes in Cyprus and Ireland.

Children with disabilities have suffered negative consequences of austerity measures in a number of countries. The budget cuts have significantly affected both inclusive education, i.e. enabling children with disabilities to join their peers in mainstream schools and providing appropriate assistance, and education in special schools, i.e. schools

---

\(^{140}\) In Italy, the school drop-out rate was 17% in 2013 – down from 18.2% in 2011, but still significantly higher than the EU average of 12%. See Istat, ‘Fair and Sustainable Wellbeing Report 2014’ (Rapporto Bes 2014), 26 June 2014, available at: [http://www.istat.it/it/archivio/126613](http://www.istat.it/it/archivio/126613).


\(^{143}\) CoE Commissioner, ‘Report following his visit to Portugal’, CommDH(2012)22, July 2012, p. 2, available at: [https://wcd.coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&InstranetImage=2134231&SecMode=1&DocId=1919090&Usage=2](https://wcd.coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&InstranetImage=2134231&SecMode=1&DocId=1919090&Usage=2). These rates refer to the percentage of students who either leave school or cannot be allowed to progress to the following school year, in relation to the overall number of enrolled students; the numbers are considered a warning sign about the success of the education system and have been growing.


which provide education exclusively for children with disabilities in a segregated setting. In Portugal, the foreseen closure of special schools and the inclusion of all children with disabilities in mainstream education has reportedly been a failure due to late approvals and drastic budget cuts\textsuperscript{146}. In Ireland, an increasing number of children with disabilities are being moved back from mainstream education to special schools, as schools do not have the resources to provide them with the support they need\textsuperscript{147}. In Belgium (Flanders) cuts have been reported in educational support services for children with disabilities\textsuperscript{148}. In Greece, 38\% of the special nurseries and 23\% of both primary and secondary special schools could not operate due to the lack of financial means. This is worrying, given that an estimated 180,000 children with disabilities are currently excluded from education in Greece\textsuperscript{149}, while those participating in education experience various other difficulties\textsuperscript{150}.

In Spain, reductions in meal subsidies have had a negative impact on the nutrition of children from poor families. Children from such families are also disproportionately affected by the withdrawal of scholarships.

\textsuperscript{150} Such as delays in the commencement of the school year for special schools; staff shortages in special schools or general schools which children with disabilities attend; delays in the provision of the additional educational support etc. See e.g. Greek Ombudsman, Annual Report 2013 (in Greek), p. 87, available at: http://www.synigoros.gr/resources/docs/08-oikogeneia.pdf.
5. IMPACT OF AUSTERITY MEASURES ON THE RIGHT TO HEALTHCARE

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The study focuses on examining the impacts of austerity measures on access to healthcare in the observed Member States.

- All of the observed Member States introduced measures affecting access to healthcare. However, Belgium was the only Member State which introduced exclusive measures to alleviate hardships without interventions that removed services.

- In Greece and Cyprus, massive reforms to the healthcare systems were expected, whereas in other countries, for example Portugal, the interventions were aimed at only parts of the system.

- Other measures were directed towards: restricting access to healthcare; introducing or increasing participation fees; reorganising hospitals and healthcare providers; reducing salaries and freezing the employment of staff; interventions into the costs of drugs and other services; administrative reforms.

- In some Member States, a few measures were introduced to alleviate the burden of the newly-introduced restrictions.

- The impacts of measures were seen in: reduced access to healthcare; additional financial burden for citizens; the reduction in number of medical staff and facilities; increased waiting times for appointments and surgeries; resorting to alternatives to public health care (such as private services or NGO run services); increased unmet medical needs; decreased preventive and protective care; changes in the pharmaceuticals market (including shortages in supplies and decreased prices).

- Poor and homeless people, older people, people with disabilities and their families, women and undocumented migrants, are among the groups which were disproportionately affected by the measures imposed.

5.1. Guarantee of the right to healthcare

"In relation to the conclusion of other international agreements, States parties should take steps to ensure that these instruments do not adversely impact upon the right to health. Similarly, States parties have an obligation to ensure that their actions as members of international organizations take due account of the right to health. Accordingly, States parties which are members of international financial institutions, notably the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and regional development banks, should pay greater attention to the protection of the right to health in influencing the lending policies, credit agreements and international measures of these institutions."\(^{151}\)

The right to health does not mean the right to be healthy, but contains different freedoms and entitlements, where the entitlements represent the right to a system of health protection which provides equality of opportunity for people to enjoy the highest attainable

\(^{151}\) The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 14: The right to the highest attainable standard of health, UN Doc. E/C.12/2000/4, §39, available at: http://docstore.ohchr.org/SelfServices/FilesHandler.ashx?enc=4siQ6QSmIBEDzFEovLCuW1AVC1NkPsqUedPIF1vFPMJz2c7ey6PAz2qaoiTzDjmC0y%2b9t%2bbsAtGDNzdEqaA6Sv2Pzr0w%2f6sVBTpVSzbiDr4VFTaShQY6SauTFbQRWPNDxL.
standard of health. Nonetheless, a line must be drawn between the right to health and the right to healthcare. The right to health is broader and means that ‘Governments must generate conditions in which everyone can be as healthy as possible’\textsuperscript{152}. This entails ensuring the availability of health services, healthy and safe working conditions, adequate housing and nutritious food. The right to healthcare is limited only to the first component – the right to have access to health services.

Understood as such, the right to healthcare is guaranteed by many international instruments, starting with Article 25 of the UDHR where it is referred to as the right to medical care – in the context of the right to health and well-being. It is also protected by Article 12 of the ICESCR which guarantees the right to the highest available standard of mental and physical health, achieved by means of, inter alia, the creation of conditions which would ensure medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness. It is, furthermore, guaranteed by Article 12 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), Article 25 of the Convention on the Right of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), Article 24 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and Article 11 of both the European Social Charter and the Revised European Social Charter. It is also repeated in the preamble of the Constitution of the World Health Organisation (WHO).

The WHO has set universal health coverage as one of the global goals\textsuperscript{153} – understood as access for everyone to the health services they need, without suffering financial hardship to pay for them.

According to the Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights\textsuperscript{154}, the elimination of a social security scheme without an adequate replacement programme could be an example of unwillingness by the State to fulfil its obligations. Moreover, while the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights provides valuable guidance in understanding the right to health and defines the obligation of States, importantly, it also emphasises the responsibility of international institutions in ensuring the right is properly given effect\textsuperscript{155}.

Article 35 of the EU Charter guarantees access to preventive healthcare and the right to benefit from medical treatment under the conditions established by national laws and practices.

While the EU Charter qualifies the right to be within the conditions of what is provided for by national legislation\textsuperscript{156}, these ‘conditions’ should not be understood as limitations, or as


\textsuperscript{154} On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the Limburg Principles on the Implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, a group of more than thirty experts met in Maastricht from 22-26 January 1997 with the objective to elaborate on the Limburg Principles as regards the nature and scope of violations of economic, social and cultural rights and appropriate responses and remedies and adopted the ‘Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights’, available at: http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/Maastrichtguidelines_.html.

\textsuperscript{155} UN ESCR Committee, ‘General Comment No. 14: The right to highest attainable standard of health, UN Doc. E/C.12/2000/4, §39, available at: http://docstore.ohchr.org/DocStore/Files/Handler.ashx?enc=4slQ6QSmlBEDzFEovLCuW1AVC1NkPsgUedPIF1vIPM2jc7ey6PAz2qaojTzDjM0y%2b9t%2bsAtGDNzdEqA6SuP2r0w%2f6sVBTgTvTSCbiOr4XVFtqhqQY65auTFbQRPWNDxL.

\textsuperscript{156} Thus, the right to healthcare is guaranteed by the Charter insofar as it is guaranteed by the domestic legislation. This means that, depending on the level of rights provided for by different Member States, the right is
allowing a Member State to limit access to healthcare ad infinitum. In particular, given that Article 35 of the EU Charter requires that ‘a high level of human health protection’ must be ensured in the implementation of all of the EU’s policies and activities, any Member State’s actions cannot go against such standards.

5.2. Overview of the measures affecting the right to healthcare

The right to health and, implicitly, the right to healthcare, need to meet the requirements of availability, accessibility, acceptability and quality.\(^{157}\)

With an average of over 10% of GDP spent on healthcare in the EU between 2008 and 2012, the costs of health in many countries were seen as huge. At the same time, some national health care systems had already been seen as inefficient and requiring reform, even before the crisis, with Member States struggling to deliver equal, efficient and high quality health services at affordable costs.\(^{159}\)

In Greece,\(^{160}\) Italy and Portugal, prior to the crisis, the State provided universal health insurance or service coverage. In 2008 in Belgium more than 99% of the citizens benefited from a low-risk and high-risk coverage\(^{163}\) while Spain provided almost universal coverage with hardly any exceptions in 2006.\(^{164}\) In Ireland, however, which is considered unique among EU countries for not having universal coverage for primary care,\(^{165}\) in 2007 only

---

\(^{157}\) UN ESCR Committee, ‘General Comment No. 14: The right to the highest attainable standard of health’, UN Doc. E/C.12/2000/4, available at: http://docstore.ohchr.org/SelfServices/FilesHandler.ashx?enc=4slO6QSmIJBEdzFEovLCuW1AVC1NKpsgUedPFl1vPM3c2eyv6PAz2qaoTzDjmC0y%2b9t%2bsATGDNzDEqA6SuP2r0w%2f6sVGb7TSbeiOr4XVFTqh0Y65auTFbQRPWNDxL.


30.2% of population held a medical card\textsuperscript{166} - a document which proves the entitlement to care under favourable conditions.

Co-payment systems pre-existed in all of the Member States with regard to prescribed pharmaceuticals. Co-payments for visits to general practitioners were applied in Belgium, and for specialist consultations in Belgium, Italy, Ireland and Portugal. Co-payments for in-patient hospital care were already in place in Belgium and Portugal\textsuperscript{167}. Cyprus remains the only EU Member State without a public healthcare scheme. This is partly why it also has one of the lowest expenditure rates in the field\textsuperscript{168}, i.e. half of the country's total public health expenditure is paid directly by the patients. Currently, the Cypriot healthcare system consists of two parallel sub-systems: the public and private sectors. These two systems are currently operating separately, inefficiently and without coordination – leading to wastage of resources\textsuperscript{169}.

Years before the crisis, equality of access was already a concern for most health care systems\textsuperscript{170}. The reasons for such inefficiency were various, e.g. a report showed significant inequality in the prices of healthcare from one region to another in Italy, due to corruption\textsuperscript{171}. Therefore, calls for cost effectiveness and increased efficiency were made even before, and unrelated to, austerity in 'the search for improved or stable quality service provision within given financial limits to achieve health and satisfaction among the population served\textsuperscript{172}'.

In addition, health system reforms are recommended as part of the European Semester, as a means to jointly achieve fiscal consolidation and increase efficiency. Therefore, some Member States have included this in their National Reform Programmes (NRPs). The Council has asked a number of Member States to implement healthcare reforms\textsuperscript{173}. Thus, for example, Spain requested to '[i]ncrease the cost-effectiveness of the healthcare sector, while maintaining accessibility for vulnerable groups, for example by reducing hospital pharmaceutical spending, strengthening coordination across types of care and improving incentives for an efficient use of resources\textsuperscript{174}'. Thus, even though Troika has not explicitly requested a reform of the healthcare system in Cyprus, the Council had already done so in 2008\textsuperscript{175}.

\textsuperscript{169} Custodero A. (Repubblica.it), 'Health, this is how two billion a year is wasted: Hospitals pay 30% more for products' (Sanità, così si sprecano due miliardi all’anno: Ospedali pagano i prodotti il 30% in più), May 2010, available at: http://www.repubblica.it/cronaca/2010/05/21/news/inchiesta_italiana_21_maggio-4230616/.
\textsuperscript{171} Custodero A. (Repubblica.it), 'Health, this is how two billion a year is wasted: Hospitals pay 30% more for products' (Sanità, così si sprecano due miliardi all’anno: Ospedali pagano i prodotti il 30% in più), May 2010, available at: http://www.repubblica.it/cronaca/2010/05/21/news/inchiesta_italiana_21_maggio-4230616/.
Consequently, all Member States covered by the study introduced some measures intervening with access to healthcare, even though necessarily and not only due to austerity, but within the entire context of the crisis,. However, Belgium is the only Member State which introduced only positive measures into its healthcare system, whereas the remaining six observed Member States introduced significant cuts in expenditure.

5.2.1. Reforms in the healthcare system

In some of the observed Member States, i.e. Cyprus or Greece, the need for a thorough reform of the healthcare system was already recognised before the crisis. However, with the outbreak of the crisis, the consequences were different. While in Cyprus, the reform, even though formally adopted, was postponed until 2015. In Greece, the system has been going through constant changes since 2010. Thus, the previous system in which a number of various healthcare providers existed was abolished and a single entity – the National Organization for the Provision of Healthcare Services (EOPYY), was established.

Similarly, in Portugal, the existing separate healthcare schemes for civil servants have undergone serious cuts, in order to make them self-sustainable by 2016.

5.2.2. Access to healthcare

In Spain, access to healthcare was changed from universal and free access to a system of access depending on employment status. Following the introduction of austerity measures, access to healthcare in Cyprus is now provided to Cypriots and EU citizens with permanent residence, who have been paying social insurance for at least three years – with a special scheme for the unemployed. The criteria for access to free healthcare have also been changed by setting a requirement of payment for persons whose income exceeds a certain prescribed amount.

In Ireland, medical cards which provided free universal entitlement for 70 year olds were removed in 2009. They were replaced with cards granting free appointments only with a general practitioner, in 2014.

5.2.3. Participation fees

In Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain, participation fees were introduced for certain services, such as primary care, outpatient specialist care, laboratory tests, non-emergency medical transportation and emergency visits. An automatic indexation of fees was introduced in Portugal. Such fees already existed in Belgium and Ireland, but in Ireland they were increased due to austerity measures. In Spain, the minimum and maximum participation rates were determined.

5.2.4. Reorganisation of hospitals and other healthcare providers

In Portugal, hospital management was rationalised by the merger of management staff and a reduction in number of management staff. In Italy, criteria for the appointment of hospital managers were changed. In Spain, an initiative towards privatising hospitals and health centres and outsourcing of management was abandoned. In Greece, the system of
social welfare establishments, e.g. clinics for chronic illnesses, rehabilitation centres, specialised clinics for children and people with disabilities, was reformed, while mental health institutions were subject to staff cuts or closure. In Ireland, in 2013, the closure of between 555 and 898 public nursing home beds was decided upon. Some public nursing homes have also been closed down (and more are due to close). Spain recorded a reduction in the number of hospital beds, and similarly, in Italy, the regions were mandated to reduce the number of hospital beds from 4 to 3.7 per thousand inhabitants. In Portugal a number of hospitals were announced to be closed, in an effort to achieve concentration and rationalisation in State hospitals and health centres, as well as specialisation and concentration of hospital and emergency services. In Ireland, a decline in home help and home care packages has been recorded.

5.2.5. Measures affecting medical staff

According to the general rules applicable to public employees, there has been a reduction and then freeze in the salaries of medical staff in Spain. Similar measures were imposed in Ireland and Greece. In Portugal and Greece, the mobility of medical staff was increased, with the adoption of flexible time arrangements and implementing stricter control of working hours and work activities of staff. A moratorium on new recruitments was imposed in Greece, Ireland, Italy and Spain.

In order to reduce the occurrence of defensive care (when doctors prescribe examinations or treatment out of fear of civil liability for damages), the civil and criminal liability of medical professionals was redefined. Therefore, in Italy, doctors are exempt from liability as long as they act in accordance with professional guidelines and good practices – with a maximum amount of payable damages having been defined.

5.2.6. Cost of drugs and other services

In Greece and Portugal, an obligation was introduced for doctors in both the public and private health sector to prescribe generic drugs, rather than more expensive brand name drugs. The system of electronic prescriptions was introduced in Greece and Portugal to improve control over prescribing drugs and diagnostics, e.g. laboratories and imaging. In Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal, the State intervened with the pricing of generic medicines by fixing the maximum price, setting a price reduction, and/or setting general rebates and margin calculations for pharmaceutical products. In Greece, a spending cap and an effective prescription budget were introduced for each doctor, and sanctions and penalties are foreseen for non-compliant doctors. Ireland introduced prescription fees.

In Belgium, structural measures were introduced to reduce the volume of medical imaging. Greece and Ireland also introduced patient contribution for prescription drugs, even for severe and chronic illnesses, such as Alzheimer’s, dementia, epilepsy, and osteoporosis.

5.2.7. Administrative reforms

Tax allowances for healthcare were cut by two-thirds in Portugal. Greece introduced a single system for making medical appointments. In Ireland, the cost of private health insurance was increased. The provision of private medical services in public hospitals in
Italy was regulated to ensure revision of the availability of space and that a share of the revenues are assigned to the hospitals.

Italy also introduced a scheme to control the deficits on health spending in the regions, enabling the central Government to intervene and establish a compulsory administration. Innovations were also introduced into the system of public procurement, requiring revision of all procurement contracts of a large value.

In Greece and Italy, additional measures were introduced towards better control of procurement, so that the purchase and stocking of medical supplies corresponds to actual needs, rather than stocking-up unnecessarily.

5.3. Measures taken in alleviation of austerity measures affecting the right to healthcare

In Belgium, the ceiling for entitlement to increased reimbursement of healthcare expenses was introduced in 2011 and 2013, while the previously existing fee supplement for hospitalised patients in communal or double rooms, for non-conventioned physicians, was removed. Furthermore, maximum billing for chronically ill patients was introduced. The preferential reimbursement system for low-income households, and a third-party payment system, became mandatory for the chronically ill and those already within the preferential reimbursement scheme176. In Ireland, an additional effort was made to provide free primary care to long-term illness patients and children under the age of five, while an additional investment was made in community mental health teams and services.

Greece put in place a temporary extension of health coverage, a provision of pharmaceutical coverage for the unemployed, and launched a health voucher programme in 2013, to provide access to primary healthcare services for 230,000 long-term uninsured.

In Portugal and Italy, primary care was reinforced in order to pre-empt visits to specialists and emergencies, and to move outpatient services from hospitals to primary care. In Italy, the regions were mandated to establish health centres, which should ensure the constant availability of primary health services and reduce hospitalisation.

5.4. Impact of the measures affecting the right to healthcare

With significant budget cuts in healthcare, it is easy to find a direct correlation between the crisis, the measures taken to tackle it, and the possible impacts of such measures on individual fundamental rights. It has, thus, been observed that in Greece, the bail-out agreement shifted the burden of healthcare from the State to the patient, with an increase in user fees and co-payments for certain medicines, and the introduction of prescription fees. This, coupled with the erosion in health coverage, and the linking of health protection with employment status177, has directly affected the level of healthcare provided to citizens – consequently, bringing into question the level they enjoy of the right to health.

176 Namely, in Belgium, outpatient services are paid by the patient and then reimbursed by the insurance. However, as it has been seen as an excessive burden for these two groups of patients, the system of direct payments by the insurance was introduced.

Furthermore, indirect consequences have also been recorded, most notably in the area of mental health, and the increased suicide rate in Greece\textsuperscript{178}.

The EU Council invited Member States to continue further improving access to high quality healthcare services. The Member States were requested to pay particular attention to the most vulnerable groups, drawing lessons from the crisis, and promoting universal access to high quality healthcare. They are expected to take into account different components of universal access, so that necessary health reforms can be accomplished without compromising the functioning of health systems as part of social safety nets\textsuperscript{179}.

In its report on human rights during the crisis, the FRA noted the increased risk of effects that austerity measures might have on the right to health of vulnerable groups. The FRA noted that the EU does not appear to carry out ex ante assessment of the potential for the conditions attached to its balance of payments support to adversely affect vulnerable groups\textsuperscript{180}. The CoE Commissioner has also noted that the cuts in health-related spending have affected the right to enjoy the highest attainable standard of health, in particular for children and migrants\textsuperscript{181}.

However, in view of the complaints regarding the effectiveness of pre-existing systems, the interventions brought about some positive impacts. Thus, in Portugal some measures actually contributed to an effective cost reduction – in particular, regarding medicine expenses. Therefore, reforms\textsuperscript{182} aimed at reducing the price of medicines have a significant impact on both public and private expenses. Furthermore, Italy has been praised for its capacity to maintain the quality of its healthcare system, which has been considered as one of the world’s best\textsuperscript{183}, while containing expenditure better than other countries – even in the context of the generally bad conditions of Italy’s budget and public finances\textsuperscript{184}.

5.4.1. Access to healthcare

Cuts in spending on healthcare were bound to impede with access to healthcare for the affected groups of people. Thus, in Spain, undocumented migrants have been removed from the system of healthcare, except in limited circumstances of emergency care. In Cyprus, the cuts resulted in the exclusion from healthcare of Northern Cypriots and EU citizens in undeclared employment. In Greece\textsuperscript{185}, an increasing number of long-term

\textsuperscript{182} Portuguese Ministry for Health, ‘Crisis as an opportunity to introduce efficiency improving reforms - The case of Portugal’, Presentation prepared for a WHO meeting, Oslo, April 2013, available at: http://www.portaldasauade.pt/NR/rdonlyres/C6706A8D-70F3-4A5B-8392-AA7C5DC4ADC2/0/MS_OSL02013.pdf.
\textsuperscript{185} According to the OECD, in 2013 in Greece, around 10% of the population was not eligible for health insurance. See OECD, ‘Economic Surveys: Greece (Overview)’, November 2013, p.31, available at: http://www.oecd.org/eco/surveys/GRC_Overview_Enq_2013.pdf.
unemployed and self-employed professionals who are unable to pay their social security contributions, are not covered by public health insurance.

In Portugal, it was noted that inhabitants of the interior and more isolated regions face increased difficulties in obtaining treatment. Due to the closure of hospitals, citizens living inland will have to travel more than 150 km – sometimes on toll-paying motorways, with no equivalent alternative. Given that these are isolated and ageing populations, the situation is even more likely to prevent effective access to the National Health System (NHS) and the guarantee of the right to healthcare.

In some Member States, such as Spain, due to the divided competence between the central Government and the regions, the level of protection appears to be unequal, with some regions maintaining universal and free access to healthcare, despite the central policy of limiting access. Thus, for example, the Government of the Basque Country was the first autonomous community to approve a decree in order to allow the most disadvantaged groups to request compensation/reimbursement for healthcare.\textsuperscript{186}

In Italy, the opening of health centres was not synchronised to happen at the same time as the reduction in hospital beds, thus leaving a number of people without proper healthcare in the meantime.

5.4.2. Additional financial burden

Many of the measures resulted in an increase of direct cost for citizens, such as user-fees for outpatient visits, and increased contribution for medicines, pharmaceutical material and health services – which were recorded in Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain. In Greece, the new phone-appointment system was said to have imposed an additional indirect cost on individuals seeking healthcare. In Italy, too, the cost of healthcare is increasingly falling upon households. In Portugal, a huge increase in health fees was recorded in public healthcare facilities. In Ireland, in 2013, every person was, on average, paying about €100 in additional costs for accessing care and prescribed drugs.

With requirements for participatory fees, the Member States basically shifted the burden from budgets to the citizens. This may well be illustrated by the fact that in Ireland, for example, in 2008, people were reimbursed for drug costs above €85 per month whereas by 2013, this had risen to €144. At the same time, in 2008, the State paid out over €311 million in the drug payment scheme. By 2012, this had more than halved to €127 million, showing a direct transfer of cost from the State to the patients.\textsuperscript{187}

5.4.3. Reductions in number of staff

A loss of jobs was recorded in Spain and Greece. In Ireland, the moratorium on new employment effectively resulted in the loss of 1,500 posts. In Cyprus, due to the moratorium on salaries, doctors decided to move from the public to the private sector.

\textsuperscript{186} El País, edición del País Vasco, ‘Compensation of co-payment may be requested before the end of the year (La compensación del copago se podrá solicitar antes de fin de año)’, November 2013, available at: 

which effectively caused a decrease in the number of staff in public healthcare institutions. The lack of motivation and indignation of doctors and nurses was noted in Portugal.

5.4.4. Access to services

In Italy, the number of hospital beds was reduced. The alleviation measure of the introduction of health centres was not secured in time for this reduction, which effectively resulted in a lack of access to such services in the meantime. Due to limitations, in Greece, patients were released from hospitals before having properly recovered. Large-scale retirement and staff cuts have affected access to services in Ireland\(^{188}\). For example, the Health Service Executive’s (HSE) 2013 Service Plan foresaw the closure of between 555 and 898 public nursing home beds due to agency and overtime cuts, retirements, staff cuts, and facility failures to meet new infrastructure standards\(^{189}\). Some public nursing homes have also been closed down (and more are due to close) as a result of funding cuts and staff cuts\(^{190}\).

5.4.5. Waiting times

In Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy and Spain, waiting times have been recorded for services such as medical examinations or surgery. In Cyprus, the average waiting time for an appointment in a public hospital is seven months – even for life-threatening and serious conditions. In Spain, in 2012, more than 570,000 people awaited surgery. The average waiting time was 100 days in Ireland, in 2012, where more than 480,000 people were waiting for a public outpatient hospital appointment – 17% of these waiting between 12-24 months, 6.4% waiting between 24-36 months, and 5.2% waiting for over three years for a first appointment\(^{191}\).

5.4.6. Alternatives to public healthcare

Due to the additional financial burden in some countries, such as Greece and Spain, more and more people resort to ‘social clinics’\(^{192}\) and ‘social pharmacies’ staffed by volunteer doctors and nurses. In Spain, up to 62% of patients attended by the NGO service had previously been rejected by the public healthcare provider – which was three times higher than the average in the rest of the analysed countries\(^{193}\). Doctors of the World (Mèdecins du Monde - MdM) operate 11 polyclinics in Greece, in which nearly half of the patients are now Greek citizens – many of them past the age of retirement.


\(^{191}\) HSE, ‘Outpatient Data Quality Programme Update’, February 2012.


The demand for public healthcare in Cyprus grew 20-39% while, in Ireland, over 200,000 people have left the private health insurance market since it peaked in 2008. At the same time, in Italy, more than half of its patients appear to seek services from the private health sector\textsuperscript{194}, and in Spain, the private health insurance industry saw its premium income increase\textsuperscript{195}.

This paradox may be explained by the fact that, in Cyprus, prior to the crisis, 50% of all healthcare was provided by private providers, while in Ireland too, the private sector was catering to the population’s health needs more significantly – given the limited healthcare coverage of the Irish NHS. At the same time, access to public healthcare in Italy was universal and free (or at a small cost).

With the outbreak of the crisis, more people in Cyprus started seeking free healthcare from the public providers, thus causing this increase. In Italy, however, the participation fees were increased and waiting times prolonged – which might have pushed people who could afford private services (and supposedly could have afforded them prior to the crisis, but have been comfortable with using public healthcare), to seek medical help in private clinics and hospitals, because for a difference in price, they get a service with a more reasonable timeframe.

5.4.7. Unmet medical needs

The additional financial burden and long waiting lists caused people to hesitate before going to a doctor. While this may have helped in removing from the system those beneficiaries who would access public healthcare without serious cause, it may still have consequences on those who cannot go to a doctor because they can no longer afford it. Thus, in Belgium 14% of the population said that they had decided against medical treatment, or to delay or suspend such treatment for financial reasons\textsuperscript{196}, while six-out-of-ten patients had to scale down their expenditure in other areas, e.g. housing, food, fuel and education, in order to pay their health care bills. Similarly, in Greece, the MDM teams note that they have patients who may have to choose between eating and buying their medicines\textsuperscript{197}.

In Italy, the introduction of fees for public healthcare services led to a reduction in demand (<30%) by patients in some regions, with a reported 11% of the population having forgone medical services despite needing them\textsuperscript{198}.

In Greece, around 1.5 times more people reported unmet medical needs in 2011, compared to 2007\textsuperscript{199}. Concerning the reasons for these unmet needs, there were around 1.4 times as

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{194} Bocci M., Ssn, 'Fewer and fewer services for citizens: "In 2012 drugs tickets up for 40%"("Sempre meno servizi per i cittadini: "Nel 2012 ticket farmaci +40%")', March 2013, and sources cited therein, available at: http://www.repubblica.it/salute/medicina/2013/03/19/news/santit_ticket_sui_farmaci-54900788.
  \item \textsuperscript{195} El País, García, M.A., 'Private health leverages public cuts (La salud privada aprovecha el tijeretazo público)', April 2012, available at: http://economia.elpais.com/economia/2012/04/05/actualidad/1333639115_304085.html.
  \item \textsuperscript{196} Demarest S. et Mimildis, H., 'The determinants of access to health care in Belgium – A needs assessment study of care needs unmet due to financial reasons, based on a Belgian health survey (Les déterminants de l'accès aux soins de santé en Belgique – Une étude des besoins de soins non-satisfaits pour des raisons financières sur base de l'enquête de santé belge), Bruxelles, Institut de Santé Publique, 2012.
  \item \textsuperscript{198} Repubblica.it, Istat, 'The crisis also affects health. 11% Italians forego care (La crisi colpisce anche la sanità. L'11% degli italiani rinuncia alle cure)', December 2013, available at: http://www.repubblica.it/salute/2013/12/24/news/istat_italiani_rinunciano_a_cure-74396933/.
\end{itemize}
many persons reporting that they could not afford medical care, around 1.2 times as many persons reporting that it was due to the waiting list, and 2.8 times as many people reporting that healthcare was at a place to which it was too far to travel. In Portugal, there is concern that some people will have to travel up to 150 kilometres in order to be provided with healthcare.

In Greece, Cyprus and Italy, people reported cost as a barrier for seeking medical assistance.

5.4.8. Preventive and protective measures

The cuts in budgets have also had consequences for preventive and protective care measures. Thus, in Portugal, a decrease in the number of children with up-to-date vaccines was recorded. In Spain, increases in the numbers of suicides, HIV and tuberculosis cases have been noted. In Ireland, services which are provided universally without charge, such as public health nurses’ visits to new born babies, vaccinations, and palliative care, have come under pressure and are now more limited. In Greece, locally-transmitted malaria re-emerged for the first time in 40 years, due to cuts in municipal anti-mosquito spraying programmes.

5.4.9. Interventions in the pharmaceuticals market

It was reasonable to expect that, with the interventions in the pharmaceuticals market, the expenditure under this heading would drop, and expectedly, significant decreases were recorded, for example, Greece and Italy. However, there were negative impacts too. Thus, the interventions in the pharmaceuticals market, at times, led to shortages in the supply of certain medicines in Greece and Portugal, where 22% of pharmacies report a shortage of insulin – a lifesaving medicine. Furthermore, interventions caused the bankruptcy of many pharmacies in Portugal.

5.4.10. Impact on vulnerable groups of population

People with disabilities and their families have been disproportionately disadvantaged by the general measures in Ireland, and by the reduction of the carer’s allowance, creating a situation in which many disabled people may be effectively imprisoned in their own homes. In particular, the lack of care for mental health problems has been noted in Ireland and Portugal. Notably, in Ireland, mental health spending dropped from 13% to 5.3%, of the total health expenditure in 2010. At the same time, the moratorium on recruitments disproportionately affected the mental health sector, which represents only...
9% of the healthcare work force but accounted for 20% of the posts lost through the moratorium\textsuperscript{204}.

In Belgium, it is mostly \textbf{young people} below the age of thirty, and \textbf{single-parent families} who have frequently postponed or suspended healthcare – especially specialised medical care, dental care and the purchase of medicines\textsuperscript{205}.

In Belgium as well as Ireland, an increasing number of \textbf{women} are affected as they are unable to afford sexual and reproductive health services\textsuperscript{206}.

In Ireland, the cuts in public services, such as home help, day care services and community nursing units, the loss of many public beds, increases in prescription charges and means-tested access to medical cards, have all adversely affected and had a particularly severe impact on \textbf{older people} with the most fable health\textsuperscript{207}, \textbf{persons with autism} and their families\textsuperscript{208}, people with \textbf{low incomes} who cannot afford private health care\textsuperscript{209}, the \textbf{homeless and asylum seekers}\textsuperscript{210}. Undocumented migrants have also been affected in Cyprus, Greece and Spain. In Ireland and Portugal, \textbf{people living in rural areas} face numerous barriers in accessing health care services.

\textsuperscript{204} Mental Health Reform, 'Mental Health in Ireland’, undated, available at: http://www.mentalhealthreform.ie/home/mental-health-in-ireland/.


\textsuperscript{209} Stakeholder interview, Academic, September 2014.
6. IMPACT OF AUSTERITY MEASURES ON THE RIGHT TO WORK

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The study focuses on the impact of the crisis on the right to work, understood as the right to engage and remain in employment under fair conditions.

- All of the seven observed Member States have made interventions into the right to work. While many measures were aimed at facilitating the dismissal of employees in times of economic downturn, many were also aimed towards alleviating the effects of the negative trends in the labour market.

- The main measures introducing limitations to the exercise of the right to work were those related to increased job losses, decreased wages, increased working hours, facilitation of the use of temporary and part-time employees, imposition of involuntary mobility and decreased unemployment protection.

- Some measures were implicitly aimed more towards women than men, while there were also some explicit measures affecting the employment conditions of migrants.

- The measures taken in alleviation mostly concern: workers’ empowerment; facilitating job placement; introducing tax and other forms of financial relief on the cost of employment; encouraging traineeships, professional training and self-employment; facilitating transition from part-time and temporary contracts to full-time permanent employment.

- Some measures, such as freezing recruitment in public services, lead to the direct loss of jobs. Other measures lead to a decline in wages. At the same time working conditions and job security appear to be threatened and an increase in the number of economically dependent self-employed workers is registered.

- The measures appear to have disproportionately affected a number of groups, including women, young workers, people with disabilities, migrants, Travellers, low-paid workers, retired, and single people.

6.1. Guarantee of the right to work

The minimum essential levels of the right to work and rights at work are defined through the jurisprudence of the ECSR and ILO labour standards. The minimum standard of the right to fair remuneration, for example, is set by the ECSR at a threshold of 60% of the national average wage, or as agreed by collective bargaining. At national level, while reviewing the constitutionality of the State Budget Law for 2013, the Portuguese Constitutional Court established the existence of a guarantee of a "right to a minimum level of subsistence" and found that this was not put in place by the state when adopting the budget reductions in sickness and unemployment benefits\(^{211}\).

The right to work, for the purposes of the present study, is understood as the right to engage in, and remain in, employment under fair conditions.

The right to engage in employment figures prominently in EU policies, so much so that, in 2005, the European Council adopted its Employment Guidelines\(^{212}\), setting goals for higher employment levels. Unfortunately, the adoption of the guidelines coincided with the outbreak of the crisis. With EU Member States experiencing an increase in unemployment rates, certain parts of the population were affected more than the others. The levels of unemployment among young people are disproportionately high, while the rate of long-term unemployment is also growing. In addition to the general conditions in the economy, and consequently in the labour markets, according to the bail-out agreements, serious budgetary cuts resulted in the closure of a number of posts in the civil service, which directly interfered with the right to work of the affected individuals. Furthermore, in relation to Greece, the European Committee on Social Rights in its Conclusions of 12 July 2012, found that policy efforts have been inadequate in combatting unemployment and promoting job creation. The Committee also found that Ireland, Belgium, Portugal and Spain were violating certain aspects of the right to work, whilst the provision of certain benefits was found to have been discriminatory in some of these countries.

If narrowly observed, the right to work is the right to engage in employment and a prohibition on preventing someone from doing so. If seen as such, there is no guarantee which would protect the right to engage in employment – even though prohibiting access to employment might be observed through some anti-discrimination provisions. However, this right may be observed more broadly, given that there is a whole set of rights related to work itself, i.e. the so called ‘rights at work’. These rights, however, are not a focus of the present study, even though some of them will be presented in section 10.

Article 6 of the ICESCR recognises the right to work in the sense of the opportunity for everyone to earn their living through freely-chosen or accepted work. In that regard, States Parties are expected to take appropriate steps to safeguard this right, including the provision of vocational and technical training, and economic policies aimed at steady economic development and full employment. This right, according to the ICESCR, implies that the Parties must guarantee equal access to employment and protect workers from being unfairly deprived of their employment – including the prevention of discrimination. This right depends on a number of interdependent and essential elements, the implementation of which will depend on the conditions present in each State Party, which may be identified as availability, accessibility, acceptability and quality, while the States have the general obligation to respect, protect and fulfil this right\(^{213}\). Moreover, the ILO has the right to work as one of its core activities, and several conventions have been adopted within its framework to protect and improve the enjoyment of the right to work.

The right to work, as understood for the purposes of this study, covers the right to engage in work (Article 15 of the EU Charter), the right to protection against unjustified dismissal (Article 30 of the EU Charter, which is specified by reference to Union law and to national laws and practices), and the adaptability of employment conditions (in the context of the right to fair and just conditions from Article 31 of the EU Charter).


\(^{213}\) ESCR Committee, ‘General Comment No. 18: The right to work’, UN Doc. E/C.12/GC/18, February 2006, available at: http://docstore.ohchr.org/-oil/Services/FilesHandler.ashx?enc=4slQ6QSmlBED2FeovlCuW1a0Szb0oXTdImnsJZZVQdXVid7Dae%2fICu%2b13J2SNha79NiwY%2fTm1570%2fSr7TB2hCAIdyVu5x7XcqN44LSZ5C%2bIkJX8AGQrVFc.
6.2. Overview of the measures affecting the right to work

With increased unemployment, which was one of the first consequences of the crisis, the right to work was immediately affected. From 2008-2012, the crisis caused a deficit of around 50 million jobs globally, while an additional 80 million was expected to join the labour market in an economy incapacitated to accommodate them with jobs. Thus, the interventions were necessary and were primarily aimed at accommodating two different demands: facilitating the flexibility employers needed in particular circumstances in which the economy had to respond to changes in the global market caused by the crisis, and facilitating new employment opportunities at a time when unemployment rates grew at an alarming pace. In other words, hiring and firing is being made easier, while employment is stimulated. This is the reason for the largest number of alleviation measures of the crisis, introduced in relation to this particular right, in comparison with the other rights observed.

It needs to be noted that it has been and, throughout the crisis, it remains, difficult for Member States to accommodate the right to work, since it is difficult to create policies which are sure to enable an expansion of employment. In addition, the Member States do not seem to have a clear agenda regarding to the right to work. Low interest rates over recent years would, it was hoped, channel credit into businesses and thereby help create employment. On the contrary, they just seem to have channelled money into investment assets and worsened global inequality, thus negatively affecting employment. Furthermore, there is no steady correlation between economic growth and increased employment rates. It would also appear that similar goals might possibly be achieved with different, or even opposing, means. Due to these circumstances, different approaches have been taken in similar situations. Thus, for example, while all observed Member States in the present study have been introducing measures in the field of employment, similar targets were tackled differently by different Member States, or even differently within the same Member State at different times. Given the particular circumstances in each Member State, and due to such interventions, the movements in the labour markets varied too. For example, since the outbreak of the crisis, changing trends in temporary employment could be noted. The proportion of temporary work was significantly reduced in Spain – in 2004, it amounted to 32.2% and fell to 23.2% in 2014, while in Greece, it also fell, though not so drastically, from 12.5% to 10.2%. It remained roughly the same in Belgium and Portugal – around 8% and 20% respectively. However, the share of temporary work among the labour force grew in Cyprus from 13.1% to 18.9%, in Italy from 11.9 to 13.2% and in Ireland from 3.4 to 10%.

---
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218 Stakeholder interview, ETUC, December 2014.

6.2.1. Job loss

One of the most obvious consequences of the crisis and its impact on the right to work was the growing unemployment and the loss of jobs. Indeed, the falling trends in employment rates can be recorded across the seven observed countries in the period 2008-2013. However, whilst a number of jobs were lost because of receding economies, some jobs were lost as a result of austerity policies of the Member States, either directly – through layoffs, or indirectly – by means of moratoria on new employment, while at the same time, encouraging early retirement, or career breaks.

Restrictions on employment in the public sector were introduced in Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain. In Ireland, a reduction in public service staff numbers by 24,750 over 2008, levels, returning them to 2005 levels was a condition for the EU/IMF bail-out. A moratorium was imposed on new employment in the civil service, non-commercial State bodies, local authorities, the army and the Garda (Irish Police Service). In addition, all sections of the civil service have been given targets to reduce staff under Employment Control Frameworks for each Department. In Ireland and Cyprus, early retirements were encouraged. In Cyprus, this was done by means of tax deductions on the retirement bonus, while in the banking sector employees reported pressures by managers to accept early retirement schemes.

In Greece, in which the largest number of reforms was imposed, apart from moratoria on new employment, measures such as voluntary conversion of full employment to part-time employment in the public sector and the abolition of indefinite duration contracts in the public sector, were introduced.

Not all jobs were lost due to dismissals, as a freeze on employment and similar measures are accountable for the abolition of many positions. However, in the changing circumstances of the labour market, many interventions were made to the conditions for dismissal. Nonetheless, as with some other rights, e.g. the right to pension, in certain instances initially, the conditions for dismissal were being made more stringent at the beginning of the crisis, in an attempt to support workers. However, as the crisis advanced, the protectionist model was abandoned and conditions for dismissal were made more accommodating towards employers, and arguably, the conditions in the labour market and the market in general.

Thus, for example, prior to the beginning of the crisis, in Greece, a ‘self-insurance scheme’ was introduced, aimed at workers aged from 55 to 64, to enable the dismissed workers to maintain their social and pension insurance after lay-off, and where

---
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225 Thus, according to the scheme, if a worker aged from 55-60 the employer paid 50% and the State funding was provided for the remaining 50%. For workers aged 60 to 64, the employer was expected to pay 80% of the insurance burden.
contributions were paid by the employer and the State. Furthermore, the scheme required that no more than 10% of workers in the age group from 55 to 64 years of age could be collectively dismissed. However, the scheme was abandoned as the crisis advanced.

Conditions for collective dismissals were changed in Spain and Greece. In Spain, they no longer require compulsory consultations with workers’ representatives, the involvement of the Ministry of Employment and Social Security, nor the corresponding autonomic body. In Greece, the maximum quotas for collective dismissals were increased. In Portugal, conditions for dismissal due to underperformance, or if the position was no longer needed, were made more accessible to employers.

In Spain, the notice period for dismissal in cases where a company suffers losses for three consecutive months, or experiences a decrease in income or sales figures for three consecutive trimesters, was reduced in half – from 30 to 15 days. In Greece, the notice period was reduced by up to 80%, e.g. for an employee with 28 years of work experience with the same employer, the notice period was reduced from 24 months to 4 months. Notice periods were also subject to changes in Belgium, where fixed notice periods were introduced to be observed by both the employer and employee when terminating an employment agreement of indefinite duration. The obligation to provide a proper reason for dismissal was also extended, adding some administrative burdens on the employer.

In addition to shorter notice periods, severance payments were reduced in Spain and Portugal. Previously, in Greece, there was a rule that the employer either had to give a longer notice period or pay severance wages. However, a drastic reduction in the notice period was introduced, and the severance pay was reduced by half. Furthermore, the employer can pay severance pay in several instalments, and not necessarily before the dismissal becomes effective. This made the conditions for payment of severance pay more favourable for the employer, and consequently facilitated the dismissal.

Moreover, in Spain, severance pay for unfair dismissal was reduced, while the procedure for such dismissal was simplified, i.e. as long as the employer admitted that the dismissal was unfair. Also, employees who refuse significantly modified employment conditions may also be dismissed, subject to severance pay. In Greece and Spain, however, there is no obligation to pay severance pay to employees under probation, regardless of the reasons for dismissal.

In Italy, the possibilities of mandatory reintegration, after successful litigation against the employer, were limited to a restricted number of cases.

6.2.2. Wages

Wages were also the target of direct and indirect interventions in both the public and private sectors. While wages in the private sector are normally left to regulation by the market, with some intervention by the State, wages in the public sector are more liable to State regulation. Although developments in each Member State have been different, a number of elements were said to be common, at least to some Member States. These elements included: repeated cuts over the years, as the crisis continued; elimination or
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6.2.2. Reductions in wages and other benefits

reduction of bonuses and additional payments; attempts to protect the lower paid\textsuperscript{226}. In cases where there were no direct cuts, a freeze on wages was imposed.

Thus, in Cyprus, Greece and Ireland, wages were cut across the public sector, while in Italy and Portugal, a cut was introduced only for high earners. In Spain, there was an overall reduction of 5\%, although for some groups of employees, pay was reduced by more than this for higher paid employees and less than this for the lower paid employees. In Belgium, wages were frozen.

Furthermore, besides the direct cuts, some indirect burdens brought about effective reductions in net wages. For example, in Cyprus and Ireland, additional *monthly deductions from the net pay* and pensions of employees in the public sector were introduced on a progressive scale – although in Cyprus, only for those whose salaries exceeded EUR 1,500. Nonetheless, in Cyprus, employees on fixed-term contracts were exempt from the reduction and *promotions without pay rise* were introduced in the public service.

In Ireland, Greece, Spain and Portugal, apart from the wages, cuts were introduced with respect to additional payments, such as holiday or Christmas bonuses. Minimum wages were affected too and were, thus, subject to a freeze in Greece and Portugal, as well as subsequent cuts in Greece. In Belgium, a general exception to the freeze of pay in public and private sector was provided for low-income earners who do not earn more than the minimum wage.

Furthermore, in Belgium, for example, wages in the private sector were also frozen, though not entirely due to the crisis, but also in order to improve Belgian competitiveness with its neighbours, i.e. Germany, the Netherlands and France. In Ireland, most private sector firms have been freezing basic pay/salary at pre-crisis levels and cutting extra earnings.

6.2.3. Working hours arrangements

Belgium and Spain adopted measures aimed at introducing a temporary *transfer from a full-time to part-time* work regime, where there are economic, organisational or production reasons, or in cases of *force majeure*. In Belgium, and in force until 2011, the measure could only be of a limited duration requiring the consent of the employee concerned. Similarly, the collective reduction of working hours, applicable to all employees, or to a specific category of employees, was also possible in Belgium – even without the worker’s consent if the employer was a party to a collective agreement. In Spain, employers are entitled to unilaterally decide on the distribution of 5\% of the working hours – regardless of the job descriptions contained in the employment contracts. In the retail business in Cyprus, longer working hours in shops were authorised. In Greece, the possibility of ‘rotating employment’, i.e. where employees work fewer days a week or fewer weeks a month or fewer months per year when compared to full employment, was extended to nine months, when the employers’ activities are reduced.

\textsuperscript{226} European Federation of Public Service Unions (EPSU), ‘The wrong target – how governments are making public sector workers pay for the crisis’, 2010, available at: http://www.epsu.org/IMG/pdf/Pay_cuts_report.pdf. The countries observed in the report were Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal, Romania and Spain, thus overlapping with the present study greatly, and similar trends were noted in the seven presently observed Member States. See also EPSU, ‘The wrong target one year on: pay cuts in the public sector in the European Union’, January 2012, available at: http://www.epsu.org/IMG/pdf/Wrong_Target_Update.pdf.
A study in Cyprus shows that at least 30% of employers do not keep a working hours schedule, while 72% do not maintain a bill of rights in the service, and 44% do not maintain a schedule of annual leave for their personnel.\(^{227}\)

In Greece and Portugal, overtime rates were reduced. In Spain and Greece, part-time staff may now be requested to work overtime, under certain conditions. In Spain, this may be expected as long as the total number of hours does not exceed the limit set for part-time jobs. In Greece, previously, employers could not request overtime work from employees who had other employment or family commitments. However, this limitation has now been removed and overtime is no longer paid at an increased rate in Greece.

Greece also increased the opportunities for flexible working time arrangements, while intermittent employment was also introduced in the retail business, regardless of whether the store operates with an intermittent or continuous schedule. Furthermore, retail workers' hours are no longer necessarily connected to the working hours of the stores.

A reduction in the minimum period of rest from 12 to 11 hours in every 24-hour period was introduced in Greece, and the weekly working time for public employees was increased from 35 to 40 hours a week in Portugal.

In addition, simultaneously with the loss of jobs, the proportion of part-time work grew in all of the observed Member States, e.g. in Ireland and Cyprus, it increased by more than 5%\(^ {228}\). In addition, the regime for part-time employment changed in some countries, i.e. in Greece, the 7.5% surcharge on the salary of part-time employees working less than 4 hours a day was abolished to encourage part-time employment.

6.2.4. Temporary and part-time employment

Temporary employment, understood as dependent employment of limited duration is a combination of temporary agency work and jobs with fixed-term contracts. There are large differences between EU countries in the representation of these two types within the group of temporary employees\(^ {229}\).

Although a freeze on public recruitment was imposed in Cyprus, the hiring of persons on a temporary and/or a part-time contract basis increased in order to fill the gaps created by retirements. In Spain, the automatic conversion of temporary to fixed-term contracts was suspended.

The possibilities for the use of fixed-term contracts were expanded in Greece and Italy. In both Member States, the maximum duration of such contracts was set to three years, while


in Italy, the requirements for employment on a fixed-term contract were relaxed to make it easier for employers to hire workers on fixed-term contracts. In Italy, no more than 20% of staff may be on a fixed-term contract.

There are also strong indications that there is an expanding pool of ‘peripheral workers’ in Cyprus, who work in the equally expanding field of research and on part-time/fixed-term teaching contracts. There are various workers categorised as “Special Teaching Staff” and “visiting lecturers”, both in public and private universities and colleges. In addition, there is an increasing number of “flexible staff”, who are often given different academic titles, but with whom the employer has entered into individual contractual agreements, i.e. they are not obliged to provide the worker with stable employment, but only casual work if and when it arises.

6.2.5. Involuntary mobility

Together with cuts in jobs and wages, one of the important measures that was primarily aimed at public sector workers was the increase in mobility. Thus, in Cyprus, Spain and Greece, interventions towards facilitating workers’ mobility were recorded. In Cyprus, one-in-three workers in the public sector will be faced with interchangeability, which should lead to an increase from the current 19% to 28% of public employees subject to interchangeability.

In Greece, the ‘labour reserve’ scheme, which existed for the private sector even before the crisis, was extended to public enterprises and State entities – while the conditions for its application were simplified. According to the scheme, employees declared to be surplus staff would be placed on a labour reserve for a certain period of time, i.e. initially up to a year and exceptionally for two years – which was later reduced to eight months, and would be paid a certain percentage of their salary, i.e. up to 75%. After being subject to an evaluation process, they could be placed in another position in the public sector or be fired. The scheme was subsequently amended, and under the new scheme, civil servants and employees with contracts of indefinite duration in the public sector, whose positions are eliminated, can be mandatorily transferred to other positions, cover the temporary needs of the core or broader public sector, or follow training. During the labour reserve period, employees are also considered as having mobility status, in the sense that, if possible, they will be transferred to another position. They can also be requested to attend training, if that was expected from them. Nonetheless, within the period they are not provided with a new position, they are considered as ‘laid-off’.

Similar measures were introduced in Belgium, where the scheme of temporary lay-offs for white collar workers was introduced. According to the scheme, companies in difficulty totally, or partially, suspend the execution of the employment contract of their employees for a specific limited period. During this period, the employees receive unemployment benefits from the State and a financial supplement paid by the employer in order to limit their loss of income.

An unexpected mobility scheme was introduced in Spain. According to this scheme, companies are no longer obliged to justify assignments of tasks belonging to a professional category which is inferior to an employee’s own category. However, in the event of substantial individual modifications to employment conditions, the employer must notify the employee, who then can either agree to the modification or terminate the contract – with redundancy compensation.
6.2.6. Unemployment protection

Together with relaxing the conditions for dismissal and making the entire labour environment more flexible for employers, unemployment protection levels have changed across the observed Member States.

In particular, in Belgium, unemployment benefits were reduced several times, and are now slightly above the social assistance benefits – with some exceptions for: the temporarily unemployed, certain categories of elderly unemployed: those with long tenures: unemployed persons with disabilities. The eligibility conditions have also been changed. Stricter conditions were imposed on the definition of ‘suitable job’ in order to keep benefits, and restrictions were introduced on benefits for school leavers. In addition, benefits for career breaks and the time-credit system-with-justification, i.e. to care for a young child or sick family member, have also been restricted.

Italy, however, reformed its benefits system by introducing social employment insurance (ASPI). This replaced several pre-existing schemes and introduced increased protection for workers by providing longer periods for the receipt of benefits, and higher amounts.

In Spain, employees in cases of suspension of contract or reduction of working time, have the right to unemployment benefits during their unemployment/suspension period. However, this is subject to an upper limit of 180 days and certain conditions.

Ireland introduced reductions to professional training programmes for jobseekers, while the Training Allowance for new entrants not entitled to Jobseeker’s Benefit, was abolished. In Greece, participants in the labour reserve scheme can be requested to follow training. Both Belgium and Italy introduced an enhanced follow-up for job seekers – threatening the loss of benefits in cases of unsatisfactory follow-up, i.e. the failure of the benefit user to prove to be actively searching for a job.

6.2.7. Vulnerable groups of workers

In Ireland, approximately EUR 10 million in EU funding for gender equality measures, has been redirected to other labour market programmes.230

In Cyprus, a bill was debated – purporting to introduce the Greek language and other professional requirements to persons working in the hotel industry. In addition, more restrictive immigration policies were introduced in an attempt to protect domestic workers. These policies included a quota on foreign workers231 and giving advantage to persons lawfully and permanently domiciled in Cyprus for a period of five years.232

In Cyprus, EU citizens are being employed in hotels on trainee contracts with ‘all inclusive packages’ in order to displace other workers who are regularly employed, because trainees have no contract and are not bound by collective agreements.233

---

231 The idea of introducing quota was prevented by the intervention of the Cypriot Ombudsperson.
Also in Cyprus, the largest proportion of part-time contracts for teaching staff is concentrated at the bottom of the academic hierarchy. This suggests that the trend towards the increase in precarious work mainly affects **newcomers into the profession**, who are prepared to work under inferior working conditions because of the high youth unemployment rate.

### 6.3. Measures taken in alleviation of austerity measures affecting the right to work

#### 6.3.1. Job placement

Ireland launched a few schemes to assist job placement. For instance, the Pathways to Work strategy introduced a new integrated employment and support service involving the transformation of local social welfare offices into a ‘one-stop-shop’ enabling jobseekers to access their entitlements and receive help with planning their return to work. Furthermore, the multi-annual Action Plan for Jobs aims to have 100,000 more people in work by 2016, and 2 million people in work by 2020, through the introduction of additional employment support measures.

In Spain, the regime of the **re-employment unit mechanism** which already existed before the crisis, was amended to ensure that any businesses with 20 or more workers, that announce an intention to carry-out collective lay-offs, must set up special re-employment units. Through these units, employers guarantee outplacements for all workers affected by the lay-offs. The employers are committed to paying a reclassification allowance for all of the workers affected that have a minimum seniority of one year.

Furthermore, Greek regulation of **temporary agency work** has significantly changed in the course of the crisis – with the objective of providing businesses with the necessary flexibility to adjust to the upswing in economic activity and changes in their hiring needs. Simplified conditions for the establishment and operation of temporary work agencies were introduced, and the scope of their activities was broadened. Further reforms provided for some of the conditions to be relaxed, thus, enabling a temporary worker to provide his/her services to an indirect employer.

#### 6.3.2. Tax relief and other incentives for employers

In Belgium, Italy, Ireland and Spain various measures were introduced to provide a general reduction of the fiscal burden for either the employers or the employees.

---


In Belgium, a reduction in social security contributions on **night and shift work** and a reduction of taxes on a certain number of hours of **overtime** per year, were introduced. Furthermore, **low-income earners** also benefit from tax reductions which will have the effect of increasing their net income.

In Italy, the initial higher social contributions are to be paid by the employer, with certain exceptions for fixed-term contracts. However, these additional contributions are reimbursed to the employer if the employee is subsequently hired on a permanent basis. The measure aims to, on the one hand, simplify the rules applicable to fixed-term contracts, and on the other hand, to **encourage permanent employment**.

Ireland introduced a scheme that **exempts employers from the liability to pay** their share of social insurance contributions for certain employees, for 12 months\(^\text{236}\), while another was launched that rewards employers who employ jobseekers listed in the national monthly report recording persons registered for benefits\(^\text{237}\). Furthermore, employers can no longer claim a **redundancy rebate** for any statutory redundancy payments made after 1 January 2013, which should discourage them from dismissing employees\(^\text{238}\).

Spain created a new category of Permanent Contract to Support Entrepreneurs and SMEs aimed at giving companies, with less than 50 employees, **financial incentives** to hire new workers in a cheaper way, through tax reductions and discounts in social security contributions. It is also easier to dismiss new workers during the first year – which is understood as a probation period. Furthermore, telecommuting rights were expanded, and tax deductions were made available to companies of less than 50 employees who transform professional contracts, relief contracts and interim contracts **into permanent contracts**.

In addition, in Spain during the period July 2009 to January 2011, the **restructuring card** system was in place. The card was given to workers who had lost their jobs in the context of bankruptcy, liquidation or closure of a company. An employer, who employed someone with such a card, received a temporary reduction in employers’ contributions. The employees themselves received a higher net wage, as a consequence of a reduction in the employee’s social security contributions. Furthermore, several measures reduced wage costs for certain categories of workers. The demand for younger workers was stimulated via the Win-Win plan from January 2010 until the end of 2011, which introduced full or partial exemption from social security contributions for **younger workers**, where the degree of exemption depended on age, education level, and length of unemployment. The Win-Win plan also targeted **older unemployed and long-term unemployed** persons.


6.3.3. **Traineeships**

Various schemes were introduced to encourage employment of young workers, who are at the beginning of their careers. The national studies identified such measures in Greece, Ireland, Italy and Spain.

The Kenny Government, in Ireland, launched a **national internship scheme**, JobBridge, which was intended to provide 5,000 internship placements of six-to-nine-months duration.

In Italy, certain changes were introduced, aiming to **promote the use of the traineeship contracts** to hire young workers, while at the same time avoiding abuses thereof. Thus, not more than three apprentices can be employed for any two specialised employee places, and hiring new apprentices is only possible if at least 50% of the previous apprentices have been permanently hired. Termination of the apprenticeship is only possible if duly justified.

In Spain, the rules regarding **training and learning contracts** were amended to reduce the high levels of unemployment among young people. Thus, the age limit to be eligible for this contract was raised to 25 years – from the previous limit of 21 years. In addition, an exceptional measure was established: as long as the unemployment rate in Spain is over 15%, training and learning contracts may be signed with workers up to the age of 30 years. Moreover, a new minimum duration, i.e. from six months to one year, and a new maximum duration, i.e. from two years to three years, were set for this type of contract. Furthermore, training and learning contracts can now be renewed under certain conditions.

6.3.4. **Professional training**

The National Reform Programme 2012, provided conversion courses to **up-skill/re-skill the unemployed** to meet skills shortages in new and emerging sectors in Ireland.

Spain introduced a **temporary programme of professional qualification** for people who have received all of their unemployment benefits from active employment policies and the receipt of financial aid in 2011. In 2012, the programme was extended regarding the allocation of financial aid, but was modified in terms of introducing an increase in financial aid – but first requiring proof of active job search.

6.3.5. **Self-employment**

In 2014, more than 30 million people were self-employed in the EU. The phenomenon of such dimensions necessarily captured the attention of the European Parliament, which adopted a report, followed by a resolution on the social protection for all – including self-employed workers.

---


In Ireland and Spain, incentives were introduced to promote self-employment. Thus, in Ireland, the Start your own Business Scheme, introduced in 2014, helps to promote entrepreneurship and support SMEs\textsuperscript{243}.

In Spain, the \textbf{full capitalisation (a one-time payment) of the unemployment benefit} is now available to young workers up to the age of 30, and women up to the age of 35, who start an economic activity as self-employed workers. Before the amendments, only the capitalisation of 80\% of the benefit was possible. Also, in 2013, further measures were implemented by the Rajoy Government in Spain to promote \textbf{self-employment among young people}, i.e. individuals aged 30 and younger. The adopted measures include reduced social security contributions and extended unemployment benefits for the self-employed\textsuperscript{244}.

In Italy, a reform was initiated to prevent the fraudulent use by employers of \textbf{economically dependent self-employed workers}. The use of such contracts is advantageous for employers because they do not have to pay the workers’ social security contributions, and such workers are not entitled to paid annual or sickness leave – among other possible entitlements of employed staff. The reform introduced limited conditions for the use of such arrangements, including a limited duration of cooperation, i.e. not more than eight months in a year, a limited share of income, i.e. up to 80\% of the declared annual income, and the requirement that the worker cannot work in the employer’s premises. Similar schemes are used in some other Member States, notably in Spain and Belgium – however, no interventions were made to discourage the practice.

\section*{6.3.6. Part-time and temporary work}

In Spain, the \textbf{contract for hire or contract of service} (previously limited to three years) is now extendable by another 12 months upon agreement. However, penalties are introduced in cases of \textbf{chaining temporary contracts}. Namely, the employee will become permanent after two years if they have had two or more contracts for the same or “a different” workplace in the same company ‘or group of companies’, and they will be given an increased severance payment.

Greece introduced a general requirement of \textbf{equal treatment of part-time and full-time employees}, unless there are objective reasons which justify such a differentiation, e.g. different working hours.

In Ireland, measures were introduced to ensure that people in part-time employment are \textbf{incentivised to take up full-time employment} when such opportunities become available.
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6.3.7. Vulnerable groups of workers

Apart from the measures mentioned in the previous sections, which may have been targeted towards particular groups of workers, there have been other measures introduced to ensure better protection of vulnerable groups which do not fit within the above categories. In Belgium, following the ruling of the Constitutional Court, the Parliament adopted the Act regarding the introduction of a unified status for blue and white collar workers, with respect to: notice periods, non-refundable sick leave, and related policy measures. Thus, the first day of unpaid sickness leave, which previously applied only to blue collar workers, was abolished. Companies are also required to maintain or increase employment of workers aged 45 and over.

Also in Belgium, while a general freeze on salary increase was introduced across the public and private sector, exceptions are ensured for low-income earners who do not earn more than the minimum wage. Furthermore, a proportionality principle was introduced in cases of dismissal, aimed at proportional spread of collective dismissals over all age groups. Moreover, enterprises will have to present annually to the Works Council an employment of elderly workers plan, i.e. maintaining or increasing the number of workers aged 50 and above.

Given the record unemployment rates of young people in Spain, many measures were targeted towards this particular group. Thus, the contract for the promotion of employment (contrato de fomento del empleo) was reformed. This type of contract was launched in 2001 for people aged 16 to 30, but was, however, also aimed at people aged 45 and over, unemployed women, people having been unemployed for more than six months, and disabled people. With the reform, the conditions for access to such contracts were made more favourable, the categories of workers who qualify were expanded, severance pay was increased, and the participation of the State in the payment of severance ensured. Also in Spain, when taking partial retirement, the retiring worker can be given more favourable conditions for retirement if employment of a younger worker is secured (see section 7.2.2).

6.4. Impacts of the measures affecting the right to work

6.4.1. Job loss

Job loss was probably the most visible impact of the crisis – not only on the right to work, but more generally, on fundamental rights. While not all of the EU Member States experienced an increase in unemployment rates, the observed countries in the present study did. In relation to austerity measures, this impact was both direct, i.e. coming directly from the measures aimed at either decreasing or increasing the number of employed, and indirect, i.e. the consequences of changing labour markets in changing economies.

According to research by Eurofound, job insecurity increased significantly in Greece between 2007 and 2012. In 2007, 8.2% of workers thought it was very likely, or quite likely, that they would lose their job within the next six months. In 2012, this percentage had risen to 30.57% – the second highest increase in the countries under review.

Direct impact was more visible in the public sector, where measures were adopted to decrease the number of public employees. However, not every job loss in the public sector can be attributed to the crisis. In most EU Member States, employment in the public sector was on the rise before the crisis. For example, in Greece and Portugal it was on constant rise from 1999 to 2008. In Spain, it stagnated from 1999 to 2006, when it started falling. Nevertheless, in Italy the share of employment in the public administration was in decline long before the crisis, in fact, since 1999. The share fell from an average of 8.6% to 6% until 2008. The rate of employment in the public sector in Italy, Spain and Cyprus then continued to shrink from 2008 to 2010, although it was on the rise in Belgium and Portugal in the same period.

In Ireland, for instance, the number of staff at the Department of Jobs dropped from 1,075 at the end of 2008 to 783 by the middle of June 2014. This is directly linked to the moratorium on recruitment and the reduction in public service staff. The labour reserve scheme in Greece is said to have affected between 1,750 and 3,000 employees in the public sector.

6.4.2. Job creation

Not all of the measures imposed were necessarily negative. As mentioned previously, a number of measures were introduced towards creating new jobs. In Ireland, for example, the JobsPlus scheme has helped create over 1,000 new full-time jobs since its launch in July 2013. In Belgium, the number of new employment contracts supported by the activation of the temporary Win-Win plan greatly increased, with more than 50,000 new employment contracts concluded under the scheme by the end of 2011.

There were other measures which, despite expectations, did not have the desired effect. For example, the Spanish scheme of permanent contract to support entrepreneurs and SMEs actually resulted in a decrease of those contracts by 2.2%, rather than the expected increase. In Cyprus, the prolongation of opening hours for retail businesses was expected to create new jobs. However, this policy only yielded about 800 new jobs so far, as employers tend to put pressure on their employees to work longer hours – often without overtime pay, rather than hire new personnel.

6.4.3. Wages

The measures imposed on wages necessarily affected employees. Even just a freeze in wages inevitably brought the loss of buying power, bearing in mind inflation rates and price increases. Thus, for example, in Spain between June 2010 and December 2010, when pay in the public sector was cut, prices rose by 4.4%. This implies that there has already been

---


almost a 10% cut in the real value of pay in the public sector\textsuperscript{250}. In the private sector, in Spain since 2009, hourly wages fell at a rate of 1.8% per year.

In Ireland, the 2008 national pay agreement providing pay rises in the private and public sectors of 6% over 21 months, was abandoned by many employers because they could not afford to pay the agreed increases. New public sector workers have also been badly affected since lower rates of pay have been introduced.

Between January 2010 and January 2013, public sector pay has declined by over 25% on average, in Greece, public sector recruitment has been frozen, and labour laws have been substantially deregulated. Furthermore, in the private sector, wages had decreased by at least 15% in 2013 and, following the new minimum wage regulation, they were expected to decrease even more.

In addition, the apprenticeship contracts in Greece eventually brought the establishment of sub-minima wages for the youth.

6.4.4. Working conditions and job security

Just before the crisis, the EU embraced the flexicurity concept\textsuperscript{251}. Despite ambition, however, such an integrated approach, which combines flexibility reforms with security enhancements, has not come into the forefront since the crisis – indeed the reverse is true\textsuperscript{252}.

Some measures, even though not directly aimed at changing or deteriorating working conditions, have collaterally brought about such consequences. Thus, in the private sector in Cyprus, a number of schemes subsidising the hiring of unemployed persons, or persons from other vulnerable groups, have brought a general deterioration in the terms of employment of all workers, who are forced to accept inferior working conditions to be able to compete with persons hired under the aforesaid schemes. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the extension of working hours in the retail sector, rather than creating new jobs, led to a deterioration of working conditions for retail workers who are now expected to work longer hours. Also in Cyprus, undeclared work in the hotel industry has reached 20%, with 34% in night clubs\textsuperscript{253}.


6.4.5. Temporary and part-time contracts

Despite predictions, the expected decrease in temporary contracts, which in Spain remains rather high, seems to have failed to materialise. Indeed, involuntary temporary employment increased from 87.2% in 2008 to 91.7% in 2013. Involuntary part-time employment is also on the rise, and has become a pressing problem in Spain since the beginning of the crisis. Accordingly, the share of part-time workers that would rather have a full-time job increased from 36.0% to 63.3% between 2008 and 2013.

Part-time employment is also on the rise in Greece. While in 2001, only 4% of the total workforce consisted of part-time workers – in the last quarter of 2011, this had risen to 7.1%, and full-time contracts were converted to part-time employment or rotating employment contracts.

The moratorium on recruitments in the public sector in Cyprus has led to an increased number of people being employed on fixed-term contracts.

In Italy, labour relations reforms were evaluated as not contributing to reducing market fragmentation, or mitigating the impact of the economic crisis on the labour market, and finding that ‘flexibility in Italy continues to act like a trap which blocks workers who enter the market with atypical contracts into a permanent state of job insecurity’\(^{254}\). In fact, the year of the reform saw an increase of 11%, on a yearly basis, in the dismissal of workers. Of the workers who were hired, about two-thirds had fixed-term contracts and less than one-fifth had permanent contracts. Only 5% of temporary workers obtained permanent contracts. In contrast, 22% had an even worse contract. The use of apprenticeship contracts was limited, i.e. only 2.5% of the total workers hired. Other flexible contracts were down by about 20-25%.

6.4.6. Self-employment

In Spain, measures in the field of self-employment have kept the number of self-employed stable since 2011. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that the share of economically dependent self-employed persons is considerably higher than in the fourth quarter of 2013 at 18.4\(^{255}\). In Italy a significant increase in the number of economically dependent self-employed persons was recorded.

6.4.7. Vulnerable groups

The interventions with the right to work have impacted different groups to varying degrees. In all the Member States observed, some groups of people were more affected by some measures, than others. This is an overview of such disproportional effects.


The growing trend of part-time work has affected women more than men, given that there are generally more women working part-time\(^\text{256}\). Furthermore, women – particularly single mothers, encounter specific obstacles that prevent them from participating on an equal basis in the work market in Ireland\(^\text{257}\). For example, the cost of childcare acts as a significant barrier to female participation in the workforce\(^\text{258}\). In Greece, unemployment of women rose significantly during the crisis, i.e. one-out-of-four women in employment, in Greece, holds a tenured position in the public sector, thus, the risk is much higher that women – not employed in the public sector, become unemployed.

Growing unemployment disproportionately affected the young, i.e. youth unemployment rates exceeded the overall unemployment rate by more than 100%\(^\text{259}\). Youth unemployment is particularly an issue in Spain and Portugal, where the unemployment rate of the under 25s is more than 53% and 34%, respectively\(^\text{259}\). Younger workers were also more affected by the growing rate of temporary work in Cyprus.

The Spanish Employment Strategy 2012-2014 suppresses a series of contractual allowances for employers hiring people with disabilities. People with disabilities also face challenges in accessing the labour market in Ireland, and were disproportionately affected, particularly because of the moratorium on recruitment in the public sector\(^\text{260}\).

Migrants and Travellers also face difficulties in accessing employment in Ireland. The travellers’ unemployment rate stood at 84% in 2011, compared to 8.4% in 2006\(^\text{261}\), whereas migrants tended to be in more informal employment, often under precarious conditions which exposed them to wage decreases and redundancies during the crisis\(^\text{262}\). In Greece, migrants have also been particularly affected by the financial crisis as many of them used to work in the informal sector, but due to the economic crisis, have since lost their jobs.

A substantial slowdown in real wage growth was recorded in Spain. Since 2009, hourly wages fell at a rate of 1.8% per year, which had notoriously affected low-paid workers\(^\text{263}\). In Cyprus, precarious work affected retired people disproportionately, as they do not have recourse to the Law on Termination of Employment. Intervention measures affected single people more than other groups of the population in Belgium, since the increased risk of poverty was more noticeable in relation to this group.
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The study looks into the right to a pension – understood as an acquired right and protected under the general rules applicable to the protection of property rights.

Pension systems were already subject to revision before, and independently of, the crisis. However, the crisis also influenced the creation of the new policies to a significant extent.

All of the seven observed Member States have made interventions into the right to pension. The reforms appear to have been most overwhelming in Greece.

In Greece, Ireland and Portugal, systemic changes were introduced to reform the functioning of the pension system. In addition, other measures were introduced, including those related to: pension age and the seniority requirement; the calculation and revaluation of pensions; cuts in the amounts of pensions already awarded; rules applicable to work after retirement.

Pensioners can be seen as a vulnerable group. However, some pensioners are more vulnerable than others, and have been subject to specific measures, such as the measures introducing the new scheme of guaranteed minimum income in Cyprus, and the new rules introduced regarding the pensions of parents of children with disabilities.

The measures taken in alleviation mostly concern the encouragement of workers to stay longer in the workforce. In Ireland, an obligation was adopted for private employers to introduce a pension scheme for employees, whilst in Greece, people with disabilities were spared from cuts in pensions. In most Member States, people employed in arduous work are either implicitly, or explicitly, provided with preferential conditions for pensions, and those preferences have not been removed through austerity.

Impacts of austerity measures on the right to a pension may be seen in decreased State expenditure on pensions, decreased life standards for many pensioners, long-term expected impacts, and further decreases in life standards of future pensioners.

Specific impacts were identified in Greece, where numerous and frequent changes have brought legal certainty into question. Furthermore, administrative proceedings on pension requests are lengthy, leaving people without incomes for up to two years, before their requests are dealt with.

Some measures have disproportionately affected repatriated elderly people, low-income workers and women, with one particular measure affecting the right to pension entitlement of parents of children with disabilities.
7.1. The right to a pension as a property right

‘The Court reiterates that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the Convention does not create a right to acquire property. It places no restriction on the Contracting States’ freedom to decide whether or not to have in place any form of social security or pension system, or to choose the type or amount of benefits or pension to provide under any such scheme. However, where a Contracting State has in force legislation providing for the payment as of right of a welfare benefit or pension – whether conditional or not on the prior payment of contributions – that legislation must be regarded as generating a proprietary interest falling within the ambit of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 for persons satisfying its requirements. Therefore, where the amount of a benefit or pension is reduced or eliminated, this may constitute an interference with possessions which requires to be justified in the general interest.’

The right to a pension is not specifically guaranteed by the EU Charter or any other principal international human rights instrument. However, if understood as a form of the right to property, the right to pension is protected by Article 17 of the EU Charter, Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the ECHR and Article 17 of the UDHR. In the doctrine of the ECtHR, the right to a pension is mostly observed through the prism of the so called acquired rights. Article 34 of the EU Charter provides for the right to social security coverage, thus, also covering to a certain an extent, the right to pension.

On several occasions, the ECtHR has found that, where a State has legislation in force providing for the payment of the right of a pension – whether or not conditional on the prior payment of contributions, that legislation has to be regarded as generating a proprietary interest falling within the ambit of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 for persons satisfying its requirements. The reduction or the discontinuance of a pension may, therefore, constitute an interference with peaceful enjoyment of possessions that need to be justified. This means that, while there is no abstract guarantee to receive a pension, once the pension is granted, it becomes an ‘acquired right’ and, thus, a possession, within the meaning of the ECHR.


264 There are some international guarantees towards the pension claims in several ILO conventions, however under limited conditions. See e.g. Article 4 of the Old-Age Insurance (Industry etc.) Convention, 1933 (No. 35), Article 4 of the Old-Age Insurance (Agriculture) Convention, 1933 (No. 36) or Invalidity, Old-Age and Survivors’ Benefits Convention, 1967 (No. 128). For a full list of ILO conventions, please see ILO Normlex, available at: http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12000:0::NO:.


267 It needs to be noted, though, that the acquired rights in the ECtHR understanding, and that in the EU somewhat differ. Namely, the EU Directive on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the safeguarding of employees’ rights in the event of transfers of undertakings, businesses or parts of undertakings or businesses, 2001/23/EC (also known as the Acquired Rights Directive), which protects contracts of employment of people working in businesses that are transferred between owners, guaranteeing any employee’s contract of employment to be transferred automatically on the same terms as before in the event of a transfer of the undertaking.
7.2. Overview of the measures affecting the right to a pension

In the broadest terms possible, pension can be defined as a ‘fixed sum paid regularly to a person, or to a person’s beneficiaries’\(^{268}\). However, more narrowly, pension is a fixed sum paid regularly to a person who is not participating in the labour market. The most usual grounds for pension entitlement are old-age and disability, even though the status of a family member can also be grounds for a pension\(^ {269}\). Understood as a retirement income, pensions can come from ‘one of the four key pillars of support in old age: unfunded state pensions, i.e. transfers from the current working population via the tax system, and funded private pensions, i.e. from savings accumulated in private sector pension schemes, direct private savings, and post-retirement work. For most people in developed countries, the key sources of retirement income are State and private pension schemes\(^ {270}\).

The present study focuses on, but is not limited to, interventions regarding State pension systems.

State pensions can be granted as an earned right for employees contributing to the State pension scheme, or a social benefit for persons who do not qualify for the pension as an earned right. Thus, for example, in Greece, there is a guaranteed basic pension, ensured by the State\(^ {271}\), which is not linked to insurance contributions, and is also attributed to uninsured persons over the age of 65 who meet certain eligibility criteria. Furthermore, additional or supplementary pensions can be negotiated to supplement the compulsory pension scheme, usually through private pension schemes.

Similar to other rights, notably the right to healthcare, pensions were also an area long overdue for reform, before, and unrelated to the crisis. The adequacy of pensions, and in particular the extent to which pension systems enable workers to preserve their previous standard of living when moving from employment to retirement, was in the spotlight of the EU long before the crisis, but the crisis put a sharp focus on pension systems\(^ {272}\). An ageing population presents a major challenge to pension systems in all Member States, unless women and men, as they live longer, also stay longer in employment and save more for their retirement. Otherwise, the adequacy of pensions cannot be guaranteed, since the required increase in expenditure would be unsustainable\(^ {273}\). Hence, for example, over the last ten years, the number of contributory pensions to the Spanish social security system has increased by more than one million, while the monthly expenditures for pensions rose by around 80%. At the same time, the worker-to-pensioner ratio fell – due to the gradual ageing of the population, but was additionally affected by the recession and economic crisis. Spain is currently spending around 10% of its GDP on public pensions\(^ {274}\), i.e. an


\(^{269}\) Thus, for example, supported family members may be entitled to a pension, as a matter of life insurance (e.g. minor children or the surviving spouse).


\(^{274}\) Thus, in April 2014, 7.965,62 million euros were paid, which is an increase of 3.3% from 2013. EFE, ‘Pension expenditure totalled EUR 7.966 million in April, 3.3% increase (El gasto en pensiones alcanza los 7.966 millones en abril, el 3,3% más)’, El País online edition, April 2014, available at: http://economia.elpais.com/economia/2014/04/24/agencias/1398323947_221945.html.
increase of 0.7% in comparison with 2009. Moreover, the pension spending trend was to increase to 14% GDP in Spain by 2050. Similarly, in Portugal, public expenditure on old-age pensions has increased consistently over the last decade, from 7% of GDP in 2000 to 10% in 2010. However, the large part of this increase occurred well before the financial crisis of 2008. Given this outlook, the need for new measures guaranteeing the sustainability of the pension system needed to be discussed, regardless of the crisis.

Therefore, the crisis is not the only, or even the principal, trigger for reforms to pension systems. In any case, it was certainly seen as a window of opportunity and used as an excuse for putting pressure on social partners and accelerating upcoming reforms, or even adopting reforms without consulting the social partners at all.

Nevertheless, the impact of the crisis on pensions should not be underestimated, as it has affected pension schemes in Europe in three major ways:

‘Firstly, these schemes have served as one form of ‘automatic stabiliser’ – in other words, as a means of mitigating the potential social consequences of the negative state of the economy – and their use to this end is expected to increase social expenditure in many EU countries. Secondly, the worsening economic situation has entailed new challenges to the financial sustainability of social protection: growing unemployment and negative GDP growth represent a loss in revenues for welfare programmes and may thus lead to the deterioration of public budgets. Thirdly, the financial shock has dealt a severe blow to both private fully-funded schemes and public reserve funds.’

The crisis has opened up the policy debate on key issues such as: the need for countercyclical funding and solvency rules; the trade-offs implied in market-based valuation rules; the need to protect contributors towards retirement from excessive market volatility; the need to strengthen group supervision for large complex financial institutions including insurance and pensions; the need to revisit the resolution and crisis management framework for insurance and pensions.

Against this background, the measures described below could be identified as interfering with pensions in the observed Member States.

---


278 Stakeholder interview, ETUI, December 2014.

279 Thus, for example in Cyprus the trade unions complained about the fact that prior to the introduction of the reforms, their efforts to start a discussion with the Government had been ignored, whilst the scheme was introduced without consultation with the social partners. Consultation with the Secretary General of the pensioners’ trade union EKYSY, September 2014. Similar issues were recorded in Italy too.


7.2.1. Systemic changes

In Greece and Ireland, new pension systems were developed. The reform, in Greece, shifted from a greatly fragmented social insurance system, to a unified, multi-tier system that distinguishes between basic non-contributory and contributory pensions. In Ireland, a new single pension scheme was introduced for all new entrants to the public service after 1 January 2013.

However, in Portugal, a reform was introduced in 2006, leaving the system rather fragmented with parallel sets of rules applicable to entrants into the system before and after the reform.

7.2.2. Age and seniority for retirement

Given the concerns expressed in the introduction to this section, the age for retirement was one of the critical areas in which reforms were called for. In all of the observed Member States, reforms were introduced towards revision of the retirement age. However, whereas in Belgium, Greece, Spain, Italy, Ireland and Portugal, the measures immediately increased retirement age for pensions (for some categories of workers), in Cyprus, an automatic adjustment of the statutory retirement age was introduced – to be adjusted every five years in line with changes in life-expectancy at the statutory retirement age. These adjustments are, however, to be applied for the first time only in 2018.

In the remaining observed Member States, changes were introduced in relation to the admission age for all of the various existing forms of old-age retirement, whether full, early or partial retirement, voluntary, or compulsory retirement.

Most of the reforms are intended to be applied gradually over a certain period of time. For example, in Spain, the increase in retirement age is to be gradually implemented over a period of 15 years (until 2027), while in Belgium, the required seniority for early retirement for women, for example, will be increased from 35 to 40 years between 2012 and 2017.

Similarly, in Ireland, qualification for State pension will be further increased from 66 to 67 years of age in 2017, with the next scheduled increase to 68 years of age in 2028. Similarly, the next increase in the retirement age in Italy is planned for 2021, when it will increase from 66 to 67 years of age.

Full retirement age was increased to 66 years of age in Ireland, Italy and Portugal. In Spain and Greece, it was increased to 67 years of age. In Belgium and Greece, the

---


283 Several terminological clarifications: Full retirement is normally such retirement when a person was employed for a certain (minimum or maximum) time (number of years or a number of days of employment), and has turned a certain (minimum or maximum) age. Thus, for example, in Cyprus full retirement can be claimed at the minimum age of 65, with a minimum 5 years of employment. Early retirement is pension granted before these minimum requirements are met, again requiring a certain minimum age and duration of contributions to the system. Partial retirement is granted to persons (of a certain age) who want to continue working part-time, and receiving pension for the proportion of time no longer worked. Statutory or mandatory retirement age is the retirement age determined usually for public sector workers, and is the age after which the person has to retire. Seniority is the requirement of a certain period of time spent at work (and contributing to the pension insurance scheme) in order to qualify for (a certain level of) benefits.
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retirement age for women was increased from 60 to 65 years of age, to equalise with that for men. At the same time, the requirement of seniority was also increased. In Belgium, the full retirement age remains set at 65 years of age, although retirement at the full pension age in Belgium is the exception rather than the rule. It is not surprising then to note that most of the measures in Belgium were directed towards reducing different forms of early retirement. In Ireland, the maximum retirement age has been set at 70 years of age, while a limit of 40 years has been set on the total service which can be counted towards a pension where a person has been a member of more than one existing public service pension scheme.

Spain differentiates between forced early retirement and voluntary early retirement. In both cases, the minimum age will be progressively increased. In the former case it will increase from 61 to 63 years of age, and in the latter from 63 to 65 years of age. Seniority for both types of early retirement is also increased to 35 years for voluntary retirement and 33 years for forced early retirement. Belgium and Greece have increased the admission age for early retirement from 58 to 60 years of age and from 60 to 62 years of age, respectively. Portugal suspended early retirement during the crisis and, in Greece, early reduced pensions will be abolished in 2017.

Additionally, measures were introduced to further discourage early retirement. Thus, in Belgium, early exits via early statutory retirement were rendered increasingly difficult, while employers’ social security contributions for the employers’ bonus will increase for lower exit ages. In Italy, where early retirement can be obtained, regardless of age, with little over 42 years of contribution for men and 41 years of contribution for women, early retirements are also being rendered less attractive. Hence, workers who decide to benefit from early retirement pension before 62 years of age will have the amount of their pension reduced by 1% for each of the two years before 62, and by 2% for each year before 60.

Belgium and Spain increased the age of eligibility for partial retirement. Spain also increased the contribution period. In Belgium, the age for partial retirement was raised to 55 from 50 years of age, with exceptions provided for some harsh occupations and for people having worked effectively for 28 years at the age of 50. In Spain, the maximum reduction of working hours, by means of partial retirement, is limited to 50% – exceptionally 75% if a contract with a replacement younger worker has been secured by the employer.

In Belgium the preferential career systems for judges, priests and university professors were amended.

A new set of eligibility criteria for pensioners’ social solidarity allowance was introduced in Greece, e.g. the maximum total net annual income from pensions to justify granting this benefit increased, the requirement for the beneficiaries to be permanent residents in Greek territory was introduced, while the minimum age limit for receiving the benefit was raised from 60 to 65 years of age. The social solidarity allowance was planned to be abolished


287 Statutory, or mandatory, early retirement (prépension) is provided to workers of a certain age and of certain seniority, who are provided with benefits that are cofinanced by the employer and the State benefits system.
from 2015 onwards, but the competent Ministry reassured that it would be maintained at least until 2016, despite differing opinions of the Troika288.

7.2.3. Calculation and revaluation of pensions

The calculation of the amount of pension depends on a number of factors. One important factor for its determination is defining the period used as the basis for calculation of the pension. Spain extended this period from the final 15 years of employment to the final 25 years, while in the public sector in Belgium, it has been increased from the last 5 years to the last 10 years of employment. In Ireland, the calculation base was changed from the last salary to the average salary throughout the career.

Furthermore, in Belgium, the only period fully taken into consideration for the calculation, is the income in the years worked after the age of 60, with some exceptions for other periods of work. Nonetheless, the career unity principle289 has been relaxed in order to ensure that all of the days worked are effectively taken into consideration in calculating the pension. The calculation is now based on the number of full-time equivalent days instead of the number of calendar years.

In Portugal and Spain the sustainability factor, which foresees revaluation of the amount of pension depending on a factor which reflects the relationship between contributors and pensioners, was introduced to connect the amount of pension to life expectancy, and determining an additional cut in the new pensions290.

In Spain, a pension system revaluation index was introduced to be applied to all existing and new pensions. The index is calculated on an annual basis, which will depend on four variables: income; expenses of the social security system; annual variation index of the number of contributive pensions, i.e. the proportion between the number of contributors and the number of pensioners; year-to-year variations of the system’s average pension. Furthermore, pensions will no longer be automatically revaluated according to the annual inflation rate. In disregard of the four variables already mentioned, pensions will increase on a yearly basis by at least 0.25%, but not more than 0.5%. Finally, the revaluation factor will be revised every five years in order to recalculate pensions according to that period.

7.2.4. Cuts in pensions and other benefits

In addition to the abovementioned measures affecting the determination of pensions for the newly retired, Greece, Ireland and Portugal imposed various forms of social solidarity contribution schemes affecting already-granted pensions.

---


289 The unity of career principle implies that for the calculation of the pension, the career may not be longer than 45 years. In case of a longer career, the least advantageous years are not taken into account. As of 1 January 2015, the unity of career will no longer be 45 years but 14,040 full-time equivalent days (45x 312 days).

In Greece, the contribution was imposed on both **private and public sector pensions**, and was determined on a sliding scale between 3% and 10%, which later increased to between 6% and 10%. This contribution was initially imposed on principal pensions, but was later extended to supplementary pensions. In Portugal, a 10-50% contribution was gradually introduced on what was considered ‘high’ pensions. In 2013, however, the contribution was thoroughly revised and a much greater number of pensioners were affected by reductions between 3.5% and 40%.

Additional cuts were imposed in Greece on pension lump-sums paid from specific pension funds. Furthermore, additional reductions **between 20% and 40%** (depending on the amount of pension and the age of the pensioner) for **principal pensions** that exceed a certain amount, were introduced on the amount exceeding a certain threshold amount of pension. **Supplementary pensions** were also subject to a **reduction** on a sliding scale **between 10% and 20%** – depending on the total amount of the supplementary pension.

In Ireland, a 7% **levy on pensions** was collected in 2009. Later on, public sector pensions were cut on average by 4% – private sector pensions are protected from cuts by the Pensions Act 1990\(^\text{291}\). Depending on the amount of pension, the cuts ranged up to 12%\(^\text{292}\). In 2011, a temporary 0.6% levy on **private pension funds** was introduced as another emergency measure. The Kenny Government announced that the levy would only apply for four years, i.e. 2011-2014. It was increased to 0.75% in 2014, despite the promises that it would not be applied after 2014. A further levy of 0.15% will be applied in 2015\(^\text{293}\).

In Greece, Spain and Portugal, the special bonuses for pensioners were affected. In Greece, the **Easter, summer and Christmas bonuses** were originally replaced by a flat bonus, only to be fully abolished in 2013. In Portugal, extra holiday and Christmas pay in 2012, and 90% of the holiday pay in 2013, were abolished\(^\text{294}\). Spain withdrew the **consumer price index compensation** and Cyprus abolished **free transport and the Easter bonus** for pensioners.

All but the minimum social security **pensions were frozen** in Portugal between 2012 and 2014. **Tax relief on private pension funds** was reduced in Ireland.

### 7.2.5. Work after retirement

In Belgium, people who are over the age of 65 and have worked for more than 42 years are allowed to work and earn as much as they want after retirement **without losing any State pension rights**. For others, the rules have been slightly relaxed and the amount they can earn without being taxed has been raised. However, it is still not possible to acquire extra pension rights by working after retirement age.


\(^{294}\) As was the case for public employees, these measures were declared unconstitutional by the Portuguese Constitutional Court, but were effectively applied in 2012 due to the limitation of effects of the Court’s sentence.
In Cyprus, an attempt was made towards abolishing multiple pensions for State officials who take up a second post following their retirement. However, this measure was declared as unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of Cyprus.\(^\text{295}\)

In Spain, those workers who have contributed for many years and achieved the statutory retirement age, are allowed to combine a full-time or part-time job with the receipt of 50% of their pension and enjoy limited social contribution obligations.

Ireland introduced abatement in relation to retiree public service pensions, should the retirees re-enter public service employment in the future, even where the new employment is in a different area of the public service.

7.2.6. Vulnerable groups

Pensioners themselves may largely be considered as a vulnerable group of the population per se, given the fact that the right to pension is obtained only at a certain advanced age, and is, by definition, followed by a significant decrease in income. In fact, in crisis-stricken countries, an increased proportion of pensioners are at risk of poverty. So, for example in Portugal, it is estimated that in 2011, 19.2% of Portuguese pensioners, aged 65 years or more, were at risk of poverty – which is well above the 14.7% EU-27 average.\(^\text{296}\) Currently, 1.5 million retired citizens have pensions and annuities below EUR 500.\(^\text{297}\)

In Cyprus, a new scheme for securing the guaranteed minimum income, including minimum pensions, and aimed at replacing income from social welfare, entered into force in July 2014. According to the scheme, the minimum amount of pension was reduced in July 2014, while at the same, introducing rule changes and requiring reapplication for the benefit.

Extra conditions for retirement for the parents of children with disabilities were introduced in Greece, retroactively applying to pension requests already pending at the time of its publication.

7.3. Measures taken in alleviation of austerity measures affecting the right to a pension

To complement the measures introduced to restrict access to early retirement, additional measures were put in place in Belgium to encourage workers to stay longer in the workforce. Previously, any months worked in the year in which a worker retires did not provide entitlement to a pension. However, following the reforms, these last months will be taken into consideration in the pension calculation – the objective is to encourage the elderly to continue to work beyond the 1 January of the retirement year. Furthermore, the


reform of the pension bonus for private sector workers, attributed to those who keep on working after the age of 62, and the age top-up scheme for civil servants, aim to encourage people to stay at work longer while harmonising the arrangements for all schemes. The pension bonus, taking the form of a pension top-up, is increased the longer the retirement date is deferred. The bonus has, so far, been provided on a flat-rate basis, and an entitlement to the bonus may be granted no earlier than one year after early retirement pension qualification requirements have been met.

There was no compulsory pension scheme available to employees in the private sector in Ireland, apart from the social security benefits. An obligation for private sector employers to make pension insurance arrangements for their employees is now being introduced.

In addition, in Ireland, an individual who has pension rights in excess of the new lower standard fund threshold limit of EUR 2 million can claim a personal fund threshold from the Revenue to protect the value of those rights on that date.

Despite the massive cuts in pensions in Greece, specific vulnerable groups, e.g. people with disabilities, were exempted from the effects of these restrictions298.

In most of the observed Member States, more favourable conditions apply in relation to workers engaged in specific and difficult fields. Thus, in Italy, workers in ‘arduous work’, i.e. work which demands ‘particularly intensive and continuous mental or physical effort, caused by factors that cannot be prevented by taking appropriate measures’, enjoy preferential treatment for retirement. Similarly, in Cyprus, miners can retire earlier and under more beneficial rules, while in Belgium, special protection is granted to workers with demanding work, e.g. night shifts, split shifts or successive shifts. Although, Spanish legislation does not specifically protect arduous work, it does refer to this aspect in its regulation of working hours and regarding early retirement – the amount of pension and the reduction coefficients are established299.

7.4. Impacts of the measures affecting the right to a pension

7.4.1. Pension expenditure

The decrease in pension expenditure is being achieved by two parallel consequences of the reforms: the number of new pensioners is decreasing – with more restrictive conditions for retirement, while at the same time, direct costs are also decreasing because of the cuts in pensions.

In Belgium, the reform of the rules governing the early retirement scheme had a deep impact on the number of people entitled to different pension schemes. With respect to early retirement, the number of new entrants decreased by 3.3% between 2011 and 2013. Thus, the general scheme for workers aged 58 and over with a career of 35 years (women) and 38 years (men) – for which the seniority requirement for men was increased up to 40

298 Stakeholder interview, Academic, December 2014.
299 For in depth understanding of arduous work and more detailed information on the situation in Belgium, Italy and Spain, see ETUC et al., ‘Better Understanding of “Arduous Occupations” within the European Pension Debate’, July 2014, available at: http://www.etf-europe.org/files/extranet/-75/44210/Arduous%20work%20European%20Desk%20Research%20EN.pdf.
years, has been especially hard-hit by this decrease, i.e. the number of entrants decreased from 5,305 persons in 2011 to 4,862 in 2013 (- 8.4%).

In Ireland, approximately 55% of the workforce has made some pension provision for their retirement outside the main State scheme. These schemes have come under increasing pressure since the economic crisis and the fall in annuity rates.

In Cyprus, the new scheme for the minimum guaranteed income was expected to receive at least 70,000 applications. Nonetheless, applications barely exceeded 63,000 whilst 30% of low-income pensioners did not apply by the deadline and, therefore, ceased to be eligible either for the minimum guaranteed income or for the social pension.

In Greece, the main pensions were reduced by 3-24%, while supplementary pensions were reduced by 3-10%. It should be noted that, the pension cuts were implemented on pensions above EUR 1,000 and that, approximately, 67.5% of pensioners with pensions of EUR 1,000 and below were not subject to these reductions. Pensioners receiving medium and high pensions, i.e. between EUR 1,500 and EUR 2,500, were the ones most affected by the cuts.

The total spending on State pensions in Ireland has continued to increase even in the context of the structural reforms and fiscal pressures. The full personal rate of both old age State pensions, i.e. the contributory pensions based on social insurance contributions paid or credited and non-contributory pensions based on a means test, have been raised in the period since 2007, by EUR 37 per week. In Spain, too, an increase in pension was recorded, but only by 0.25%. Nevertheless, despite the nominal increase in pensions in Ireland, the Government balances have been improved in terms of magnitude as a result of austerity measures. For example, the public service pension levy has contributed over EUR 900 million per year to improve the fiscal position, while the public system pension reform is raising approximately EUR 125 million per year. Also, according to the Irish Government, the single pension scheme for all new entrants to the public service will significantly reduce costs to the taxpayers.

---


301 Stakeholder interview, Secretary General of the Pensioners Trade Union EKYSY, September 2014.

302 Paparrigopoulou – Pechlivanidis P., Thoughts in respect of decisions 3410 and 3663/2014 of the Council of State concerning cuts in main and supplementary pensions (Σχόλιο στις αποφάσεις του ΣΤΕ 3410 και 3663/2014 για τις περικοπές των κύριων και επικουρικών συντάξεων), undated, available at: https://www.academia.edu/9767436/%CE%A3%CF%87%CF%8C%CE%BB%CE%B9%CE%BF %CF%83%CF%84 %CE%B9%CF%82 %CE%B1%CF%80%CE%BF%CF%85%CE%AC%CF%81%CE%B5%CE%B9%CF%82 %CF%84%CE%BF%CF%85%CE%A3%CF%84%CE%B5%3410 %CE%BA%CE%B1%CE%B9 3663 2014 %CE%B3%CE %B9%CE%B1 %CF%84%CE%B9%CF%82 %CF%80%CE%B5%CF%81%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%BF%CF%80%CE%AD%CF%82 %CF%84%CF%B9%CE%BD %CE%BA%CF%8D%CF%81%CE%B9%CF%89%CE%BD %CE%BA %CE%B1%CE%B9 %CE%B5%CF%80%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%BF%CF%85%CF%81%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8E %CE%BD %CF%83%CF%B5%CE%BD%CF%84%CE%AC%CE%BE%CE%B5%CF%89%CE%BD.

303 Stakeholder interview, Academic, December 2014.

304 Stakeholder interview, Assistant Principal Officer, Department of Social Protection, September 2014.


306 Stakeholder interview, Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, September 2014.


At the same time, a long-term decrease of spending on pensions is predicted in Belgium, Spain and Portugal. A decrease in the cost of pension expenditure of 0.6% by 2020, and 2% by 2060, was predicted in Belgium. In Portugal, the projection is that the substitution rate, i.e. the amount of pension compared to the amount of the salary earned before retirement – as a percentage, will decrease the most between 2008 and 2048, largely due to the application of sustainability factors established by law. In Spain, savings are expected in the amount of 3.4% of the GDP in 2050, in comparison with a scenario with no reforms.

7.4.2. Life standard of pensioners

Despite recorded increases in pensions, according to the Spanish budgetary projections for 2015, pensioners have already lost purchasing power of 0.35% in 2014. This trend is expected to continue, given that pensions will not be increased by more than 0.25% until 2019 while an increase in inflation is projected. A number of weaknesses in the minimum guaranteed income scheme were identified in Cyprus, including the inadequacy of the amount determined as the ceiling of the minimum guaranteed income to ensure dignified living – with an estimate that pensioners are now 30% worse off than they were two years ago.

In relation to austerity measures on pensions in Greece, the UN Independent Expert on the effects of foreign debt and other related international financial obligations of States on the full enjoyment of all human rights, particularly economic, social and cultural rights, Cephas Lumina and the ECSR ascertained that their cumulative effect was bound to bring a significant degradation of the standard of living and the living conditions of many of the pensioners concerned. The legitimate expectation of pensioners that adjustments to

---

314 The factors influencing the general standard were seen to be: the rise in taxes irrespective of income (e.g. sharp increases in VAT), the increase in the price of fuel, the new health charges introduced even for low-income pensioners, the abolition of free transport for pensioners, the abolition of the 'Easter grant' paid to pensioners by the previous Government and the introduction of a new property tax even for the homes of low-income pensioners. Stakeholder consultations, Pensioners’ trade union, September 2014.
their social security entitlements would be implemented considering their vulnerability, settled financial outlooks, and their right to adequate social protection and social security, was disregarded.

7.4.3. Long-term impacts

Concerns regarding the long-term impacts of the reform on future pensioners have been raised in several countries. In Spain, Italy and Ireland it has been argued that austerity measures are causing many problems to the pension system including exacerbating catastrophic pension shortfalls, reducing future credibility of the system, and undermining public confidence in the security of the financial system.

For example, according to a recent report, a young worker in Ireland, setting aside annually some EUR 2,500 will face a reduction of EUR 1,625 per annum in annual retirement benefits due to levies alone\textsuperscript{317}. The Bank of Spain explained that, even though the new measure ensures system sustainability in the long term, to compensate an ageing population, it does not always guarantee that the purchasing power after retirement will stay the same. In fact, following the Government’s estimations, a person retiring in 11 years’ time will receive \textbf{3\% less} than another person having generated the same pension rights but retiring at this moment. In Italy, it is foreseen that today’s young people might find it necessary to take out a \textbf{complementary retirement} pension plan\textsuperscript{318}.

7.4.4. Legal certainty

Another impact of austerity measures, adopted in relation to the right to pension, is relevant to the \textbf{quality of legislation}. This is particularly visible in Greece where, in the period 2010-2014, a total of 17 alterations of the social security legislation were made and around 40 Circulars were issued. According to the Greek Ombudsman, the ‘malfunction of the social security services continues to burden the citizens’ and ‘the social security legislation continues to be complex and unclear’. The social security services encounter difficulties in interpreting and implementing relevant provisions – the speed of changes renders their monitoring and understanding difficult, even for experts\textsuperscript{319}. In practical terms, the services are not always able to respond to citizens’ questions regarding the requirements for retirement or the amount of pension\textsuperscript{320}. Sometimes, holding a meeting is necessary before responding to a simple citizens’ query\textsuperscript{321}. At the same time, there is reasonable anxiety and insecurity amongst citizens and pensioners about their future\textsuperscript{322}.

\textsuperscript{318} Stakeholder interview, Director of the Ministry of Economy and Finance, October 2014.
\textsuperscript{322} Ibid.
In addition, due to those reasons, as well as the increase in the number of applications and the reduction in staff of the competent administrative authorities, significant restrictions and delays in awarding and granting pensions have been noted. This prevents citizens from making their basic financial plans. Many citizens have filed complaints for the long delays in the administrative procedure for issuing pension decisions, which may result in a delay of over two years in receiving a pension.

7.4.5. Vulnerable groups

The UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights stressed that, increasing the age at which older people qualify for State pensions represents a reduction in social transfers to a sector that is heavily dependent on such payments and, as such, a potential threat to their right to an adequate standard of living. Yet, in Cyprus, the minimum guaranteed income is now granted under the condition of lawful stay in Cyprus for the period of at least five years. This may turn out to be problematic for the repatriated Cypriot elderly people who have no income or pension from elsewhere. Similarly, in Ireland, older workers, particularly those born after 1949, are exposed to the impact of current uncertainties as they have been given relatively little time to prepare for the fact that their State pension rights have been delayed by one year and their public sector pensions may have been reduced. The long-term decrease in purchasing power, in Spain, is seen to be particularly relevant for low-income workers – in terms of pensioner poverty.

Furthermore, in Ireland, the increase in the number of social insurance contributions to be eligible for State pension has also had a disproportionate effect on women who have not reached the required years to be eligible for State pension. The primary reason for the inequality in the pension cuts is that women have taken time out of work to bring up children, or were forced out of jobs due to the marriage bar, and during their time at home they did not receive social insurance points.

---

323 The problems deriving from lack of human resources in administration persist. In March 2013, in response to subsequent complaints about delays in protocoling and granting pensions, the Greek Treasury informed the Ombudsman that the suspension of hiring had created a grave staff inadequacy problem in all its services. Greek Ombudsman, ‘Ombudsman intervention for solving the problem of delays in protocoling and responding of the Pensions Directorate of the Treasury (Parέµβαση του Συνηγόρου για την επίλυση του προβλήµατος της καθυστέρησης πρωτοκόλλησης και της ανταπόκρισης της ∆ιεύθυνσης Συντάξεων του Γενικού Λογιστηρίου του Κράτους στα αιτήµατα των πολιτών), Mediation summary, May 2013, available at: http://www.synigoros.gr/resources/docs/376890.pdf.


325 Greek Ombudsman, IKA has committed to speed up the process of granting pensions, after Ombudsman intervention (To ΙΚΑ δεσµεύτηκε να επιταχύνει τη διαδικασία έκδοσης συντάξεων, µετά την παρέµβαση του Συνηγόρου του Πολίτη), Mediation summary, June 2012, available at: http://www.synigoros.gr/resources/docs/304553.pdf.


328 An internal department survey of 5,700 claimants was conducted which highlighted the likelihood that women would be disproportionately affected by the measures introduced in April 2012. The figures showed that in the categories of pensioners where there was a majority (more than 60%) of women there were cuts imposed of between EUR 1,196 per year and EUR 1,497 per year. In contrast, the other two categories, which were made up predominantly of men (only 36% and 16% women), the annual cuts were EUR 977 and EUR 0 respectively. Ryan, C., Women bear brunt of pension changes, Press Release, March 2014, available at: http://www.irishexaminer.com/ireland/women-bear-brunt-of-pension-changes-262237.html. Finding verified by Stakeholder interview, academic, Maynooth University, September 2014.

The Greek Ombudsman raised concerns about the retroactive effect of the measure affecting parents of children with disabilities, as pending applications that did not meet the new, stricter requirements were rejected, while at the same time, the applicants had already terminated their employment\textsuperscript{330}.

8. IMPACT OF AUSTERITY MEASURES ON THE RIGHT OF ACCESS TO JUSTICE

KEY FINDINGS

- Access to justice is not just a right in itself, but is also an enabler and empowering right insofar as it allows individuals to enforce their rights and obtain redress.
- The justice systems of the EU Member States were subject to revision before, and independently of, the crisis. The crisis, however, also influenced the creation of new policies to a significant extent.
- All of the seven observed Member States have made interventions into the right of access to justice.
- The measures introduced across the observed Member States in the field of access to justice mostly concern: reducing the number of courts and judicial staff; introducing rules restricting access to legal aid; adopting procedural rules restricting access to legal remedies; increasing the costs of proceedings.
- The measures taken in alleviation mostly concern the reduction of workloads by: establishing new judicial structures; the reduction of costs of proceedings; promotion of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms; measures aimed at protecting vulnerable groups.
- Impacts of austerity measures on the right of access to justice are not necessarily limited to measures imposed within the justice system, but may also be conditioned by measures introduced in relation to other rights. Those impacts are mostly seen in the increase of court workloads in Greece and Ireland.
- Impacts of measures aimed at the justice system were identified in the following areas: restricted access to a legal remedy; increased obstacles in accessing legal aid; increased costs of proceedings; reduced effectiveness of judicial protection.
- No measures were identified which would have disproportionately affected vulnerable groups.

8.1. The guarantee of access to justice

In order to make any fundamental right a reality, the right needs to be equipped with an enforcement mechanism, and this is what constitutes access to justice. Seen in this light, access to justice is not just a right in itself but also an enabling and empowering right insofar as it allows individuals to enforce their rights and obtain redress and, in that sense, it transforms fundamental rights from theory into practice.\textsuperscript{331}

For a long time, access to justice was not guaranteed by international human rights law as such. It has, however, featured prominently in the general requirements of the respect of rights of individuals. Hence, while guaranteeing procedural rights by means of the right to a fair hearing or trial, the UDHR, the ICCPR and the ECHR, do not make explicit reference to access to justice. This has not prevented the ECtHR from effectively providing protection of

the right of access to justice by expanding the guarantee of the right to a fair trial from Article 6 of the ECHR to include a guarantee of the right to access to a court. Furthermore, Article 13 of the ECHR guarantees the right to legal remedy, which is also an important element of access to justice.

Considered as a necessary prerequisite for the enjoyment of all fundamental rights, access to justice has been considered by the CEDAW Committee within the context of respect and protection of human rights - which can only be guaranteed with the availability of domestic effective remedies. Even though the CEDAW, just like the ECHR, does not provide an explicit guarantee of the right of access to justice, the Committee ascertained that ‘legal rights are only meaningful if they can be asserted. Access to justice is therefore also an essential component of rule of law and a means [...] to actively claim the entire range of rights provided’.

Some other instruments, however, have taken to explicitly guaranteeing the right of access to justice. In 1985, the UNGA adopted the Declaration of Basic Principles for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power, setting out, under the title ‘Access to justice and fair treatment’ the entitlement of victims of crime to access mechanisms of justice and to prompt redress. More recently, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities guarantees the right of people with disabilities to access to justice on an equal basis with others.

Most importantly, access to justice has been provided for by Article 47 of the EU Charter, which guarantees the right of everyone to an effective remedy before a tribunal established by law, by means of a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time, with access to legal aid, if necessary. However, even though it is seen to typically mean ‘having a case heard in a court, it can more broadly be achieved or supported through mechanisms such as national human rights institutions, equality bodies and ombudsman institutions, as well as European Ombudsman at the EU level’.

Bearing in mind the above considerations, access to justice should not be limited to access to court, and it cannot be limited to only one stage of the proceedings. It refers, not only to access to a justice delivered by a court, but to any administrative processes such as immigration review or State compensation funds, in which any particular individual

334 CRPD, Article 13.
336 Access to court is only a component of the right to a fair trial, which in turn is only a component of the right of access to justice. ECtHR has built a massive body of case-law on the access to a court, which is a category introduced to the ECHR by means of the ECtHR’s interpretation of Article 6 of the Convention. Thus, already in 1975, the ECtHR held that the right of access to court constitutes only one aspect of the right to a fair trial. See Golder v. the United Kingdom, no. 4451/70, judgment of 21 February 1975, §36, available at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-57496.
337 In this regard, Article 13 of the ECHR guarantees the right to a legal remedy, for example.
338 Hence, the lack of an independent appeals mechanism for the review of immigration decisions was considered to be standing in the way of ensuring ‘access to fair procedures and effective remedies for migrants and their family members seeking to challenge decisions affecting their human rights as protected under the [ECHR]’. See Immigrant Council of Ireland, Independent Law Centre, ‘Submission to the CRDAW General Discussion on “Access to Justice”’, January 2013, available at: http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/CEDAW/AccessstoJustice/ImmigrantCouncilOfIreland.pdf.
339 Hence, for example, the EU Directive 2012/29/EU establishing minimum standards on the rights, support and protection of victims of crime ensures that person who have fallen victim of crime receive access to justice, while Directive 2004/80/EC provides for an obligation for state compensation to victims of intentional violent crime.
right or entitlement is being decided upon\textsuperscript{340}. Access to justice depends on the existence of adequate institutions and effective implementation of rules of procedure governing them, ensuring that laws are implemented through a functioning justice chain\textsuperscript{341}. Hence, the protection of rights must spread throughout all stages of the process. For instance, in relation to the exercise of the right to a pension, access to justice needs to be already ensured at the stage of preparation of documentation for a request for a pension. It also needs to be present throughout the administrative procedure of awarding the pension, as well as during appeal or court proceedings – in case the decision is not satisfactory. Finally, it needs to exist to ensure the enforcement of the payment of a pension, should it be requested. What is more, in order to further ensure justice is served, ‘court users should have the right to apply to a national court for compensation for the damage he/she has suffered due to a dysfunction of the judicial system’\textsuperscript{342}.

8.2. Overview of the measures interfering with access to justice

‘Austerity measures have [...] threatened access to justice by weakening the accessibility and capacity of the judicial system. Between 2008 and 2010, the budgets of judicial systems were reduced together with general reductions in public expenditure [...]. Court fees have also been increased in some countries as a response to the crisis. In Estonia, for example, state fees for civil and certain administrative law proceedings underwent two- to five-fold increases in 2009. In 2011 and 2012 legal aid was subjected to significant cuts in Germany, Ireland and the United Kingdom, restricting its availability to a more limited number of cases’\textsuperscript{343}.

The CoE European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ) has paid particular attention to evaluating the efficiency and quality of justice against the background of the crisis, and has, to that end, made specific inquiries with the CoE Member States. It concluded that many States had already cut their budgets for the judiciary in 2009, either by means of direct cuts in these budgets, or by imposing non-replacement policies\textsuperscript{344}. The CEPEJ also records that, later on, some States reduced the salaries of judges while, in others, austerity measures had a direct impact on judicial training and education\textsuperscript{345}. In some States, budget cuts due to the crisis were also spotted in the budgets of prosecution\textsuperscript{346}. However, not only negative trends have been noted – some States record significant increases in the financing of the judiciary\textsuperscript{347}.

For a few Member States, the figures indicate an increase in the length of proceedings\(^{348}\). The reasons behind this may differ. For example, for countries especially affected by sovereign debt, financial and economic crisis, the increase of incoming cases has had an impact on the functioning of the justice system\(^{349}\).

As noted by the CoE Secretary General '[i]n established democracies, the economic crisis has revealed structural deficiencies in governance that have undermined the proper functioning of democratic institutions. Severe budget cuts and external pressure from international financial institutions have resulted in a considerable weakening of democratic and human rights protection in some Member States. This has affected good governance as well as the administration of justice and public services, leading to the devaluation of trust in institutions\(^{350}\).

Nonetheless, similar to other rights dealt with by the present study, not all of the measures can be attributed exclusively and fully to austerity. In that regard, significant structural problems were identified in Greece and Portugal.

Even before the crisis, a few judicial systems – including the Greek, Italian and Portuguese systems, were facing considerable challenges and demonstrated important inefficiencies. Until 2010, 65% of the total violations found by the ECtHR in cases against Greece related to the right to a fair trial, the majority being due to the excessive length of court proceedings\(^{351}\), indicating a 'structural problem'. It cannot, therefore, be contested that there was significant room for improvement with respect to the efficiency of the Greek judicial system, as the enormous delays practically lead to non-attribution of justice.

Similarly, Italy has been known, for a long time, for its notoriously lengthy proceedings, which have been seen as a 'persistent structural problem'\(^{353}\). In fact, a major reform aimed at providing a remedy for excessive length of proceedings, introduced by means of the so-called Pinto Act\(^{354}\), was declared ineffective by the ECtHR on several occasions\(^{355}\).

\(^{348}\) A constant increase in the length of proceedings from 2006 to 2012 was recorded in Italy and Spain, while in Portugal, there was a descending trend between 2006 and 2010, only for the increase (though quite mild) to be recorded between 2010 adn 2012. CEPEJ, European Judicial Systems, Edition 2014 (data 2012): Efficiency and quality of justice, p. 240, available at: http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/cooperation/cepej/evaluation/2014/Rapport_2014_en.pdf.


\(^{352}\) It is mentioned that one of the ECtHR judgements referred to a delay of 27 years. See e.g. CoE, Ministers’ Deputies Information documents, Length of proceedings in Italy – a persistent structural problem, CM/Inf(2002)47 Addendum, November 2002, available at: http://www.hellenicparliament.gr/Nomothetiko-Ergo/Anazitisi-Nomothetikou-Ergou?law_id=5453eb70-0c94-4928-9446-7d109f5b4042.


In Portugal, too, the Administration of Justice has had problems before the crisis, with many complaints from citizens, especially regarding the exaggerated length of judicial procedures. Portugal has repeatedly been condemned by the ECtHR for its failure to deliver justice in time to its citizens. In 2011, the IMF asked Ireland to propose reforms to the organisation of the legal profession by introducing the Legal Services Regulatory Authority. Hence, a number of reforms to the Irish justice system have also been carried out using political momentum created by the crisis.

8.2.1. Number of courts and judicial staff

There is hardly a Member State which is not undergoing some sort of reform of judiciary, and not necessarily as a response to crisis. Hence, a new judicial map is being drawn in Portugal, following concerns expressed even before the crisis. Nonetheless, the reform is now being approached from a different angle, bearing in mind the need to save funds.

In Italy and Portugal, the number of courts was reduced. In 2012, Italy adopted legislation determining the closure of 31 tribunals, 31 public attorney offices, 220 local sections of tribunals and 667 (out of 850) offices of justices of the peace. As part of the Portuguese reform, the number of judicial districts was reduced from 200 to 23. Twenty courts were closed down, while 27 more were transformed into proximity sections. The previous 200+ judicial districts were concentrated and currently add up to only 23.

The Irish pension reform measures led to increased uncertainty and a tendency for retirement, while, at the same time, restrictions in public sector recruitment affected the staffing of courts, thus causing a reduction in the number of court staff. As with the rest of the public employees, reductions in wages were imposed on court personnel as well as on the members of the judiciary in all jurisdictions and all instances.

8.2.2. Legal aid

Legal aid is one of the principal tools enabling effective access to justice. Where there is no legal aid, the most vulnerable groups of the population may simply be left out of the protection, as they usually have neither the necessary legal knowledge nor the funds necessary to engage legal representation, which may then leave them outside of the


356 Only in 2014 the ECtHR adopted almost a dozen of judgments, finding a violation of Article 6 (right to a fair trial) in respect of Portuguese cases.


358 Stakeholder interview, EJTN, December 2014.


361 Stakeholder interview, Magistrate Judge, October 2014.

362 Stakeholder interview, Magistrate Judge and Academic, October 2014.
system of protection. Legal aid is specifically guaranteed in criminal matters, even though its provision in other types of proceedings is also protected. Normally, in order for legal aid to be granted, certain conditions must be satisfied, most notably regarding the financial situation of the person concerned and the seriousness of the case in which the aid is required. In addition, in some Member States, for example Cyprus, the applicant for legal aid must also prove that the case has a certain likelihood of success, which makes access to legal aid more difficult.

In Belgium and Cyprus, the budget for legal aid was reduced. In Belgium, the reduction was approximately 10% between 2012 and 2014, where a requirement was proposed for trainee lawyers to take on free-of-charge, five pro bono cases as part of their training. At the same time, the principle of user contribution was introduced in Greece and is being discussed in Belgium. In Greece, the fees of technical experts have been removed from legal aid coverage, and were moved to the citizens. In Belgium, fixed fees for the appointment of counsel and initiation of first instance and appeal proceedings are being introduced. Moreover, more restrictive conditions for the appointment of legal counsel are being discussed in Belgium, and the amount of time to provide evidence of qualifying for legal aid is being significantly reduced (from a month to five days).

8.2.3. Procedural rules

Particular problems arose in relation to the influx of tax-related cases in Greece. Namely, as will be discussed in section 10, significant interventions were made in the sphere of taxation of citizens, which caused a large increase in the number of complaints against decisions determining tax duty. At the same time, appeal fees were increased and limitations to the judicial review of those decisions were introduced.

More stringent admissibility criteria for appeal were introduced in Greece and Italy. In Greece, the cassation appeal before the Council of State has been made significantly more burdensome, including a requirement of the absence of pre-existing case-law on the matter. In Italy, two novelties were introduced: stricter formal requirements for appeals and the attribution of power to the appeal judge having heard the parties, to declare the appeal inadmissible where the appeal ‘does not have a reasonable probability of being founded’.

---

363 ECHR, Article 6(3)(c) guarantees the right of everyone to defend themselves ‘in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or, if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when the interests of justice so require’. Within the UN system, Principles and Guidelines on Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems were adopted in 2013, available at: http://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-reform/UN_principles_and_guidlines_on_access_to_legal_aid.pdf. By its ruling in the case of Ayrey v. Ireland, the ECtHR extended the application of this principle to civil proceedings. ECtHR, Ayrey v. Ireland, no. 6289/73, judgment of 9 October 1979, §§26-28, available at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-57420. In January 2003, the EU adopted a Directive to improve access to justice in cross-border disputes through minimum common rules on legal aid (2002/8/EC).

364 From EUR 78 million in 2012 to EUR 71.1 million in 2014.

365 Since 2010, an appeal in cassation is allowed before the Council of State only when it is stated upfront by the applicant that there is no case-law on the matter or that his/her case differs to settled case-law and only when the financial value at stake is more than EUR 40,000 for cases other than those dealing with periodic benefits, entitlement to pension or to other lump sum benefits. As for cases regarding public contracts, no appeal is admissible if the financial value is less than EUR 200,000.

366 It became necessary to specifically and expressly identify which parts of the ruling are contested, what error was committed by the judge, and how else the case should be decided. If the appeal does not meet these requirements, it is dismissed as inadmissible.

367 The judge’s decision regarding the admissibility or inadmissibility of the appeal is discretionary, as it cannot be challenged before a higher judge. If the appeal is declared inadmissible, the appellant may only challenge the first instance decision before the Court of Cassation, but not the decision declaring the appeal inadmissible. However,
The Portuguese judicial reform introduced novelties according to which, citizens will be able to handle their proceedings and make inquiries to the judicial administration, or be heard as witnesses using videoconferences. At the same time, it was foreseen that trials will not normally be performed in proximity sections, but at the respective main court.

Greece introduced further restrictions for access to various remedies, including a restriction of the time-limit to submit an appeal before the Court of Auditors and conditions for granting interim measures. In addition, a procedural condition of a fiscal character was introduced in relation to certain real estate disputes, where any action not accompanied by a certificate that the taxes on property had been paid, will be declared inadmissible.

8.2.4. Costs of proceedings

New court fees were introduced in Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain. Furthermore, in Belgium and Greece, new taxation regulations now impose VAT on lawyers’ fees, causing an increase in these fees for citizens of 21% and 23%, respectively.

Greece adopted a new Code of Lawyers, which requires a fixed amount to be prepaid by lawyers for each procedural act, submission or court appearance, subject to inadmissibility of the case. Further increases in court fees were introduced. The amounts for judicial stamp duty – necessary for every procedural act, submission and court appearance, increased in 2011 by up to 750%, together with the amounts for judicial duty notes. Furthermore, the legal aid system now no longer covers the fees of technical experts, shifting this cost to citizens.

In Italy and Spain, previously cost-free proceedings are now subject to a fee. Spain has imposed new fees on proceedings, such as those on: claims in all kinds of declarative processes; enforcement of extrajudicial actions in the civil jurisdiction; counterclaim formulation; initial requests for payment procedure; the European order for payment; administrative actions; bankruptcy proceedings; incidental demands in insolvency proceedings; extraordinary appeals on procedural infringement in civil law; appeals against judgments; appeals in cassation in civil and administrative courts; appeals and cassation procedures in the social order; opposition to the execution of judicial resolutions. Both Italy and Spain have also introduced fees in labour proceedings. New Spanish legislation provides for the payment of costs by those affected by a foreclosure, while in Italy, welfare cases are now also subject to a fee. These newly-imposed costs may be quite high in Spain, i.e. appealing a decision concerning a dismissal will cost EUR 500 per claimant. In Italy, new costs were imposed on welfare and employment cases.

Furthermore, in Italy and Portugal, the existing fees were increased. For example, in Italy, if the dispute concerns the rights of citizenship, residence, entrance and permanence in the territory of the State, the fee for lodging an application with a court is EUR 300, which is 20% higher than in 2008. Further costs were also added, i.e. appellants are required to pay the application fee for a second appeal where their first appeal is dismissed because general rules limit the grounds of appeal to the Court of Cassation to violations of law, the review of the findings of fact remains precluded.

368 So for example, the costs rose from EUR 0.50 to EUR 3 in first instance courts; from EUR 1 to EUR 5 in second instance courts; from EUR 2 to EUR 15 for supreme courts; from EUR 0.50 to EUR 2 for every certified copy.

369 Although these amounts are refundable to the applicant if the outcome of the proceedings is favourable, there is a very strict obligation to pay the relevant sums and submit the notes at a very early stage of the proceedings (and in any case no later than the first hearing), otherwise the application is rejected as inadmissible.
in its entirety or declared inadmissible\textsuperscript{370}. Some additional fees were introduced which effectively make the client pay for the omissions of his/her lawyer\textsuperscript{371}. In Portugal, the costs in civil, criminal and administrative proceedings were increased and are now amount up to EUR 1,000 for an appeal in criminal cases, or up to EUR 8,000 for an appeal in civil proceedings.

The parties to a court case before the Italian courts are also required to pay a duty for each copy of the documents in the case dossier, with a measure adopted that, during the crisis, the \textit{duties for paper copies} should be set at a level at least 50\% higher than digital copies\textsuperscript{372}.

Portugal adopted a new rule requiring payment of all costs upfront and all at once, abolishing the initial and subsequent fees that previously existed.

\section*{8.3. Measures taken in alleviation of austerity measures affecting access to justice}

A number of measures have been introduced in order to facilitate access to justice to citizens in Belgium, Cyprus, Greece, Ireland and Spain.

Cyprus and Ireland have introduced measures specifically intended to \textit{reduce the workload of certain court instances}. To alleviate the pressing situation developed as a result of the large volume of pending cases and the backlog of cases awaiting trial, a \textit{new Administrative Court} is to be set up in Cyprus, to try cases of exclusively administrative nature, which are currently tried by the Supreme Court.

The Irish Legal Aid Board is prioritising initiatives to \textit{provide early legal advice} and an integrated family mediation initiative to reduce the demand for litigation in family law cases\textsuperscript{373}. At the same time, the Irish Government invested EUR 58 million towards establishing the \textit{new family court structure} and the new Superior Court of Appeal to deal with appeals in civil cases, in order to \textit{decrease the overwhelming workload} which was being faced by the Supreme Court\textsuperscript{374}.

Certain measures were introduced in Belgium, Greece, Ireland and Spain towards \textit{reducing the costs} of proceedings. Hence, the development of reforms to the legal profession in Ireland focused on allowing barristers and solicitors to set up one-stop shops with other

\textsuperscript{370} This measure, which is the annual Stability Law for the year 2013, does not expressly put forward the need to cope with the crisis as part of the rationale of the reform. However, it can be argued that this measure aims at discouraging “excessive” litigation in the hope of improving the overall performance of the justice system. Indeed, research shows that well-performing justice systems support economic growth. See e.g. Palumbo G. et al., ‘Judicial performance and its determinants: a cross-country perspective’, OECD, 2013, available at: \url{http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/5k44x00md5q8.pdf?expires=1420810569&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=6C107B046D4A95B72D5BC8E4375ADA28}, accessed on 09.01.2015.

\textsuperscript{371} The fee may be increased if the lawyer fails to indicate his e-mail address, fax number or national registration number in the application, while if a submission does not indicate the value of the case, the application is presumed to fall within the highest value bracket.

\textsuperscript{372} The implementing measures necessary to make the rule operational do not seem to have been adopted yet.
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services, to help reduce costs for people hiring lawyers\textsuperscript{375}, increasing transparency on legal costs, better protecting consumers of legal services, and creating independent oversight bodies for professional misconduct and disputes over legal costs\textsuperscript{376}. In Greece, the users of legal aid are exempted from paying the fixed fees otherwise required for each procedural act, submission or court appearance mentioned in section 8.2.4 above. Despite the general rule imposing payment of fees in Spain, a 60\% reduction of costs was granted in favour of workers and the self-employed, while people receiving legal aid were exempted from fees.

Following an intervention from the Spanish Ombudsman, \textbf{further reductions or exemptions from fees} were introduced, reducing fees for administrative proceedings, as well as for certain civil proceedings, including labour and some family-related disputes. Additional exemptions from fees were introduced subsequently, i.e. most notably, the exemption of fees for procedures specially established for the protection of fundamental rights and civil liberties, as well as the appeal against the silence of administration.

People, who try to find a solution to their disputes through the mechanism of \textbf{conciliation or mediation} in Belgium, are not being charged an additional contribution in addition to the contribution they pay for the appointment of counsel.

In Greece and Spain, special measures were adopted to protect certain \textbf{vulnerable groups} of people by providing them with legal aid. Greek measures were directed towards people subject to foreclosures, while in Spain, additional protection was extended to victims of gender violence, terrorism and human trafficking, minors, and people with mental disabilities.

\section*{8.4. Impact of the measures affecting the right of access to justice}

Even without excessive delays in the process of justice, overall, the justice system still works slowly. In practice, this means that impacts of measures on the right of access to justice may not yet be visible, given the time it takes for the cycle of justice to take effect\textsuperscript{377}. Therefore, some impacts cannot yet be fully evaluated. However, educated projections have been made with respect to some of the outcomes of measures imposed as a result of the crisis.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{377} According to the case-law of the ECtHR, for a cycle of justice involving three instances, the generally applicable rule for the acceptable length of proceedings is: three years for the first instance decision, two for the second instance and one for the third instance (if available). Hence, the total length of a three instance process should not exceed six years. Given the issues some of the observed Member States (in particular Italy, but also Greece, Spain and Portugal) have had with the length of proceedings, however, it might take even longer to see full effects of the measures imposed.
\end{itemize}
8.4.1. Access to legal remedy

Greece, Italy, Ireland and Spain have recorded impaired access to some of the available legal remedies, in relation to all, or some, of the proceedings in which justice can be sought.

Access to the constitutional remedy before the Greek Council of State has been severely limited by the requirement of the absence of pre-existing relevant case-law, which has created a sort of precedent system on the basis of which the Council of State cannot reverse its own case-law.\footnote{Stakeholder interview, Academic.}


With regard to access to labour court mechanisms in Ireland, to vindicate employment rights, workers and trade unions have to pay a significant fee to bring forward a case and no legal aid is available in such matters. This creates a significant barrier to clients lacking the financial resources to defend their employment rights.\footnote{Stakeholder interview, academic, Maynooth University, September 2014.}

The Italian National Lawyers’ Association warned that, because of the high cost of accessing justice, citizens are giving-up enforcing their rights in court.\footnote{Associazione Nazionale Forense (ANF), ‘According to the ANF, justice is economic emergency for lawyers: drastic drop in income category not only due to the crisis but also due to the exiting criteria (Giustizia, per l’ANF è emergenza economica per gli avvocati: calo drastico dei redditi categoria non solo per la crisi ma anche per i parametri vigenti)’, March 2013, available at: \url{http://www.associazionenazionaleforense.it/2013/03/27/giustizia-per-lanf-e-emergenza-economica-per-gli-avvocati-calo-drastico-dei-redditi-categoria-non-solo-per-la-crisi-ma-anche-per-i-parametri-vigenti/}.}
The increase in application fees is not accompanied by any increase in the maximum income threshold for qualifying for legal aid in Italy, citizens are being discouraged from requesting legal remedies. At the same time, the provision granting judges’ discretionary power on appeal has been criticised for causing legal uncertainty. The relevant clause is seen as too vague to constitute a criterion for decisions, and that it will be left to the judges themselves to determine which criteria to actually follow.\footnote{Stilo A. (La Nuova Procedura Civile), ‘The first court decisions with the appeal filter (I primi orientamenti giurisprudenziali sul filtro in appello)’, May 2014, available at: \url{http://www.lanuovaproceduracivile.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/stilo filtro_appello_orientamenti_giurisprudenza.pdf}.}

The relevant clause is seen as too vague to constitute a criterion for decisions, and that it will be left to the judges themselves to determine which criteria to actually follow.\footnote{Stilo A. (La Nuova Procedura Civile), ‘The first court decisions with the appeal filter (I primi orientamenti giurisprudenziali sul filtro in appello)’, May 2014, available at: \url{http://www.lanuovaproceduracivile.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/stilo filtro_appello_orientamenti_giurisprudenza.pdf}.}

In Spain, from 2007 to 2011, the number of decided cases increased by 70% in civil courts, and by 100% in labour courts.\footnote{General Council of the Judiciary, ‘The Spanish Judiciary in figures 2011 (La Justicia dato a dato)’, 2011, available at: \url{http://www.poderjudicial.es/copi/es/Temas/Estadistica_Judicial/Analisis_estadistico/ch.La_Justicia_dato_a_dato.default}.}

The statistics show a decrease in the number of incoming cases in almost all jurisdictions affected by the adoption of these measures. That is, in comparison to 2012, there was a 9.2% decrease in 2013 for incoming cases in civil jurisdiction and a 15.5% decrease in cases for administrative
jurisdiction. However, the total number of incoming cases is approximately the same, considering the minor increase of 1.2% compared to the previous year.\(^{384}\)

### 8.4.2. Legal aid

In Belgium, the newly-introduced measures have led to the reduction of time allocated to lawyers to spend on legal aid cases. Therefore, if a lawyer is to be allocated to a party in the proceedings as a matter of urgency, the party has only five days, in contrast with the previously existing period of one month, to provide evidence of qualifying for legal aid. There is a risk that this reform will deprive vulnerable groups of access to justice.\(^{385}\)

The economic crisis has also put additional pressure on the civil legal aid service in Ireland, as the numbers qualifying for legal aid increased due to the large increase in unemployment and dependency on social welfare. The demand for civil legal aid increased by over 90% between 2006 and 2011, while staffing decreased by 16% over the same period. According to the estimates, people waited an average of 58 weeks for a first appointment with a solicitor and a further 79 weeks for full representation.\(^{386}\)

Furthermore, delays in the appointment of legal counsel in Ireland have resulted in clients being hindered in their capacity to resolve their difficulties while waiting for legal representation. The delays have also caused an increase in the number of people who are forced to represent themselves, despite cases being very complex and requiring legal representation for a fair hearing. Justice is further delayed, as the courts are required to guide self-represented clients through the legal process.\(^{387}\)

Finally, it is worth noting that, due to the collapse of the housing market and the increase in the number of people in negative equity during the recession, several people face the prospect of losing their homes in Ireland. However, under the current guidelines for civil legal aid, most of the issues regarding rights over land are not covered by legal aid, which is leading to people not having the necessary access to legal advice and representation which they need.\(^{388}\)

### 8.4.3. Costs of proceedings

Concerns have been voiced, even by court rulings in Spain, that there had been a lack of proportionality between the measures imposing additional costs of justice for citizens, and their purchasing power to pay for those expenses.\(^{389}\) This leads to unequal access to

---


\(^{386}\) FLAC, ‘Note to CCBE on Access to Justice in Ireland’, 19 September 2014 (not yet published online).

\(^{387}\) FLAC, ‘Note to CCBE on Access to Justice in Ireland’, 19 September 2014 (not yet published online); Stakeholder interview, Senior Research and Training Officer, Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission, September 2014.

\(^{388}\) FLAC, ‘Note to CCBE on Access to Justice in Ireland’, 19 September 2014 (not yet published online).

Justice in Portugal is considered to have become more expensive. Likewise, access to justice in Italy has become more costly and difficult, with Governments only being preoccupied with cutting costs with reforms which have been described as erratic and not based on any coherent strategy. In Spain, the opposition to judicial reform led towards the creation of the Platform ‘Justice for all’ (Plataforma Justicia para Todos) in 2012.

While new fees were imposed in Spain, no legal provision was enacted for those costs to be reclaimed by a successful party. Hence, the costs of civil appeals and appeals in cassation, when these are won by the appellant, are not reimbursed due to this legal loophole. Awarding costs is also uncommon in family-related disputes. Fees are also non-reimbursable when the other litigant is the recipient of legal aid, or when the other party is the Public Prosecutor, who legally cannot be ordered to pay costs.

8.4.4. Effectiveness of judicial protection

The effectiveness of judicial protection may depend on many factors, including the sufficiency and adequacy of courts, staff and the equipment provided. The reorganisation of courthouses and the closure of smaller courts in Italy were seen as a way to reduce waste and inefficiency in the use of public resources.

The Spanish reform of the justice system is criticised for hindering the right to effective judicial protection. Accordingly, in 2013, the Governments of Andalusia, Aragon, the Canary Islands and Catalonia, as well as the Socialist parliamentary group, filed complaints of unconstitutionality before the Constitutional Court, which were declared admissible and are pending decision on the merits. The Labour Courts, Courts of First Instance, and the

---


392 This Platform was launched in 2012, and is integrated by the Spanish Council of Advocacy [Consejo General de la Abogacía Española], the Spanish Consumers’ Association [Consejo de Consumidores y Usuarios] and the most representative labour unions in the country. Its goal is to publicly speak against the legislation defining fees and legal aid as it severely limits and leaves many social groups out of the real possibilities of access to justice. Moreover, one of its main claims is that the introduction of court fees imposes serious obstacles to allow workers to resort unfavourable judicial decisions to a higher authority in the first instance; thus harnessing the labour reform. Europa Press, ‘The birth of the Platform Justice for All in the fight against Taxes (Nace la 'Plataforma Justicia para Todos’ para luchar contra las tasas)’, December 2012, available at: [http://www.europapress.es/sociedad/consumo-00648/noticia-nace-plataforma-justicia-todoss-luchar-contra-tasas-20121205143550.html](http://www.europapress.es/sociedad/consumo-00648/noticia-nace-plataforma-justicia-todoss-luchar-contra-tasas-20121205143550.html).


394 Given that the impact amendments are expected to create less than 5% savings from the 306 million provided for in the Financial Report of the Act on Public Tariffs. ‘Platform Justice for All considers that the fees reform continues to hamper effective judicial protection of citizens (La Plataforma Justicia para Todos considera que la reforma de las tasas sigue dificultando la tutela judicial efectiva de los ciudadanos)’, Consejo General de la Abogacía Española Press Release, February 2013, available at: [http://www.abogacia.es/2013/02/28/la-plataforma-justicia-para-todos-considera-que-la-reforma-de-las-tasas-sigue-dificultando-la-tutela-judicial-efectiva-de-los-ciudadanos/](http://www.abogacia.es/2013/02/28/la-plataforma-justicia-para-todos-considera-que-la-reforma-de-las-tasas-sigue-dificultando-la-tutela-judicial-efectiva-de-los-ciudadanos/).

395 For instance, see Andalusia’s complaint: Complaint of unconstitutionality No. 3035-2013, against Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 of article 1 of Royal Decree-Law 3/2013, of 22 February 2013, modifying the court fees regime for the Administration of Justice and the legal aid aid (Recurso de inconstitucionalidad n.º 3035-2013, contra los apartados 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 y 8 del artículo 1 del Real Decreto-ley 3/2013, de 22 de febrero, por el que se modifica el régimen de las tasas en el ámbito de la Administración de Justicia y el sistema de asistencia jurídica gratuita) BOE 12 June 2013, available at: [http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2013/06/12/pdfs/BOE-A-2013-6276.pdf](http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2013/06/12/pdfs/BOE-A-2013-6276.pdf). Also see the Socialist parliamentary group’s complaint of unconstitutionality: Complaint of unconstitutionality No. 3076-2013, against Royal Decree-Law 3/2013, of 22 February 2013, modifying the court fees regime for the
Administrative Division of the National High Court\textsuperscript{396}, also presented submissions of unconstitutionality\textsuperscript{397}. These interventions led to new proposals of further reforms towards 'adjusting the amounts of some fees\textsuperscript{398}'.

In Portugal, too, the new rules to calculate justice fees added uncertainty to the system, while the constitutionality of the provisions introducing the reform are being questioned, given that they are seen as an excessive disproportionate burden\textsuperscript{399}.

The implementation of the new Portuguese judicial map has had many serious logistical problems, as many courts need new buildings to accommodate the centralisation of services. Some of these buildings are not ready, and court services function in mobile offices near the construction sites. Even more serious is the total collapse of the online platform used to handle most civil processes in first instance courts. Judges have already classified the problem as extremely serious, causing chaos in the courts and effectively preventing the guarantee of the citizens' right of access to justice\textsuperscript{400}.

Social welfare appellants in Ireland are waiting up to an average of 52.5 weeks to have their appeals heard\textsuperscript{401}. In addition, guidelines for decision-makers are not publicly available, resulting in a lack of transparency\textsuperscript{402}, in particular given that decisions are not being published\textsuperscript{403}.

8.4.5. Increase in workload

In Cyprus and Ireland, an increase in the court workload has been recorded. It needs to be noted, however, that this increase is not a result of the specific measures aimed towards access to justice, as described in section 8.2 above, but rather, it is a consequence of austerity measures which have been introduced to tackle other issues, or possibly interfere

\textsuperscript{397} Spanish Council of Advocacy, 'The TC streamlines the study on the resources against the blockage of judicial proceedings (El TC agiliza el estudio de los recursos contra las tasas ante la paralización de procesos judiciales)', September 2014, available at: http://www.abogacia.es/2014/09/22/el-tc-agiliza-el-estudio-de-los-recursos-contra-las-tasas-ante-la-paralizacion-de-procesos-judiciales/.
\textsuperscript{400} Portuguese Judges’ Trade Union, 'Judges say in court that the situation is "very serious (Juizes dizem que situação nos tribunais é "gravíssima")", 1 October 2014, Press Release, available at: http://www.asjp.pt/2014/10/01/juizes-dizem-que-situacao-nos-tribunais-e-gravissima/.
\textsuperscript{401} FLAC, 'The Irish Social Welfare System and Access to Justice Concerns', September 2014 (not yet published online).
with other rights – the ones dealt with in the present study, or others. Hence, the crisis has led to job losses, which has, in turn, resulted in a large number of people accessing the social welfare system which is now providing for more than 1.5 million people in Ireland. This has led to an increase in the number of clients for social services, which eventually led to a significant rise in the number of appeals reaching the Social Welfare Appeals Office each year\textsuperscript{404}.

Since austerity measures started to be adopted, the Cypriot courts have been flooded with applications seeking to declare the laws unconstitutional, or seeking to set aside administrative decisions made in response to them\textsuperscript{405}. A number of these cases concern the ‘haircut of bank deposits’, the confiscation of bank bonds and bank shares belonging to the public, and measures affecting working conditions, such as retirement age, cuts in wages, non-payment of salaries and others.

---

\textsuperscript{404} In 2007, there were 19,568 live appeals, in 2013 there were almost 59,000 of them.

\textsuperscript{405} There is no statistical record of court cases per thematic subject, to enable an empirical search. Stakeholder interview, legal practitioners, September 2014.
9. RIGHTS TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND ASSEMBLY: PROTESTS AGAINST AUSTERITY MEASURES

KEY FINDINGS

- The rights to freedom of expression and assembly, for the purposes of this study, are observed jointly in the context of protests which have been taking place across the observed Member States since the beginning of the crisis.

- While some protests have been more general, with participants expressing their dissent and dissatisfaction with austerity measures, others were more ‘thematic’ and have been targeted at drawing attention only to some measures.

- Most of the protests and demonstrations were peaceful and dignified, with incidents only exceptionally being recorded. However, on several occasions, protesters resorted to vandalism, and on one occasion caused casualties. There have also been instances in which serious allegations of police violence were reported.

- Protests have sometimes provoked measures that, in turn, provoked more protests.

- Protests have provoked further reactions. Grassroots movements have surfaced as an important democratic power that may take upon itself to bring to life immediate democracy, initiate social dialogue and foster solidarity between citizens and law enforcement bodies.

- Protests have caused some negative consequences, such as limitations to the freedoms of expression and assembly by prohibiting or limiting protests. Furthermore, in response to recorded incidents, some Governments are introducing further restrictions to these freedoms, by means of highly-disputed legislation.

9.1. Rights to freedom of expression and assembly

 Freedoms of expression and assembly are guaranteed by Articles 20 and 23 of the UDHR, Articles 21 and 22 of the ICCPR, Article 8 of the IESCR, Articles 10 and 11 of the ECHR and Articles 5 of both the ESC and the RESC. Article 11 of the EU Charter guarantees the right of freedom of expression and information, while Article 12 provides for the protection of freedom of assembly and association.

 Indeed, freedom of expression and freedom of assembly are two separate rights. The former guarantees the ‘right to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority’\(^{406}\), whereas the latter provides for the protection of the ‘right to freedom of peaceful assembly’\(^{407}\). However, in the context of this particular study, they are observed at the same time, and in relation to the same events. The protests in the Member States, analysed in this section, were provoked by austerity measures. As such, they served as a platform for groups of individuals to express their opinions. However, these opinions were expressed by means of a public assembly, staging protests, and organising other forms of manifestations. In such situations, it is difficult to

\(^{406}\) ECHR, Article 10 and EU Charter, Article 11.

\(^{407}\) ECHR, Article 11 and EU Charter, Article 12.
draw the line between freedom of expression and freedom of assembly, hence, either or both of these guarantees are being used interchangeably and without prejudice to any official definition or interpretation of these notions.

As with all other rights dealt with in the present study, these two rights are not absolute, i.e. they are guaranteed, but only under certain conditions. In that regard, one important element has to be present – the assembly needs to be peaceful. As soon as the assembly loses this attribute, the State not only has the right, but also the duty, to intervene in order to protect the rights and freedoms of others. At the same time, opinions need to be expressed without interference by a public authority, unless such an interference is ‘necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary’.

9.2. Overview of the protests

'While the impact of the crisis on civil and political rights has yet to be fully evaluated, it is clear that the crisis has magnified social unrest, leading sometimes to violent repression, and has multiplied the failures to respect basic rights such as, for instance, freedom of expression and the right to information.'

All of the observed Member States have witnessed protests being staged in response to imposed austerity measures. Events were organised in protest against interventions with all the rights observed, with more or less engagement needed by the law enforcement bodies.

Austerity raised much concern in Belgium, which has led to many protests. Protests were quiet, peaceful and, except in one isolated case, no specific incident or overflow was reported. Hence, on 2 December 2011, 80,000 Belgian citizens (50,000 according to the police) took to the streets in Brussels, to protest against austerity measures taken by the then-incoming Government. As the interventions continued, on 6 June 2013 between 25,000 and 30,000 protesters, according to police estimates, staged a march in Brussels. They were protesting against austerity and wage freezes and trade union organisers said that as many as 35,000 actually showed up.

Anti-austerity demonstrations in Cyprus have invariably been peaceful. Fewer protests have taken place in recent months than in the months preceding and following the ‘deposit haircut’, presumably because social movements have, to a large extent accepted the

408 ECHR, Article 10.
409 A terminological clarification: protests within the context of the present study are considered to be organised or spontaneous events which were staged to express opinions, demonstrate support or show disapproval of any of the austerity measures regardless of whether a particular intervention was included in the analysis of the present report.
412 Dhnet, ‘Union protest : between 25,000 and 35,000 participants (Manifestation des syndicats: entre 25.000 et 35.000 participants)’, June 2013, available at: http://www.dhnet.be/actu/belgique/manifestation-des-syndicats-entre-25-000-et-35-000-participants-51b7374ee4b0de6db975db1d.
inevitability of the measures requested by the Troika. Protests were staged by: bondholders in response to financial losses; pensioners against the cuts in their pensions; students against the introduction of bus fares for their transport to and from schools; public servants regarding their wage cuts; bank employees regarding the loss of their benefits; social activists opposing privatisations; teachers opposing budget cuts; all opposition, trade unions and social movements against the 'haircut of deposits'.

The severe austerity measures adopted in Greece, in the wake of the deepening economic crisis, provoked a number of strikes and demonstrations as a reaction to measures affecting specific professions, e.g. taxi drivers, doctors, judges, lawyers, teachers and tax authorities, or to specific Government measures, e.g. shutting down the State radio-television network. In addition, several massive demonstrations were staged. The demonstrations were so numerous that they can actually be divided into three cycles. The first cycle of anti-austerity demonstrations took place in early 2010. The Papandreou Government’s decision to commence a harsh austerity programme in exchange for financial assistance by the EU and the IMF led to a nationwide strike. The strike in Athens became extremely violent, with vandalism by some protesters who, using petrol bombs, set fire to dozens of buildings in the city centre – a result of which three bank employees suffocated to death. The second cycle of social unrest began on 25 May 2011, with peaceful protests against the new round of austerity measures in over 38 cities. In Athens, following a massive rally with approximately 30,000 people, a group of protesters remained in Syntagma Square overnight, occupying the square. In June, the unions called for a 48-hour strike, which turned violent in the night of 28 June. The police made at least 19 arrests while, according to the Hellenic Police, 38 policemen were injured. By the night of 29 June approximately 700 citizens had to seek help at an improvised clinic and 45 of them were transferred to the hospital. The Ministry of Health announced that by the end of the riot, 99 persons had been taken to various hospitals in Athens. The third cycle of anti-austerity demonstrations began on 12 February 2012. Some reports noted that as many as 80,000 people joined the demonstration in Athens and 20,000 people in Thessaloniki. As a result, several buildings, cafes and a movie theatre in Athens were set ablaze, 25 protesters and 40 officers were injured in the clashes and authorities detained at least 30 people.

While there have been some public protests against austerity measures, there has been a limited number overall, and large scale public protests and riots remain unlikely in Ireland. Little disturbance by Governments or police during protests or public demonstrations has been reported.

A number of protests have been staged in Italy since 2008, against austerity measures, cuts in public spending, and precarious work. At times, protesters directly contested the

416 ‘Stone-war until late in the Syntagma square’, skai.gr newssite, 29/06/2011.
EU: ‘we protest against the Treaties and the diktat of the European Union’. A general strike in October 2013 brought to the streets, for three days, tens of thousands of teachers, lawyers, firefighters, unions and ‘black blocks’, amongst others. The German embassy was attacked. In November 2012, protests in 87 Italian cities saw some violent clashes between protesters and the police. Earlier that year, students protested in various cities ‘against the Government and the European Union, which together deprive millions of young people of the right to education, employment and the future’.

The civic movement that developed in reaction to austerity measures generated a wave of protests of unprecedented proportions in Spanish democratic history. In response to a civic initiative, camps were set up in Plaza del Sol (Madrid) and Plaza Catalunya (Barcelona) as a way of protest. This brought about the emergence of the 15-M Movement which aimed to promote a more participatory democracy. Multiple demonstrations followed in consequence, calling for respect of fundamental rights affected by the crisis. One of the most remarkable was the General Strike on 14 November 2012, to which, according to union organisers, 76.7% of workers responded.

Since 2008, there have been a significant number of protests against austerity measures and the entire economic and social situation Portugal has been facing. In fact, the crisis has been the reason for some of the largest demonstrations since the post-revolutionary period of 1974-1976. Overall, most protests have been peaceful, but there have been a few episodes of violence by the police, justified by the Government, but highly contested by the participants. In November 2010, thousands of people demonstrated against the NATO summit held in Lisbon, and the organisation itself – considered a symbol of the crisis and the capitalist world. The police prevented some demonstrators from joining the march, on the grounds that they were anarchists. Several EU citizens were stopped at the Portuguese border, accused of having anti-NATO propaganda, and sent away. This led to demands of justification at the European Parliament. Further protests were organised on 15 October and 24 November 2011, the former engaging 100,000 people in Lisbon alone, with demonstrators occupying the Parliament’s staircase. Another general strike took place on 22 March 2012 when some protesters and two France Press journalists were violently
beaten by the police in Lisbon\textsuperscript{425}. On 5 September 2012, the first demonstration organised by the ‘Que se lixe a Troika!’ (F**k Troika!) Movement took place. It was called without the support of the traditional opposition forces, such as unions, and took place in several cities, engaging 500,000 people in Lisbon and another 100,000 in Oporto.

Further sections will discuss demonstrations and protests staged in protest of interventions on specific rights dealt with in the present study, even though sometimes, the rights affected by the measures against which the protests were directed, do not fully match the rights covered by the study.

\subsection{9.2.1. Right to education}

Protests against measures in education were organised in Cyprus, Spain, Ireland and Portugal. It should be noted that protests sometimes exceeded the scope of the right to education covered by the study. Hence, high school teachers’ protests in Cyprus, or demonstrations of university students in Ireland, do not fall within this scope. It is, however, worth noting that concerns in relation to the right to education were raised at all levels.

In Cyprus, on 19 December 2012, secondary school teachers walked out of classrooms on the day’s last class, protesting against austerity measures impacting their sector, as a criticism of the Christofias Government’s failure to adequately negotiate with Troika the terms of their employment\textsuperscript{426}. Furthermore, Cypriot students also protested against the introduction of bus fares, while teachers protested against opposing budget cuts in education.

In Spain, on 22 May 2012, there was a general strike against the Government’s cutbacks, by all educational unions requesting the presence of the whole educational community. The movement is also known as ‘the Green Tide’ due to the colour of the T-shirts the demonstrators have worn since 2011, when the State Platform for Public Education created them with a printed slogan on it: “Public school for all”\textsuperscript{427}. Moreover, there was a week of demonstrations by student organisations from 8-14 October 2012\textsuperscript{428}. Another general strike took place on 9 May 2013, followed by a larger general strike on 24 October 2013. The unions said 83\% of schools and public high schools took part in the strike\textsuperscript{429}.

On 3 November 2010, a student protest took place in Dublin against university registration fees and further cuts to the student maintenance grant.

On 8 March 2008, a large demonstration took place, of public school teachers organised by the unions. Around 100,000, out of 150,000+ professionals, took part in the demonstration. The most important demands were the preservation of quality public

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{425} Stakeholder interview, journalist at public television, September 2014.
\item \textsuperscript{426} Cyprus Mail, ‘Teachers walk out early to protest austerity’, 20 December 2012.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
schools, and the opposition to **new career rules** that established a compulsory examination for all teachers with less than five years’ experience\(^\text{430}\).

On 15 September 2012, the first demonstration organised by the above-mentioned ‘Que se lixe a Troika!’ (F**k Troika!) Movement was organised in Portugal, protesting against measures imposed in relation to the enjoyment of the right to education, amongst other measures.

### 9.2.2. Right to healthcare

Similar to the Spanish ‘Green Tide’ in the educational field, public health unions united as ‘the White Tide’ to demonstrate against austerity measures of the Rajoy Government, on 17 February 2013. The first national demonstrations took place in 15 capital cities\(^\text{431}\). Madrid – the city where the movement of ‘**the White Tide**’ emerged, staged and promoted multiple demonstrations.

On 11 July 2012, doctors staged a strike against healthcare and career reforms that lasted two days. Thousands of doctors demonstrated in Lisbon in defence of the NHS\(^\text{432}\). During the first protests organised by the ‘Que se lixe a Troika!’ on 5 September 2012, in Portugal, the protesters also invoked interventions into the right to healthcare and the maintenance of the NHS.

### 9.2.3. Right to work

In Belgium, large demonstrations were staged on 29 January 2010, when **more jobs and greater respect for workers** were demanded, and on 19 June 2012, when demonstrators protested against the reforms to **the benefits system**. The aim was to denounce the Di Rupo Government measures affecting **young people and the labour market**\(^\text{433}\). On 7 February 2013, up to 10,000 civil servants demonstrated to express their dissatisfaction with the proposed public sector reform. On 21 February 2013, up to 40,000 union militants demonstrated in Brussels against the changes in the **automatic wage index**. On 6 June 2013, 25,000-35,000 protesters staged a march in Brussels against **austerity and wage freezes**\(^\text{434}\).

On 10 April 2013, about 300 **Cyprus Airways employees** protested outside the Presidential Palace whilst the Council of Ministers was meeting to discuss the future of the airline. The employees asked for the Anastasiades Government’s support to prevent the airline from closing and for them to take an immediate political decision\(^\text{435}\). Furthermore,

---


\(^{433}\) Eironline, ‘Protests over reforms to benefits system’ 8 January 2013, available at: [http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/eiro/2012/06/articles/be1206011i.htm](http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/eiro/2012/06/articles/be1206011i.htm).

\(^{434}\) Dhnet, ‘Union protest : between 25,000 and 35,000 participants (Manifestation des syndicats: entre 25.000 et 35.000 participants)’, 6 June 2013, available at: [http://www.dhnet.be/actu/belgique/manifestation-des-syndicats-entre-25-000-et-35-000-participants-51b7374ee4b0de6db975db1d](http://www.dhnet.be/actu/belgique/manifestation-des-syndicats-entre-25-000-et-35-000-participants-51b7374ee4b0de6db975db1d).

Cypriot public servants protested regarding their wage cuts, while bank employees staged demonstrations in response to the loss of their benefits.

In Spain, the first wave of labour reforms provoked a general strike on 29 September 2010. The second wave on 19 February 2012, led to the most massive union mobilisation in Madrid in recent years. There were an estimated half a million participants in Madrid alone, and another 450,000 participants in Barcelona, 80,000 in Valencia and many more in another 54 Spanish cities.

A number of protests against austerity measures, cuts in public spending, and precarious work, have taken place in Italy since 2008.

In Portugal on 12 March 2011, the ‘Struggling Generation’ (Geração à rasca) demonstrations took place, across 10 cities, protesting against austerity, the economic crisis, and labour rights. They were the largest demonstrations since the democratic revolution in 1974, and were organised spontaneously by means of social media, without the involvement of any existing structures. Moreover, the ‘Que se lixe a Troika!’ Movement also staged protests against the measures interfering with the right to work. One of the most contested measures was the reduction of employers’ contributions and the rise of the employees’ contributions to the social security system announced by the Government, and subsequently dropped after these demonstrations.

9.2.4. Right to a pension

The swift introduction of pension reforms in Belgium sparked a direct reaction from unions who criticised the lack of social dialogue and negotiation on the issue. The public sector led the protest by organising a strike on 22 December 2011, followed by a general strike on 30 January 2012. A joint statement by union leaders said the strike’s aim was to convince the Government and employers to fully take into account the social situation of workers and those on benefits.

Protests against cuts in pensions were also organised in Cyprus.

9.2.5. Access to justice

When Italy adopted measures ordering the closure of a number of courts, lawyers’ unions called a two-day strike, in April 2013, to protest against the cuts. Furthermore, in protest...
against the **streamlining of civil trials**, lawyers went on strike between 8 and 16 July 2013, delaying a number of trials\(^{441}\).

In response to the adoption of the **new judicial map** in Portugal, the Bar organised protests, including a demonstration at the Parliament\(^{442}\), and has asked for the new map to be reversed or annulled. At the beginning of September 2014, the Bar even pressed criminal charges against the Justice Minister, for violation of the right of access to justice and aggression against the rule of law.

9.2.6. **Other rights – right to property**

Protests regarding austerity measures in Cyprus started even before the signing of the MoU with the Troika and prior to the haircut, in order to protest against the **loss of investments**. On 6 February 2013, only weeks before the haircut, bondholders protested outside the headquarters of the Cyprus Popular Bank and were stopped by the police from entering into the building. During the preceding week, the bondholders stormed the Bank of Cyprus headquarters, pushing their way inside and damaging the furniture before the police arrived on the scene\(^{443}\). The largest mobilisation was held on 19 March 2013, when all opposition parties and several other movements joined forces in order to protest *en masse* outside the House of Parliament against the adoption of a bill that would allow a ‘haircut on all deposits’ in all banks, including those under EUR 100,000. In spite of this, there were no incidents of violence on either side.

On 12 December 2012, angry Cypriot investors, who believed that they had been duped by bankers into buying high-yield bank bonds, stormed the House of Parliament and disrupted a committee meeting discussion on the issue, in order to protest about the free-fall in the value of bonds. The protestors were stopped by the police at the last minute before entering the conference area. The police claimed they used minimum force whilst the protestors claimed the force was above minimum but there were no injuries and no arrests.

9.2.7. **Other rights – right to housing**

With regard to the **right to housing**, Spanish eviction cases generated a social movement that resulted in the Platform of People Affected by Mortgages (*Plataforma de Afectados por la Hipoteca*, PAH). The PAH originally emerged in Barcelona in 2009, with the aim of modifying mortgage legislation to allow mortgage debt forgiveness after eviction. In addition to driving a campaign for retroactive non-recourse debt, the PAH aimed to achieve the self-organisation of those affected. On 16 February 2013, the PAH organised a manifestation in response to the interferences with the right to housing in Spain.


9.3. Incidents recorded

Overall, demonstrations and protests went peacefully and without any, or with minor incidents, even in Greece, which recorded the gravest consequences, with casualties. It is, however, worth mentioning the instances in which the protests did not take place so peacefully. This is particularly important because it has been widely argued that, at least in certain instances, freedom of expression and freedom of assembly have been subject, sometimes, to violent repression.\footnote{European Parliament, AFET Committee, ‘Report on the impact of the financial and economic crisis on human rights’, March 2013, available at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+REPORT+A7-2013-0057+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN.}


The seriousness of the incidents ranges from those where some actions possibly overstepped the definition of a peaceful protest, to clashes with the police with no, or only a few, injured or arrested protesters, to those which ended with casualties.

Among the protests from the ‘mild’ end of the scale, on 2 March 2013, during the second huge demonstration called for by the ‘Que se lixe a Troika!’, some demonstrators occupied the Parliament’s staircase and remained there all night. In December 2012 in Cyprus, angry investors, who believed that they had been duped by bankers into buying high-yield bank bonds, stormed the House of Parliament and disrupted a committee meeting discussion on the issue. The protestors were stopped by the police at the last minute before entering the conference area. The police claimed that they used minimum force whilst the protestors claimed the force was above minimum but there were no injuries and no arrests. Similarly, in February 2013 up to 40,000 union militants demonstrated in Brussels. Unionists reported that some workers were reprimanded for participating in the protest.\footnote{ITUC, Survey of violation of Trade Union Rights, undated, available at: http://survey.ituc-csi.org/Belgium.html?lang=en#tabs-3.}

In November 2010, following a student protest which took place in Dublin, 40 complaints of police brutality were made to the Garda Siochana (Police) Ombudsman Commission, of which 24 were admitted.\footnote{Garda Siochana Ombudsman Commission, ‘Report in accordance with section 103 of the Garda Siochana Act, 2005 relating to the policing of the Union of Students in Ireland Protest March on 3 November 2010’, 2010, available at: http://www.gardaombudsman.ie/docs/publications/Student_Protests_Section_103_Report.pdf.}

Two others were thrown ‘by their ankles’ and one pulled by her hair, one was assaulted and incurring facial injuries, and another was trampled by a Garda police horse.\footnote{Duncan P., ‘Up to 500 students protest over Garda behaviour’, 11 November 2010, Press Release, available at: http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-26343796.html.}

Another student claimed a Garda had shouted at her to get off the street and was struck by a baton. This, a week later, led to a 500-strong student protest against the behaviour of the Garda.\footnote{Duncan P., ‘Up to 500 students protest over Garda behaviour’, 11 November 2010, Press Release, available at: http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-26343796.html.}
According to Amnesty International, with respect to demonstrations against austerity measures in Greece, ‘numerous allegations have been received regarding excessive use of force, including the use of chemical irritants, against peaceful or largely peaceful demonstrators, and the use of stun grenades in a manner that violates international standards’. The organisation has also reported cases where journalists have been ill-treated by the police while trying to cover anti-austerity and other demonstrations in Greece with detrimental effects on the freedom of expression. In Spain, the Government’s response to the protests has been seen as being largely repressive, with reports of abuse of administrative sanctions against demonstrators and excessive use of force by police forces.

On 28 June 2011, a 48-hour strike started in Athens which ended with 38 policemen and 700 citizens injured, and from which at least 99 persons had been hospitalised. During the protests, the police corralled demonstrators into the metro station outside Parliament in Syntagma Square, and fired tear gas on them. On the other hand, protesters set fire to a post office on the ground floor of the finance ministry in the square. On 12 February 2012, 175 businesses in the centre of Athens suffered damage and 45 were completely destroyed. The estimated cost of the destruction of facilities and equipment and thefts may have amounted to millions of Euros – according to the Athens Chamber of Commerce and Industry. In 2012 alone, 796 demonstrations with fewer than 200 participants took place in Athens, making the city centre unapproachable.

The most serious incidents, however, were recorded in May 2010, when following the attack of vandals by petrol bombs, dozens of buildings in the centre of Athens were set on fire and as a result of this, three bank employees suffocated to death.
9.4. Impacts of protests

As a democratic means of expressing popular will and opinions, the protests have had opposing effects. In certain instances, protests led to negotiations with the Governments and engagement in social dialogue, while in some others, they led to more repressive reactions.

9.4.1. Dialogue and solidarity

An overall positive impact of the crisis on the freedoms of expression and assembly emerged as a result of the development of new technologies and communication via social media. This enabled massive responses to the crisis, that were not staged by any existing political or social entity, but came from grassroots as independent and indigenous movements, possibly giving those movements more legitimacy, and at least in part, reinforcing European civil society. In the situation where there is a lack of faith in the Government in any of its political forms among the populace, civil society groups continue to turn out mass numbers of supporters as evidence of continued political vibrancy. Even the European Parliament recognised the important contribution of grassroots movements, by awarding the PAH the European Citizens’ Prize in 2013 for their work in defence of human rights at European and transnational levels.

Nevertheless, when looking into particular impacts of the protests, only a few seemingly positive outcomes have been recorded. In Belgium, following the protests of 29 January 2010, when the trade unions established a united front by organising a mass demonstration in Brussels, led by the three Belgian unions and attended by up to 35,000 people, the Government reacted by holding a meeting with the social partners. In Portugal, during the massive demonstrations of 15 September 2012 by the ‘Que se lixe a Troika!’ Movement, one of the most contested measures was the reduction of employers’ contributions and the rise of employees’ contributions to the social security system announced by the Government. Following the protests, the Passos Coelho Government dropped the proposal.

In addition, during protests on 9 December 2013, several Italian policemen reportedly took off their helmets when facing the protesters. While the Government denied this was to show solidarity to the protesters, a police union stated that the gesture was for the Government to understand that ‘also for policemen, enough is enough’.

463 Stakeholder interview, member of the Que se lixe a Troika! – F**K Troika!
9.4.2. Destruction and repression

With respect to the negative impacts of the protests, there are impositions of limitations on the rights to freedom of expression and assembly, characterised by a surge in State repression policies.\(^{465}\)

Instances of interferences with the organisation of protests were recorded in Italy and Portugal, in response to massive demonstrations and incidents which occurred or were related to those demonstrations. Furthermore, Greece and Spain introduced significant amendments to the legislation regulating the freedom of assembly. Measures that could have reduced the exercise of the right to protest were proposed in April 2014, by the Italian Minister of Interior, within the context of improving public safety in the central area of Rome.\(^{466}\) Nonetheless, it would appear that these measures have not been adopted.

In order to minimise demonstrations, the Greek police resorted to banning demonstrations on several occasions, and in particular, during the visits of foreign dignitaries and international events.\(^{467}\)

In 2013, the Italian authorities in several cities forbade protests by the “pitchfork movement” – a grassroots group of farmers, breeders, lorry drivers, unemployed, immigrants, and others. The reason was probably that, earlier protests by the same movement led to roadblocks, threats and acts of vandalism which caused fuel and food shortages throughout the country.\(^{468}\) On 15 October 2013, during demonstrations against austerity measures organised by a trade union in Lisbon and Oporto, protesters were forbidden from crossing one of the main Lisbon bridges for alleged ‘safety reasons’.\(^{469}\)

Apart from the material damages that occurred during the incidents described in section 9.3 above, the inability of the Greek State to ensure order in the city has led businesses to close one-after-the-other (because they suffered losses of up to 25% of their turnover)\(^{470}\) and consumers are afraid to shop and visitors are hesitant to visit the city.

---
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According to a study conducted by the Athens Traders Association, 45.7% of business owners in the city centre considered that the reduction in their turnover was a result of the frequent demonstrations.

At least partly due to those reasons, in June 2013, the Greek Government amended legislation regulating restrictions of outdoor assemblies. The amendments are meant to require the demonstrations to be conducted in a manner that is not disruptive, except to the extent absolutely necessary, to road traffic and city socio-economic life. In cities with a population of over 100,000, small assemblies are not allowed to occupy the whole road and completely disrupt the movement of vehicles. The assessment, as to the implementation of this legislation, is largely entrusted to the competent Police Director, who issues a relevant decision that must be notified directly to the interested stakeholders.

These restrictions may be seen as predominantly directed towards restricting spontaneous, grassroots manifestations, given that they do not apply to assemblies and demonstrations which are organised by the political parties of the Greek Parliament, by third-level trade unions, or for assemblies of historical or anniversary character, given that protests often begin spontaneously and in the absence of any organisational structure.

In Spain, too, restrictive measures are being introduced in relation to the organisation of protests. Already in 2012, the Government began studying the reform of relevant legislation, having prepared a preliminary draft which was approved by the Council of Ministers on 29 November 2013. However, having been presented, the preliminary draft met serious criticism from the opposition parties, civil society (such as Amnesty International and Greenpeace), the judiciary, law enforcement bodies and academics. Following discussions, a new draft was prepared and adopted. The new legislation introduces changes in the provisions regarding home searches, suspect identification, street checks, frisking and enforceable sanctions. Controversially, it was adopted by Parliament majority, despite the opposition of the entire Government. The legislation was broadly criticised for several of its features, including very high fines (up to EUR 600,000) for offences such as photographing a police officer. Symbolically, the new law has sparked a new series of protests.

10. OVERVIEW OF THE IMPACT OF AUSTERITY MEASURES ON OTHER FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS ACROSS THE MEMBER STATES

KEY FINDINGS

- Besides the rights which were examined across the observed Member States, several other rights have been affected to a greater, or lesser extent, but not necessarily in all of the countries observed.

- The right to housing was affected in Belgium, Cyprus, Ireland and Spain in two principal ways: by the increase in foreclosures and evictions and by interventions into the allocation of social housing and rental allowances.

- The right to property was affected in Greece through massive increases of taxation and interventions in trade with State bonds. In Cyprus, property rights were affected by seizure of bank deposits exceeding EUR 100,000, the so-called ‘deposit haircuts’. In Italy, it is argued that the right to property has been affected by the State’s failure to pay claims on time from public contracts with private entities.

- Some of the rights at work have been affected in a number of observed Member States. Hence, the right to collective bargaining was interfered with in Cyprus, Greece, Ireland and Portugal, mostly by limiting the bargaining power of workers. In Portugal, the right to holidays has been brought into question.

- In Greece, freedom of information, more precisely the freedom of press has been put into question, in particular, after the closure of the national broadcaster.

- The right to social security was interfered with in Ireland and Portugal, mostly by interventions into the system of social benefits which needed to be cut as a matter of austerity.

- The impact of the crisis on the right to water has been raised in Ireland, given that one of the measures was the introduction of water meters as of 1 January 2015.

- Finally, the prohibition of discrimination was raised at two separate instances: within the context of hate speech in Greece and through restrictions of human rights of foreigners in Belgium. Besides these particular instances, an evaluation of the overall impact of all of the measures analysed in the study is made, given that many measures analysed in the present study have raised issues of their impact on vulnerable groups of people.

As noted in sections 2 and 3 of the present study, not all the Member States were affected by the crisis in the same manner. The effects depended on the pre-existing economic situation, the legal system and the level of protection provided for different rights. Due to those differences, in some Member States, certain rights were affected more than in others. The present section discusses those rights that were analysed in only one or a few countries covered by the present study, given that they appeared to have been affected more significantly in those Member States.

The rights observed are quite broad and the issues driving the problems noted are varied, thus, rather than providing a comparative analysis, the following sections will give an overview of different measures and their possible impacts in the Member States concerned.
10.1. Right to housing

The right to housing is recognised by Article 25 of the UDHR and by Article 11(1) of the ICESCR. Furthermore, Article 34(3) of the EU Charter guarantees the ‘right to social and housing assistance to ensure a decent existence for all those who lack sufficient resources’.

The UNCESCR has underlined that the right to adequate housing should not be interpreted narrowly. Rather, it should be seen as the right to live somewhere in security, peace and dignity. The characteristics of the right to adequate housing are clarified mainly in the general comments on the right to adequate housing\(^ {480}\) and on forced evictions\(^ {481}\). While it does not guarantee the right to own property, the right to housing contains a number of elements, including protection against forced evictions, security of tenure, and a requirement for non-discriminatory access. As a minimum, it must ‘provide more than four walls and a roof’\(^ {482}\).

The CoE Commissioner noted that the right to housing was compromised by the response to the crisis\(^ {483}\), while the FRA noted the increase in the occurrence of homelessness in the wake of the crisis\(^ {484}\).

Interferences with the right to housing were studied in Belgium, Cyprus, Ireland and Spain. In Cyprus and Spain the right to housing is largely related to the disruptions in the housing market, the inability of homeowners to pay mortgages and the foreclosures that ensue. In Belgium, due to rising rent prices, the number of evictions has almost tripled in seven years. At the same time, in Belgium, Cyprus and Ireland, rental allowances or the availability of social housing are inadequate and insufficient to respond to the needs of people in the wake of the crisis.

10.1.1. Foreclosures and evictions

In the wake of the financial crisis of 2008, access to mortgages and property was clearly more difficult in Belgium, especially for low-income households. At the same time, the prices of rent were increasing by up to almost 15% per year. The increasing price of rent has led to a serious increase in judicial evictions. As reported by the Board of Housing, judicial evictions have almost tripled in Wallonia since 2005, from 5,529 to 14,234\(^ {485}\).

However, the issue of foreclosures has become one of the burning issues in Spain. With the outbreak of the crisis and family insolvency, 415,117 foreclosure proceedings were initiated between 2008 and 2012. At the same time, the total number of evictions was
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\(^{485}\) ‘The number of criminal deportations is increasing (Le nombre d’expulsions judiciaires ne cesse d’augmenter)’, Press Release, available at: [http://info.catho.be/2014/04/03/le-nombre-dexpulsions-judiciaires-ne-cesse-daugmenter/#.VFJuy1LjiUk](http://info.catho.be/2014/04/03/le-nombre-dexpulsions-judiciaires-ne-cesse-daugmenter/#.VFJuy1LjiUk).
Nonetheless, as the Spanish legal system does not provide for consumer insolvency, should the sales of property not be sufficient to cover the entire amount of debt, the debtor has to continue paying the remainder of the debt, thus risking falling into life-long indebtedness. In response to this situation, legislation known as the Code of Good Banking Practice was adopted in 2012. Its aim was to restructure mortgage debts for those facing extraordinary difficulties, to meet payments and to make foreclosure proceedings more flexible. However, the Code is based on the voluntary adherence of the bank, and it has been seen as inadequate to deal with the social conflicts caused by the crisis in this regard. Further regulations were adopted, in 2012, to establish a two-year foreclosure suspension on the main residences of particularly vulnerable groups\(^{487}\). In May 2013, in response to the CJEU ruling\(^{488}\), measures were adopted, aimed at strengthening protection for mortgage debtors and restructuring debts and public rentals. The legislation also provides for cancellation of the remaining debt if, between 65% and 80% of the debt was already repaid. However, the reform was seen as inadequate for on-going foreclosures, and certainly "too late for homeowners whose foreclosure proceedings had already concluded"\(^{489}\). Hence, regardless of those alleviating measures, the issue of foreclosures remains high on the agenda of the Spanish Government and citizens alike.

Similar to Spain, the right of the banks to auction a defaulting borrower's first residence has been at the centre of heated debates between the Cypriot Government and opposition parties for several months. Finally, a law was voted upon by the Parliament providing that the lender can sell the property for a minimum price, following one unsuccessful sale attempt. Given that the prices of property in Cyprus have significantly reduced in the last two years, as demand sank to an all-time low, this possibility is very likely\(^{490}\). The measure is quite new, and no information has been made available on its implementation. However, once implemented, it is likely to spark a social crisis of immense dimensions because enforcing these decisions is likely to be a challenge\(^{491}\).

Similar problems have been recorded in Ireland, too, where unsustainable mortgages may be contributing to the homelessness problem\(^{492}\) as over-indebted homeowners are unable to keep up with their payments\(^{493}\).
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\(^{486}\) OESC, ‘Emergencia Habitacional en el Estado español: La crisis de las ejecuciones hipotecarias y los desalojos desde una perspectiva de Derechos Humanos’, 2013, p. 13, available at: http://observatoridesc.org/sites/default/files/2013-informe_habitatge-17dic.pdf. This alarming data generated a social movement, PAH, which has been discussed above, in section 9.2.7.

\(^{487}\) Vulnerable groups are for the purposes of this legislation defined according to both subjective terms – type of household: large family, with dependent persons, etc.- and objective terms – for instance, that the mortgage payment exceeds the 50% of the family's net income.


\(^{491}\) The legal framework as regards this issue had still not been finalised at the time of writing.


10.1.2. Rental allowances and social housing

Given that rental allowances and social housing fall within the realm of social benefits, it is understood that any restrictions will exclusively affect the vulnerable groups – those who are dependent on social assistance.

In addition to the risk of losing their home to an auction, vulnerable groups in Cyprus, such as asylum seekers and the elderly, are faced with new austerity measures regarding the rental allowance paid to them. As already elaborated in section 7.2.4, in the case of the elderly, the new pension regime has, according to the estimates of their trade unions, rendered pensioners 30% worse off than before the crisis. This has inevitably affected their ability to pay rent. In the case of asylum seekers, according to new regulations introduced in 2013, rental allowance is now paid under restricted conditions, and in an amount which is inadequate to secure appropriate housing.

The Irish social housing budget was cut by 36% in 2011 and by another 26% in 2012. At the same time, with the loss of jobs and turbulence in the labour market, it is not surprising that the number of households on waiting lists for social housing increased by 75% between 2008 and 2011, i.e. from 56,000 to 98,000. Moreover, it is estimated that in 2011, approximately 5,000 people were homeless in Ireland compared to 3,157 people in 2008. The continued rise in rents, particularly in the last 12 months, is seen as contributing to the problem, while rent supplements, having been reduced by 20% to 25%, are becoming increasingly inadequate with the severe budget cuts.

Certain vulnerable groups have been adversely affected in Ireland. Travellers have experienced 85% spending cuts on housing since 2008. Moreover, resource allocations for asylum seeker accommodation were reduced by 13% in 2011. In 2008, 36% of all single-parent households were on the waiting list for social housing and one fifth of all people who relied on a rent supplement to meet their rental costs were single parents.

---

494 Consultation with the Secretary-General of the trade union of pensioners E.KY.S.Y., September 2014.
495 Even after the drop in rentals following the crisis, it is still rare to find an apartment for under EUR 300 per month.
498 Conclusion based on stakeholder consultation (Director of Research and Corporate, Housing), September 2014.
The capital assistance scheme, which used to house people with disabilities, was also reduced from EUR 145 million in 2010, to EUR 50 million in 2012.\(^{504}\)

Access to social housing is becoming more and more difficult in Belgium, with more than 40,000 households on the waiting list for public housing in Brussels and more than 30,000 in Wallonia. Waiting times to get public housing vary - from seven to eight years for studios to 12 years for three-bedroom apartments\(^{505}\). The rental allowance is, however, granted only after a certain time spent on the waiting list.

In order to improve access to adequate housing, and more generally, reduce the cost of housing, a number of measures were introduced in Belgium. The Brussels Capital Region adopted a new Housing Code. The reform included a series of changes aimed at reinforcing the fight against unhealthy housing and unoccupied dwellings. In Flanders, rental assistance was improved by decreasing the necessary waiting time from five to four years. Also, landlords are protected against non-payment of rent, by means of a rental guarantee fund, while, at the same time, an eviction prevention fund has been created\(^{506}\).

In May 2013, the Walloon Government introduced a new bonus for the improvement of caravans for long-term housing, as well as an increased premium granted to persons moving into a decent dwelling\(^{507}\). In a further attempt to ensure affordable living, in 2014, the VAT on electricity for private persons was reduced from 21% to 6%\(^{508}\) in the whole of Belgium, while in Flanders, new procedures are being put in place against cutting water supply, in case of non-payment, aimed at protecting vulnerable groups.

As already noted, the right to housing does not guarantee the right to own property. However, it would appear that, as a follow up to foreclosure and eviction procedures, little has been done to ensure a safety net for the people affected. It is somewhat self-evident that increasing access to housing reduces homelessness, while the opposite is true when the level of protection is reduced. However, austerity measures in some Member States, such as Cyprus and Ireland, have caused the already scarce expenditure on social housing, to be reduced. At the same time, in Belgium, an additional investment is being made towards expanding protection and providing broader access to housing for those in need.

10.2. Right to property

At the international level, the right to property was first recognised in Article 17 of the UDHR. However, having been controversial at the time when the two Covenants were drafted, the right to property is not included in either the ICCPR or ICESCR. As a consequence, the Human Rights Committee, acting on the basis of the Optional Protocol to ICCPR, is not able to examine alleged violations of the right to property. Nevertheless, the

---


Human Rights Committee recognises – on the basis of Article 26 of the ICCPR, the right to non-discrimination in the matter of property\textsuperscript{509}. Moreover, the right to protection of certain forms of property has been included in the category of cultural rights within the ICESCR.

Due to similar controversial reasons, the right to own or possess property was not included in the original text of the ECHR. However, this omission was corrected by the first amendments to the instrument, and the right to peaceful enjoyment of one’s possessions, including the right to property, has since been protected by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the ECHR\textsuperscript{510}.

The EU Charter protects the right to property in its Article 17, which guarantees everyone ‘the right to own, use, dispose and bequeath his or her lawfully acquired possessions’ while deprivation of property is possible only in the public interest, and ‘subject to fair compensation being paid in good time for their loss’.

For the purposes of the present study, the right to property was analysed in Greece, Cyprus and Italy. Whether caused by, or imposed as, a response to the economic crisis, certain measures were introduced which were said to directly, or indirectly, interfere with the right to property of the persons affected. In Greece, the interventions into the right to property were mostly made by means of increased taxation burdens. In that regard, the ECtHR was called to examine the situation of tax increases on certain benefits in some States, and indeed found a violation of the right to property where the taxation burden on the individual concerned was overwhelming\textsuperscript{511}. In Cyprus, the interferences with the right to property were taking place in relation to the ‘haircut of deposits’ – seizure of the savings of private individuals in Cypriot banks. In fact, the resolution of this issue is currently pending before the CJEU\textsuperscript{512}. In Italy, State institutions are failing to respect their contractual obligations towards suppliers, postponing payments from public contracts beyond reasonable time.

10.2.1. Increasing taxation burden in Greece

According to paragraph 2 of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the ECHR, States are free to take the measures they deem necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest, to secure the payment of taxes, or other contributions and penalties. As noted above, however, in their exercise of this discretionary power, States are not entrusted with unlimited powers to interfere with the possessions of individuals when enforcing taxation legislation.

In order to address budget deficits, the Greek Government imposed a number of tax burdens on Greek citizens in the course of the crisis, i.e. special levies and ‘emergency taxes’ were imposed on pensions, the self-employed and liberal professions, properties and


\textsuperscript{511} ECtHR, R.Sz. v. Hungary, (no. 41838/11), 2 July 2013.

\textsuperscript{512} Case T-277/13, Marquis Energy v Council, action brought on 15 May 2013, OJ 2013/C 226/20, not yet reported.
large incomes, while the structure of personal income tax changed three times\textsuperscript{513}. Indirect taxation also increased: the standard rate of VAT was raised from 19% to 23% in two steps between March and May 2010; base and reduced rates were also increased in two steps, i.e. from 4.5% to 5.5% and from 9% to 13%; excise duties on alcohol, tobacco, luxury items, and especially heating oil, also went up\textsuperscript{514}.

In 2009, the Greek Government imposed a special one-off levy on individuals who declared an income of over EUR 60,000 in 2008. Furthermore, in 2011, a special solidarity tax (ειδική εισφορά αλληλεγγύης) was imposed on natural persons whose net income exceeded EUR 12,000 in the fiscal years 2010 to 2014, with certain exceptions for vulnerable groups of citizens, e.g. the long-term unemployed. In 2014, the imposition of the social solidarity tax was extended for the years 2015 and 2016, however, with the relevant rates reduced by 30%.

An extraordinary property tax was introduced, in 2011, in favour of the Greek State on residential or commercial property connected to the electricity network. The tax is computed by taking into consideration the size of the property receiving electricity, the age of that property and the zone price of its location and is collected with the electricity bills. Failure to pay the tax would result in the interruption of the power supply by the power providers. In the proceedings evaluating the constitutionality of this tax, the Council of State held that the interruption of the electricity supply to those not paying the extraordinary property tax was unconstitutional, even though the tax itself was not in violation of the constitutional guarantees\textsuperscript{515}.

In 2013, another property tax referred to as ‘uniform tax on real estate’ (ENFIA) was introduced. As of 1 January 2014, this replaced the previously applicable property tax regime. ENFIA comprises of a ‘main tax’ and a ‘supplementary tax’. The main tax is computed on an asset-per-asset basis, depending on the location, surface, use, age, floor and number of facades of the building. Furthermore, separate formulas apply to buildings, plots and agricultural land. The supplementary tax is computed on the basis of a progressive tax scale for individuals and flat rates for legal persons. These progressive tax rates for citizens apply only to property with values exceeding EUR 300,000, and then range between 0.1% and 1% of the value of the property exceeding the threshold. For legal persons, there is no tax-free bracket and the applicable tax rate is 0.5%. Having been broadly criticised by opposition, as well as citizens, the legislation has been amended. Following amendments, the budgetary projections of the expected revenue decreased\textsuperscript{516}. In order to cover this loss, real estate – the objective value of which exceeds EUR 300,000, was made subject to both the ENFIA and the Annual Property Tax on Real Estate (FAP) in 2014. Furthermore, the 2014 FAP was computed on the basis of the objective values of real estate in 2007 which, in most cases, were much higher than current market values. The


\textsuperscript{515} The Court considered that this constituted an unconstitutional interference in the contractual relationship between the consumer and the supplier of electricity and in the right of the former to freely enjoy his/her rights under the relevant contract. The Plenary of the Council of State held that the interruption of electricity supply to the taxpayer because he/she failed to pay the extraordinary property tax, which is unrelated to his/her obligations under the contract with the electricity supplier, violates the principle of proportionality. Some members of the Court also expressed the view that this measure violates not only the constitutionally protected right to economic freedom but also the constitutional protection of human value, because the interruption of electricity results in the loss of a good which is indispensable for decent living.
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FAP could be 4-10 times the value of the ENFIA tax, leading to the depreciation of property above EUR 300,000\textsuperscript{517}. In his report, the Governor of the Bank of Greece indicated that, in the fourth quarter of 2012, the fall in real estate prices was 27.9\% \textsuperscript{518} and in 2013, it was 33.4\% \textsuperscript{519}. The numerous taxation measures have aggravated the recession in the real estate market and have significantly reduced demand\textsuperscript{520}. The distortion caused by the existence of objective values, which in many cases considerably exceed the market values, e.g. for large properties in ‘expensive’ areas and depressed areas of central Athens, and leads to artificial over-taxation of real estate\textsuperscript{521}.

In this respect, it is worth noting that the Council of State\textsuperscript{522} has held that there is an unlawful failure on the part of the administration to adjust the objective values of real estate property every two years – since the last time such an adjustment took place was in 2007. Nonetheless, even though it would normally have to retroactively annul this failure, after balancing the citizens’ interests with the intense public interest in avoiding a sudden loss of tax revenues under the current financial conditions, the Council of State decided to give a six-month period to the Ministry of Finance to make the relevant adjustments.

10.2.2. The Greek Private Sector Involvement and small bondholders

The Private Sector Involvement (PSI) scheme was developed in 2011, in Greece, to cover the State’s financing needs until mid-2014, by means of involving private sector investment in State bonds. Under the initial design of the PSI, private sector holders of Greek Government Bonds (GGBs) were invited to voluntarily exchange their holdings of existing GGBs for new bonds with longer maturities and lower coupons. This would incur a loss of about 21\% on average in Net Present Value (NPV) terms, for private bond-holders. In view of its implementation, Greek banks recorded related provisions in their June 2011 financial statements. The exchange of Greek Government bonds under the PSI contributed to the deterioration of the already difficult financial situation of private bondholders and insurance funds\textsuperscript{523}. The large losses that insurance funds suffered due to the exchange of bonds, coincided with the dramatic effects of the downturn in the flow of their revenues. More specifically, the insurance funds had placed, upon decisions of their administrations, EUR 7.4 billion in bonds and EUR 15 billion in the Common Capital of the Bank of Greece\textsuperscript{524}. Before the PSI, a total of about EUR 21 billion was placed in bonds. The losses in the reserves of insurance funds, because of the PSI, amounted to 53\% in nominal values and

\textsuperscript{522} Council of State, Decision no. 4003/2014 of 10 October 2014.
above 70% in real values, taking into account the trading price of the new bonds—maturing during 2023-2042, on the secondary market.\textsuperscript{525}

Furthermore, around 15,000 small bondholders were also significantly affected by their participation in the Greek PSI.\textsuperscript{526} Approximately 10,000 bondholders (individuals, companies and funds) filed over 150 challenges against the Greek PSI before the Greek Courts.\textsuperscript{527} Nonetheless, the Plenary Greek Council of State held that the PSI was constitutional and imperative for reasons of public interest, and in particular, in order to avoid a State default.\textsuperscript{528}

As described above, the changes in the bond market affected holders disproportionately. While it can hardly be claimed that bonds, as an investment which usually comes with a risk, can represent an unalienable right. In all cases, investment in State bonds has traditionally been seen as a low-risk investment, although, notably, the Greek investors lost up to 70% of their investment, which indeed represents a loss of property.

10.2.3. Cypriot ‘haircut of deposits’

As a condition for receiving the EUR 10 billion bail-out package from the EU’s bail-out mechanism, in March 2013, Cyprus was forced to subsidise part of its bail-out. This was agreed to be raised by levying shareholders, bondholders, and depositors with more than EUR 100,000 in their accounts, and used as equity to recapitalise the country’s two major banks.

The ‘bail-in’ concept suggested by the Troika lenders was embraced by the new Government amidst heated protests. Initially, the proposal was that all bank deposits in all banks, including secure deposits, would be levied with a percentage of the amount of the deposit, in order to raise the EUR 7 billion required by the Troika, but the Government failed to secure a majority in parliament to pass this measure and submitted a revised bill for confiscating deposits only in excess of EUR 100,000 and only in the country’s two major banks. The two banks affected by the ‘haircut’, namely the Cyprus Popular Bank (which was


\textsuperscript{528} More specifically, in its judgment 1116/2014 the Council of State held that even though bondholders suffered a particularly serious loss, still it was not inappropriate, unnecessary or disproportionate in order to be considered as violating the Greek Constitution [including Article 17(1) (right to property); Article 25(1) (protection of legitimate expectations and legal certainty in financial transactions, as specific expressions of the principle of the rule of law, expressly enshrined in Article 25(1) of the Constitution); Article 4 (principle of equality)] or Article 1 of the First Additional Protocol of the ECHR. Amongst others, the Court held that the PSI was not beyond what was necessary and/or appropriate in order to achieve the reduction of public debt and thus avoid a default which could have unpredictable social and economic consequences and which would pose a serious risk in the enjoyment of the rights of all natural and legal persons who have invested in the Greek debt. The Council of State noted that Law 4050/2012, which provides for the exchange of bonds issued or guaranteed by the Greek government with new titles, was established in accordance with international commercial practice. Furthermore, the Court rejected the claims of the bondholders that the PSI violated the principle of equality, as its provisions were generally applicable, or that the PSI resulted in the expropriation and reduction of their property, as the requirement of fair balance was preserved. Finally, it is worth noting that the Council of State held that the conditions for submitting a request for a preliminary ruling to the Court of Justice of the EU were not met in this case.
shut down completely) and the Bank of Cyprus, which together, accounted for 80% percent of the banking sector in Cyprus.

Following agreement in the Eurogroup regarding Cyprus, in March 2013, all Cypriot banks remained closed for several days, leaving their clients without cash. When the banks reopened, the Central Bank of Cyprus issued orders which were renewed and updated weekly, imposing a number of restrictions on, *inter alia*, cash withdrawals, i.e. a maximum of EUR 300 per day, and transfers of money abroad. Furthermore, the export of money outside Cyprus is only restriction-free only EUR 5,000 per person, per month.

The ‘haircut’ had devastating effects not only on individual businesses and households, but also on the economy as a whole, as consumer trust in Cypriot banks was lost by both foreign investors and Cypriots alike, rendering bank deposits an unsound form of either funding or investment.

### 10.2.4. Delays in payments in Italy

Delay in payments of debt may constitute a violation of the right to property, as the ECtHR has repeatedly found in its case-law. A claim can constitute a possession within the meaning of the Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the ECHR, if it is sufficiently established to be enforceable. Nonetheless, delays in payment in Italy would hardly qualify for these requirements, given that usually, in order qualify, the claim needs to be recognised by a domestic court or equivalent authority.

In 2014, Italian public authorities took 165 days, i.e. 37 more days than in 2009, to pay their invoices. While peak delays occurred prior to the period covered by this study, average payment times in Italy remain significantly longer than the EU average. Enterprises with public contracts for the procurement of works report being paid 7 months late, with peak delays up to 2 years. Such delays are hardly compatible with the EU law requirement that public authorities must pay their invoices within 30 days, or 60 days under certain conditions. Following the submission of a number of complaints, on 18 June 2014, the Commission announced the start of an infringement procedure against Italy.

It is difficult to measure the total amount of debts of commercial transactions accumulated by the Italian public authorities. A rough estimate by the Bank of Italy places it at about

---


530 For any money in excess of this amount, permits must be granted provided a special committee is satisfied that the money is intended for the maintenance of students studying abroad (at a ceiling of EUR 5,000 per quarter), payment of salaries of employees studying abroad or payments for transactions within one’s usual professional activity (again ceilings apply). Thus a person wishing to export money in order to, for example, make an investment outside Cyprus can only do so at the rate of EUR 5,000 per month. The restrictions in the movement of capital have created additional insecurity to consumers who feel their money is trapped in Cyprus risking confiscation at the next ‘bail-in’ deal. Central Bank of Cyprus, The restrictive measures on transactions, undated, available at: [http://www.centralbank.gov.cy/nqcontent.cfm?a_id=125838&lang=en](http://www.centralbank.gov.cy/nqcontent.cfm?a_id=125838&lang=en).


EUR 90 billion at the end of 2011, i.e. equivalent to nearly 6% of Italy’s GDP – half of which was deemed to be collectable.\(^{534}\)

A number of measures were taken to tackle the issue of public debt. To that end, public authorities were required to identify creditors and verify if funds were available for payments. In the case of insufficient funds, creditors should be paid in chronological order, starting with the oldest debts.\(^{535}\) Furthermore, provision was made to allow debts to be settled, at the creditor’s request, through the assignment of State bonds to be certified or guaranteed by the State and transferred to banks and financial institutions.\(^{536}\) An online platform was created to facilitate the certification process.\(^{537}\)

The measures taken in order to tackle the problem of public authorities’ failures to pay their debts in a timely manner, possibly constitute ‘the greatest measures to restart the economy taken in recent decades’.\(^{538}\) However, despite budgetary allocations, payments did not always take place according to schedule. Furthermore, the macroeconomic impact of the payment of debts by public authorities was considered as ‘certainly positive’, even though its actual significance is difficult to estimate.

The allocation of responsibility to officials who incur debts for ensuring compliance with public finance rules and budget allocations, has led authorities, particularly at local level, to introduce organisational measures to contain the creation of new debts. However, as a side effect, authorities appear to have reduced the number of calls for tender and contracts signed after the publication of the calls.\(^{539}\)

Regarding the measures allowing the certification of credits to public authorities, a certain delay in implementation was registered, while there are claims that public authorities do not acknowledge the certificates as a means of payment.\(^{540}\)

Some commentators noted that the measures taken deal with past debts, but do not adequately address their causes. In this way, they are not capable of preventing the same problems from arising in the future (or continuing to arise in the present).\(^{541}\)

**10.3. Rights at work**

As already discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2, there is a difference between the right to work and the rights at work. While the former relates to the right to earn a living by being engaged in meaningful employment of one’s own choosing, the latter are the rights...
guaranteed to those already employed. For the purposes of the present study, the right to work was determined to be the right to find and keep employment, as well as the right to earn a liveable wage. While some issues, also dealt with in section 6, might be argued to belong to the family of the rights at work, e.g. working hours or working conditions, they have also been included in the discussion within the context of the right to work, given their interrelatedness to the measures described therein. This is a methodological tool used in the present study, without prejudice to the concept and definition of the right to work, or any of the rights at work.

Some of the national measures observed in the present study have affected the rights at work. In Cyprus, Greece, Ireland and Portugal, the right to collective bargaining appeared to have been affected by austerity measures. In Portugal, some additional interventions were also made into the right to holidays.

10.3.1. Collective bargaining

The right to collective bargaining is safeguarded by a number of ILO Conventions.\(^{542}\) It is also protected by Article 28 of the EU Charter, which establishes the right of workers to negotiate and conclude collective agreements at appropriate levels and, in cases of conflicts of interest, to take collective action to defend their interests, including strike action. This right is also protected by Article 6 of the ESC.

Austerity measures followed one another in Cyprus, affecting the right to work of both public and private sector employees, with little consultation, and no consensus with the workers’ trade unions. Some of the austerity measures adopted without consultation or collective bargaining are the following: freezing and cutting the salaries of public sector employees; the process of privatising State-owned enterprises; unilateral impositioning of the programme of minimum guaranteed income; introducing working hours of shops during weekends; suspending the implementation of the new NHS.

As an alleviation measure, during 2012, Cyprus enacted a couple of laws aimed at strengthening the framework of the unionisation of workers, modernising labour relations and countering possible employer abuses in times of crisis. The combined effect of the two laws was to create a comprehensive framework safeguarding the substance and procedure for the recognition of workers’ representatives in collective bargaining processes. Nonetheless, these instruments did little towards empowering trade unions in the collective agreement process, since a series of measures affecting workers’ rights were adopted in their aftermath and without consultations with trade unions.\(^{543}\)

Hence, despite declared commitment to improve the negotiating power of workers in Cyprus, through such actions, their exercise of collective bargaining weakened, rather than...
strengthened. The failure to involve them in social dialogue and engage them in collective bargaining has brought into question some aspects of the right to work, as well as some rights at work.

In contrast to the intended positive measures of the Cypriot Government, the Portuguese Parliament adopted legislation relative to collective agreements, further weakening the negotiation position of workers. The amendments adopted aimed to result in reducing the period of validity of collective agreements, enabling their suspension while effectively covering fewer workers. Moreover, with no regard to this legislation, the effects of collective agreements have often been suspended by the legislation that implemented austerity measures – whenever their provisions were incompatible with those measures544.

In Ireland, a previous Government committed to allow 'voice over actors' and freelance journalists to exercise their right to engage in collective bargaining. However, this commitment was vetoed by Troika, on the basis that, according to settled EU case law, self-employed individuals were undertakings545. This has caused these professions to effectively remain outside the remit of the protections provided by collective bargaining.

Greece introduced legislation allowing workers’ representatives, other than trade unions, to negotiate collective agreements at company level, as long as they represent at least three-fifths of the undertaking’s workforce. As a matter of fact, the ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR) issued various546 observations concerning the application of several ILO Conventions in Greece, including the Convention on the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention (No.98)547. The CEACR warned that these measures could have a severely detrimental impact on the foundation of collective bargaining in the country, in relation to the measures imposed in Greece.

10.3.2. Right to holidays

The right to holidays is protected by a number of ILO conventions and European instruments. The ESC guarantees the right to public holidays and annual holiday with pay

544 Hence, for example, Article 75, paragraph 7, of the State Budget Law for 2014, which establishes that the legal regime imposed by the norm has imperative nature and it shall prevail over any instrument of collective bargaining and any other norms; it cannot be modified or revoked by them in any way. This was challenged before the Constitutional Court and the petitioners claimed that the measure violated the right to collective bargaining, because it makes it impossible, even for the future. The Court, however, in the Decision no. 413/2014 of 30 May 2014 saw it as a justified restriction to the right of collective bargaining, due to ensure public interests and the economic viability of the companies affected.


546 An advanced search on NORMLEX for the period between 2008 and 2014 showed that CEACR issued 52 Observations concerning Greece.

in Article 2. At EU level, the EU Charter foresees an annual period of paid leave in Article 31 on fair and just working conditions. The Working Time Directive\textsuperscript{548} further requires Member States to guarantee at least four weeks of paid holidays per year.

The reforms to the Portuguese Labour Code have reduced the number of public holidays. Namely, four public holiday days were removed from the calendar. Furthermore, the number of days of leave was set at 22 working days, and the prior possibility of up to three bonus leave days should the worker not miss work, has completely disappeared. These measures were challenged before the Constitutional Court, but were upheld\textsuperscript{549}. As a consequence of this measure, workers in Portugal now work \textit{up to seven more days a year}, without additional pay.

\section*{10.4. Freedom of information}

The right to transparency, and to be informed in a timely accessible and relevant manner, as long as the information does not impede the obligation of data protection, has been singled-out as being in danger throughout the response to the crisis\textsuperscript{550}. The right to freedom of information is found in Article 19 of the ICCPR, Article 10 of the ECHR and Article 11 of the EU Charter, which guarantees the right to receive and impart information. International bodies have recognised that freedom of information is a fundamental human right and that effective laws are needed to secure freedom of information. The freedom to receive information is the other aspect of the freedom of expression. In this spirit, the ECtHR found a violation in a case which involved the publication of information in relation to austerity measures that the ‘right to be informed about and participate in public affairs implies a duty of States to conduct their economic and social policy in transparent ways and allow for public participation in its design, implementation and monitoring’.\textsuperscript{551} This is why this right intersects with the \textit{right to political participation} throughout the crisis response.

Interferences with the freedom of information in relation to the media were registered in Greece, where despite the constitutional guarantees for the freedom of expression and the freedom of the press, the domestic policy concerning the media has been subject to strong politicisation. This has substantially affected the way in which the Member State has tried to balance the economic interests of the sector against the values of freedom of expression and freedom of information, the media’s social responsibility, and media plurality\textsuperscript{552}.


\textsuperscript{549} The petitioners argued that they violated the constitutional principle of the protection of trust, and the constitutional rights to paid holidays and to a fair balance between professional and personal life, because, in practice, they imposed seven additional days of work per year, without additional pay. The Constitutional Court, however, did not consider them unconstitutional. In what concerns the elimination of public holidays, the Court ruled that workers do not have an individual right to public holidays, which is a mechanism to pursue public interest, paying tribute to relevant social, political or religious events. Therefore, their elimination, justified by the legislator as a way to improve productivity was considered in accordance with the Constitution. As for the withdrawal of the three bonus days of paid leave, whenever the worker had not missed work during the previous year, the Court explained that this was only a mechanism to fight absenteeism, and that its elimination, also justified by the need to enhance productivity by raising the number of working days was entirely within the freedom of decision of the legislator, and was not an unconstitutional violation of the right to holidays. Constitutional Court of Portugal, Decision no. 602/2013, p. 20.

\textsuperscript{550} Constitutional Court of Portugal, Decision no. 602/2013, p. 39.

According to the NGO ‘Reporters without Borders’, freedom of information is repeatedly flouted in Greece, which has fallen more than 68 positions in the press freedom index since 2008\(^{553}\). In 2014, Greece had the 99\(^{th}\) place in the press freedom index\(^{554}\), being second to last amongst the EU Member States – the last one being Bulgaria\(^{555}\). According to the Reporters without Borders, the economic crisis hit the Greek media hard, e.g. those financing the national media moved their investments into more profitable sectors, leading to massive lay-offs of journalists\(^{556}\). Furthermore, reporters are also frequently the victims of physical violence by both the police and demonstrators who accuse them of colluding with the Government\(^{557}\).

In June 2013, in order to reduce public spending, and under the pressure of the Troika to eliminate 2,000 public sector jobs, the Government closed the State-owned national broadcaster, ERT, consisting of four TV stations and five radio stations. This led to the dismissal of 2,700 employees\(^{558}\). The shutdown of Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation/Greek Radio-Television (ERT) particularly affected citizens in rural areas and those close to the borders, where Greek private broadcasters and other Greek media are often unavailable\(^{559}\). The decision to close the ERT was subject to intense criticism, especially regarding the process followed by the Government which, according to the FIDH, ‘was paved with irregularities, in having escaped parliamentary scrutiny and lacking transparency and accountability’\(^{560}\). The Government announced the creation of a new State broadcaster, NERIT, which officially started operating in May 2014.

The Government’s decision to shut down the ERT was challenged before the Greek courts; the Plenary of the Council of State in its decision 1901/2014\(^{561}\) held that the closure of ERT was ‘constitutional, legal and not contrary to EU law’ – with a majority of 15 in favour and 10 against.

10.5. The right to social security

Article 34 of the EU Charter and Article 12 of the ESC guarantee the right to social security. Interventions into the right to social security were recorded in Ireland and Portugal.

In Ireland, the right to social security was negatively affected through cuts to child benefit, unemployment benefit and maternity leave benefit, mainly by reducing the amounts for each of them.


\(^{561}\) Council of State (Plenary) judgment 1901/2014.
In Portugal, one of the main austerity measures consisted of freezing of almost all social and pension benefits. Since 2010, the country has witnessed a clear retreat in policies aimed at combating poverty and social precariousness, which has been justified by the necessity to contain public deficit\(^562\). In addition to the freeze of benefits, the eligibility requirements of the programme were made more stringent\(^563\). Family allowances have also been reduced and half a million children have lost the right to receive it under the new eligibility criteria, during the last five years\(^564\).

According to the MoU\(^565\), the unemployment insurance system was also reformed. The maximum duration of unemployment insurance benefits was reduced, and a maximum benefit was introduced, no matter how high the previous income and related contributions to social security were. A declining profile of benefits was established after six months of unemployment. With the application of these new rules, the number of unemployed without any kind of social support has been rising\(^566\). From the 860,100 people who were unemployed in Portugal, according to the State’s National Institute for Statistics, only 398,742 benefited from any kind of unemployment benefit, i.e. around 46.4\%\(^567\).

### 10.6. The right to water

The right to water has not been explicitly recognised by any of the existing human rights instruments. It has been noted, however, by the UNGA as a necessary precondition for the realisation of human rights\(^568\). This has been recently reemphasised in the Communication of the Commission on the right to water\(^569\). The right to water has been identified as a possible issue in Ireland. However it should be noted that, in relation to the UNGA resolution, the Irish Government abstained from this vote, meaning they did not formally acknowledge water as a human right\(^570\).


\(^563\) A very simple example illustrates the scope of these changes. In early 2010, a couple with two young children was eligible for Social Insertion Income if they had a monthly income of up to EUR 569. In August 2012, the same couple would only be eligible if it had an income under EUR 398. There are two immediate consequences of these changes: the loss of the benefit by a significant percentage of previous beneficiaries; and a reduction in the amounts receivable for those families who remain in the programme.


As a condition of the MoU\textsuperscript{571}, new fees for domestic water use have been introduced in Ireland for homes that are connected to a public water supply, or to public wastewater services\textsuperscript{572}. The new system is being brought into effect from January 2015. The measures introduced impose 30m³ per year of free basic water, after which EUR 4.88/m³ including taxes will be charged\textsuperscript{573}. As an alleviation measure, a new water support payment was introduced to assist with water costs for people on lower incomes and on social welfare. However, this may not be enough and these water charges may impede such people from accessing water\textsuperscript{574}.

\section*{10.7. Vulnerable groups – discrimination}

The prohibition of discrimination and its counterpart, the right to equality, are guaranteed implicitly, or explicitly, by almost all human rights instruments.

Thus, Article 21 of the EU Charter, Articles 2 and 7 of the UDHR, Articles 2 and 26 of the ICCPR, Article 2 of the ICESCR, Article 14 of the ECHR and Protocol 14 thereto, Preamble of the ESC and Articles E and 20 of the RESC, provide explicit prohibition of discrimination. Many other instruments are directed towards combatting specific forms of discrimination. The UN Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the CEDAW, the CRPD, the CRC and the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, were adopted at the international level. Regionally, the CoE has adopted instruments towards the protection of women, children born out of wedlock, farmers, migrant workers or refugees. The EU has also been proactive in providing protection against discrimination and has adopted a number of directives providing protection in specific fields, notably employment, and against discrimination based on gender. Furthermore, the FRA and the European Institute for Gender Equality (EIGE) are entrusted with specific competencies which mainly focus on seeking equality of treatment for all Europeans.

Discrimination is a very broad concept and is, as such, also recognised in the international instruments. Thus, the first universal instrument to make the prohibition of discrimination an international obligation was the ICCPR, which in its Article 26 provides that:

\begin{quote}
\textquote{All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.}
\end{quote}

The European Parliament, itself, is largely concerned with the issues of discrimination, mostly through its LIBE and FEMM committees, and frequently reminds Member States as well as the EU, of their obligations towards ensuring equality. Thus, in February 2014, the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{571} Ireland: Memorandum of Understanding on Specific Economic Policy Conditionality (Eighth Update), April 2013, available at: \url{http://www.finance.gov.ie/sites/default/files/mousearchmarch2013.pdf}.
\item \textsuperscript{572} Enetenglish, \textquote{Austerity has eroded human rights, Council of Europe study says}, 4 December 2013, Press Release, available at: \url{http://www.enetenglish.gr/?i=news.en.article&id=1656}.
\item \textsuperscript{574} Society of St. Vincent de Paul, \textquote{Water proposals have serious implications for low-income households, as alleviation measures are not targeted}, 31 July 2014, Press Release, available at: \url{http://www.svp.ie/News-Media/Press-Releases/Water-charge-per-litre-is-one-of-the-highest-in-Eu.aspx}.
\end{itemize}
Parliament adopted the EU Roadmap against homophobia and discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation and gender identity in which it called on the Member States to consolidate the existing EU legal framework by working to adopt the proposed directive on implementing the principle of equal treatment between persons irrespective of religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation, including by clarifying the scope and associated costs of its provisions

As the present study has shown, austerity measures often disproportionately affected disadvantaged groups. While the continuing crisis is a real threat, it must not be used as an excuse, nor can it serve as a tool for discriminating against people. The Parliament has already warned about racial and ethnic discrimination in employment, housing, education, health, access to goods and services and expressed concern:

'about the rise of political parties which are openly racist, xenophobic, Islamophobic and anti-Semitic, owing to an economic and social crisis which is encouraging a frantic search for scapegoats, and whose violent practices should be condemned; is also concerned at the adoption of repressive measures against the homeless in the context of the current crisis'.

There are two types of issues to be observed when analysing the impact of austerity measures on equality. The first group of issues are those which were singled out as issues of particular concern in two Member States. In Belgium, that is the restriction of the rights of foreigners, while in Greece, it is hate crimes and hate speech. Other groups of issues, transpired from the comparative analysis in the present study where, with respect to nearly every right, measures or their impacts (or both) disproportionately affecting certain groups of people were identified. The present section aims to describe both of these groups of issues.

**10.7.1. Restriction of human rights of foreigners**

In the context of budgetary consolidation in Belgium, control over expenditure was intensified and the impact was clearly felt in the asylum and migration field. Many reforms and measures have contributed to the restriction of human rights of foreigners. Equally, recent reforms on migration have strongly affected the fundamental right to family life and have had an impact on medical residence permits. The authorities have also taken measures affecting specific categories of foreigners such as European citizens, people staying on the grounds of work, and people who have lodged an appeal against a decision refusing or withdrawing the right of residence. These measures restrict access to various social services and, at least indirectly, threaten their right to lead a life worthy of human dignity.

---


10.7.2. Hate crimes and hate speech

In the last few years, Greece has witnessed a steep increase in incidents of racist violence, discrimination, intolerance and extremism. This can be attributed to the combination of two interlinked factors: (a) the social and political impact of the acute economic crisis that the country has been undergoing since 2008, including the significant rise in youth unemployment; and, (b) the significant number of third-country nationals, mostly asylum seekers and irregular migrants, who live under conditions of severe deprivation in the streets of Athens. However, even though the intensity and frequency of racist violence and intolerance has recently grown, reports of the National Commission for Human Rights, the Council of Europe Commission against Racism and Intolerance, as well as the FRA, have highlighted persistence, in the course of many years, of racism and intolerance phenomena and the lack of effective measures to tackle them.

Between 1 January 2012 and 30 April 2013, the Greek Ombudsman reported on the basis of NGO records and its own records: 281 incidents of hate crimes, 253 of which took place in 2012. In 47 instances, an alleged involvement of the national police, the local police and the port authorities was reported. Incidents of racist violence increased dramatically as of May 2012. While between January and April 2012 there were 7.7 reported incidents per month (31 in total), between May and December 2012 the average reported incidents of racist violence per month rose to 27.75 (222 in total). According to the Greek Ombudsman, the dramatic increase in the number of complaints of racist attacks and the escalating intensity of the violence used reflects, amongst others, the socio-political developments which allowed the right wing Golden Dawn Party to gain, for the first time in history, 6.92% of the votes and 18 seats in the Greek Parliament.

A recent FRA report examining minorities as victims of crimes, notes that the overall victimisation rate of Roma in Greece is 54% (the EU average is 32%). In addition, Roma and Albanians were victims of certain crimes multiple times more often than the majority population.

10.7.3. Equality in austerity

As noted above, there is a general impression that austerity measures, or at least those that were examined within the present study, have disproportionately affected certain

---


585 In particular, the Roma face high likelihood of having their houses burgled (29% as opposed to EU average 10%). Furthermore, 26% of Roma in Greece considered that they were victims of serious harassment, assault or threats in the examined period on a racist motive (as opposed to EU average 18%). With respect to theft, 21.1% of Roma and 6.7% of Albanians experienced theft in 2012, contrary to 3.5% of the majority population. Ibid, 15.
groups of the population. It needs to be noted that all of those groups were already considered to be disadvantaged before, and unrelated to, the crisis. However, with austerity measures put in place, their situation has worsened, at least in some aspects.

It may be seen from the outset that there are some groups that are affected more often than others. From the preceding sections, one common denominator can be identified – foreigners. Migrants, regardless of the reason for their stay in a country, or the particular status they may have, are usually easy to identify and, in the current political climate in EU Member States, they are certainly subject to discriminatory treatment. Apart from the two instances described above, foreigners have been disproportionately affected by measures introduced in relation to the enjoyment of the right to education in Cyprus, where foreign children now have less opportunity to receive support towards learning the Greek language. Furthermore, an important group of foreigners, the undocumented migrants, are being restricted access to healthcare in Cyprus, Greece and Spain. Migrants also face difficulties in accessing employment in Ireland.

Furthermore, people with disabilities have been affected significantly by austerity measures. Firstly, children with disabilities have suffered negative consequences of austerity measures in Belgium, Greece, Ireland and Portugal, where their right to inclusive education was brought into question. It is important to emphasise that the EU is bound by the CRPD which ensures inclusive education for all children. Adults with disabilities are facing additional difficulties in access to healthcare and jobs. The families of people with disabilities are being exposed by association and are, thus, in danger of suffering more consequences in the enjoyment of certain rights, notably, pensions.

Women are also more likely to be affected by negative impacts of austerity measures, as has been noted by the UN special rapporteur. The fiscal consolidation packages had impaired the functioning of the gender equality infrastructure in several Member States. In the present study, it may be noted that women have been affected more than men in accessing healthcare, being engaged in full-time employment, and in relation to the enjoyment of pension. They may also be seen as being affected disproportionately by all of the measures particularly affecting single parent families, notably, the right to housing – given that, more often than not, single parent families are headed by women.


Different age groups have also been identified to be in unequal positions. While **young people** are more concerned with the right to work and access to healthcare, the same issues are relevant also for older people. However, **older people** are almost exclusively affected by the entirety of the reforms introduced into the pension systems – even though these reforms are eventually of concern to all since most people will have to rely on that same system at a certain age. Furthermore, older people are also affected in their access to healthcare and the enjoyment of the right to work.

Probably by default, **people with low-income and at risk of poverty** are likely to be more affected by certain measures than some other groups, given that they are the group that relies most on social security.

Furthermore, some groups are characteristically in danger in certain countries, due to their specific situation. Hence, **Travellers** are only subject to disproportionate treatment in Ireland because they do not represent a significant minority in any other observed Member State. However, those in which the presence of **Roma** people is noteworthy are often subject to unjustified differential treatment.

There are other instances of differential and unequal treatment of certain other groups, although, their occurrence appears to be isolated within certain contexts, e.g. access to pension of Cypriot retired repatriates.
11. INTERNATIONAL AND EU MECHANISMS FOR MONITORING RESPECT FOR FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Monitoring mechanisms and their proper functioning are of key importance for the rule of law at national level and international level.
- The various impacts of austerity measures have been commented upon by many institutions, including the UN Independent expert on the effects of foreign debt and related international financial obligations of States on the full enjoyment of all human rights, particularly economic, social and cultural rights, the CRC and the CEDAW Committees, the CoE Committee of Ministers, the ECSR, the CoE Commissioner and the CJEU.
- In many instances, monitoring mechanisms found interferences and non-compliance of various measures, introduced within the framework of austerity, with international human rights law or EU law.

11.1. The importance of monitoring mechanisms

The rule of law is the driver of modern democracy. In fact, ‘[p]luralistic democracy and the rule of law are essential for ensuring respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms, the development of human contacts and the resolution of other issues’. The rule of law is not merely a formal legality, but justice based on the recognition and full acceptance of the supreme value of human personality and guaranteed by institutions providing a framework for its fullest expression’, and that ‘democracy is an inherent element of the rule of law’. Against this background, it is not difficult to conclude that ‘without a strong rule of law at the national level, attempts to strengthen the rule of law at the international level are significantly hampered’.

Nonetheless, international law functions differently to national law. In that regard, it is often said that States are the:

‘subjects of international law […]. But it must be understood that the state is not just a subject of international law; it is additionally both a source and an official of international law. International law regulates a small community of a few hundred members, compared to the millions that domestic law regulates. And it is horizontal law, rather than vertical law, that depends largely on treaties between states or the emergence of customs among states for the generation of new norms’.

---


In times of crisis, Member States changed their attitude towards international law, and were noted to have shifted the balance between their social responsibility towards people and fiscal responsibility towards their creditors, in favour of the latter. The application of exclusively financial solutions to the economic and social crisis could eventually lead to the collapse of internal demand and the social functioning of the State, condemning the country to years of economic recession and social unrest.

In such circumstances, it is of great importance that the monitoring mechanisms provided by various international human rights instruments function with the utmost efficiency and effectiveness in order to ensure that the guarantees from each of those instruments are duly respected.

The monitoring mechanisms herein observed are those provided through the UN treaty bodies, the ECtHR and the ECSR. However, the interventions of ‘softer’ mechanisms, such as the UN special procedures, or the CoE Commissioner, have also been reflected on.

This section therefore assesses how the international monitoring mechanisms have approached the issues of crisis, austerity and human rights in an attempt to safeguard the rule of international law.

11.2. International response on the impact of austerity measures on fundamental rights

When considering the link between austerity measures and their impact on fundamental rights, it is worth differentiating between those:

- which may directly interfere with rights e.g. through cut in pensions or by removing a previously existing social security benefit;
- which have indirect impacts through, for example, cutting the funding of monitoring bodies such as equality commissioners; reducing funding for interpretation in judicial proceedings; NGOs promoting fundamental rights;
- measures taken to address protests against austerity measures which may violate or interfere with fundamental rights, e.g. limitations on the freedom to associate. These measures, even though not austerity measures per se, are closely linked to their introduction.

Austerity measures which reduce spending for critical social welfare programmes during times of crisis can undercut human rights norms and threaten the most vulnerable members of society. Thus, from the outset, the attention of international human rights institutions was drawn to the possible negative consequences of austerity on fundamental rights.

---

The practical division of rights between civil and political on the one hand, and economic, social and cultural on the other, is particularly visible in the wake of the crisis when most discussions have focused on economic and social rights. For example, in discussing the impact of the crisis on human rights, the UN human rights mechanisms tended to focus on economic and social rights noting that, due to the crisis, there has been a decline in access to economic and social rights, such as the right to work, social welfare programmes, affordable food, housing, water and other basic necessities. Hence, even the cultural rights seemed to have been left aside.

However, with time, the impact of crisis on other rights also became visible. Thus, for example, in policy documents cultural rights have mostly been mentioned as a part of the ‘package’ with economic and social rights. It has, however, been noted that by 2010, in some crisis-affected countries, the culture budgets fell almost by half. At the same time, in other countries, even though budget spending remained the same, it became increasingly difficult to secure sponsorship from private companies. Furthermore, despite existing policies, such as the European agenda for culture, access to funding for cultural and creative industries remains difficult. Moreover, the interrelatedness of the effects of the crisis on the right to culture and other rights, for example, the right to work, have been emphasised, and their impacts assessed.

The UN Secretary General stressed the need to protect all human rights in times of crisis, while the European Parliament emphasised that beyond social and economic rights, civil and political rights were at stake during the crisis, highlighting that the ‘economic and financial crisis is a threat to human rights as a whole, including civil and political rights’.

---


Globally, many UN bodies have taken the crisis into consideration when dealing with various human rights topics. As early as May 2007, while the crisis was yet to gain momentum, the **UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights** (UN ESCR Committee) emphasised that ‘even in times of severe resource constraints, States parties [to the ICESCR] must protect the most disadvantaged and marginalised members or groups of society by adopting relatively low-cost targeted programmes’\(^\text{605}\). The Committee also noted that, in order to be able to attribute its failure to meet obligations to a lack of available resources, the State must demonstrate that every effort has been made to use all resources that are at its disposal in an effort to satisfy, as a matter of priority, those core obligations\(^\text{606}\).

In 2008, the UN convened the **Interactive Panel on the Global Financial Crisis**, during which concerns over the human cost of the crisis were voiced, emphasising that a market that socialises risk and privatises profit was no longer acceptable\(^\text{607}\). About the same time, the UN Secretary General convened a meeting of the Chief Executive Board for Coordination (CEB) – an ad hoc body which meets biannually and consists of: 29 executive heads of the UN and its Funds and Programmes; specialised UN agencies, including the World Bank and IMF; the World Trade Organisation; the International Atomic Energy Agency. The meeting was to emphasise the importance of respect to international norms concerning economic, social, environmental and human rights in times of financial crisis\(^\text{608}\).

Shortly thereafter, the **President of the UN General Assembly** (UNGA) invited selected international experts and all of the UN Member States to an Interactive Panel of the UNGA on the Global Financial Crisis, which resulted in the appointment of the Commission of Experts on Reforms of the International Monetary and Financial System\(^\text{609}\).

With the spread of the crisis globally, the threat that austerity measures posed to rights became more obvious and, thus, called for more direct intervention. Thus, in February 2009, the **UN Human Rights Council** (UNHRC) convened a special session to discuss the impact of the crisis on the universal realisation and effective enjoyment of human rights. The UNHRC called for the impacts of the crisis to be examined on the realisation and effective enjoyment of human rights\(^\text{610}\), and adopted a resolution in which it recognised that ‘economic and financial crises are global in scope and require global-concerted solutions, developed in partnership by the international community, with a view to preventing and alleviating any of their impacts on the universal realisation and effective enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms’\(^\text{611}\). The UNHRC further reminded the States that the crisis does not diminish the responsibility of national authorities and the
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international community in the realisation of human rights, and called them to, in particular, establish and preserve social safety nets for the protection of the most vulnerable segments of societies.\textsuperscript{612}

At the session, the UNHRC also requested the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) to consult UN Member States and all other relevant stakeholders on the issue, with a view to presenting a report on the impact of the crisis on the realisation of all human rights and on possible actions required to alleviate it. In the ensuing report, a range of implications that the crisis had, or could have, on the effective enjoyment of human rights was noted\textsuperscript{613}. The report called for the protection of the most vulnerable populations affected by the crisis\textsuperscript{614} and re-emphasised the need to reform the decision-making process on international economic policy\textsuperscript{615}. The report, at the same time, re-addressed the concerns of the Special Representative of the Secretary General on human rights, transnational corporations and other business enterprises that, ‘while markets can be highly efficient means for allocating scarce resources and powerful forces for promoting social objectives ranging from poverty alleviation to the rule of law, they must have adequate institutional underpinnings and be embedded in the broader values of social community’, repeating the recommendation that ‘governments must avoid erecting protectionist barriers or lowering human rights standards for businesses’\textsuperscript{616}.

In June 2009, the UNHRC Working group on the right to development discussed the impact of the crisis within the framework of the promotion and protection of all human rights, which were discussed against the backdrop of the crisis\textsuperscript{617}. Soon thereafter, a special UNHRC session resulted in the 2009 Social Forum focussing on the negative impacts of economic and financial crises on efforts to combat poverty\textsuperscript{618}. Moreover, as a response to the Working group discussions, in 2010, the UNHCHR issued a report on the impact of crisis on human rights\textsuperscript{619}.

In 2013, the OHCHR organised an expert meeting on promoting human rights in financial regulation and macroeconomic policies. The recommendations from the meeting suggested that a rights-based approach to financial regulations, macroeconomic policies, international


\textsuperscript{617} UNHRC, Promotion and protection of all human rights, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, including the right to development, Report of the working group on the right to development, UN Doc. A/HRC/12/28, July 2009, available at: http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/12session/A-HRC-12-28_E.pdf.


co-operation, as well as promoting good governance and democratic accountability, should prevail.\footnote{620}

Apart from these general interventions, the UNHRC, while underpinning that in times of financial crisis, social security guarantees are often undermined by austerity measures, noted that, in many countries, women have been disproportionately affected by its impact.\footnote{621} The **UN Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women** requested States to ensure the incorporation of a gender perspective in the development and implementation of any programme or stimulus package implemented as a response to the world financial and economic crisis.\footnote{622} The **Committee on the Rights of the Child**, on the other hand, reminded States that, in times of fiscal constraint, efforts must be made to sustain and expand social investment and social protection of those in the most vulnerable situations, and to employ an equitable approach, giving priority to children.\footnote{623} Similarly, the **Committee on the Economic, Social and Cultural Rights** expressed its concern that the levels of effective protection for rights have been reduced as a result of austerity measures adopted by States, which disproportionately curtailed the enjoyment of the rights by disadvantaged and marginalised individuals and groups, especially the poor, women, children, persons with disabilities, unemployed adults and young persons, older persons, gypsies, migrants and asylum seekers.\footnote{624}

Treaty bodies have made similar interventions. **Special UN procedures** such as the Special Rapporteurs on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health,\footnote{625} on slavery,\footnote{626} on the sale of children, prostitution and child pornography,\footnote{627} as well as the Working Group on the issue of discrimination against women in law and in practice,\footnote{628} and the UN independent expert on foreign debt and human rights,\footnote{629} to name just a few, have published reports, comments or given statements reflecting on the human rights impact of the crisis.\footnote{630}


\footnote{622} UN CEDAW Committee, Concluding observations on Spain, UN Doc CEDAW/C/ESP/CO/6, August 2009, §23-24, available at: http://docstore.ohchr.org/SelfServices/FilesHandler.ashx?enc=6QkG1d%2fFPPR/CAqNhKh7vshmswySHDQuNBD%2bTWAiG8TigfM%2FjcfFE6A8QFDaexN%2bOWOiq2bUefxeX2h2x6ab9LPlO08I8Nw0lZB2XbXhj9tWms49kEz9AIjkpAxQ5LtTw69x.


Furthermore, numerous other global actors have had their say on the impact of crisis on internationally recognised fundamental rights. Thus, the International Labour Organisation (ILO) reacted to the impact of the crisis on various areas of work conditions, e.g. in the civil aviation industry immediately after the outbreak of the crisis, and also looked into the impact of the crisis on the right to decent work in general. The ILO also looked into the consequences of the crisis on particular groups of workers, such as migrant workers. The ILO has, more recently, launched a number of new projects in response to the crisis in the area of employment, making particular emphasis on the necessity to underline the importance of social protection rights, such as the right to pension and right to healthcare, as sound economic policy.

Moreover, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has been monitoring development in crisis-affected countries, noting that the central purpose of economic policies is to improve people’s lives, and finding that average life satisfaction declined, with the citizens in crisis-affected countries losing trust in their Governments and institutions.

The Group of Twenty (G20), comprised of 19 countries plus the EU, which emerged as a response to a different crisis, i.e. in Asia at the end of the millennium, grew stronger and more influential in the wake of the 2008 global crisis. Assigning additional resources to the IMF and the multilateral development banks to cope with the demands arising from the crisis, they have played a key role in rebuilding confidence in the global financial system during the worst crisis in 80 years.

The international civil society movements have also been prompt to respond to the challenges of tackling the impact of crisis and the response thereto to international fundamental rights. They took an active part in the work of the UN initiatives for the evaluation of the impacts of the crisis on fundamental rights, and conducted independent research in an attempt to assess the impacts.

Thus, in 2009, a leading global umbrella organisation called for a reform of decision-making processes on economic policy, banking, financial sector regulation and human rights-

---

oriented economic measures. In 2010, a group of organisations prepared a report which was submitted to the high-level Segment of the UNHRC 13th session on the global economic and financial crisis, which aimed to inform the Report of the OHCHR on the impacts of the crisis. Furthermore, many other organisations reflected on the impacts of the crisis on various rights, calling for a human rights approach.

11.3. European response to the impact of austerity measures on fundamental rights

At European level, the Council of Europe (CoE), as the continent’s main guardian of human rights, quickly reacted on the risk the crisis was posing to the protection of fundamental rights. In January 2009, the Parliamentary Assembly of the CoE (PACE) passed a few resolutions warning about the consequences of the financial crisis, its challenges, its social impact and the danger it presents for democracy and social rights. PACE also reflected on the disproportionality of the impact of the crisis on the young, describing it as nothing less than a tragedy in the making.

The CoE Committee of Ministers (CoM) considered that ‘the current economic and financial crisis affects people unequally, with the greatest effects being felt by the weakest and the least protected’, and recommending to ‘combat the causes of inequalities, poverty, precariousness and discrimination by placing greater emphasis on human rights’.

The CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, Thomas Hammarberg, and since April 2012 Nils Mužnieks (CoE Commissioner), have both been very involved and eloquent in observing the impact of austerity measures on human rights. Having visited Ireland in 2011, the CoE Commissioner warned about the danger that budget cuts could be detrimental for the protection of human rights, in particular regarding vulnerable groups:
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people with disabilities, elderly, children, migrants and asylum-seekers\textsuperscript{650}. The CoE Commissioner expressed similar concerns after country visits to Spain\textsuperscript{651}, Portugal\textsuperscript{652} and the Netherlands\textsuperscript{653}.

In particular, the CoE Commissioner organised an expert brainstorming session, where the effects of the crisis were discussed\textsuperscript{654}. The outcome of the brainstorming session was a report which ultimately examined the effects of the crisis on, inter alia, the right to work, the right to education, the right to healthcare, the right to access to justice and freedom of expression\textsuperscript{655}. The CoE Commissioner also warned about the adverse effect of austerity measures which may have disproportionate consequences on young people\textsuperscript{656}, people with disabilities, Roma\textsuperscript{657} and women\textsuperscript{658}.

The CoE\textit{European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice} (CEPEJ) has paid particular attention to evaluating the efficiency and quality of justice against the background of the crisis in its reports. In its most recent report on the efficiency and quality of justice, the CEPEJ states that justice 'doesn’t know the crisis', however, it also noted that this may not be said for Portugal, Spain and Greece\textsuperscript{659}.

The European Committee against Racial Intolerance (ECRI) has reflected on the impact of the crisis on a number of rights, including access to welfare and housing for asylum-seekers\textsuperscript{660}, facilitating access to education for Roma children and the functioning of national equality bodies\textsuperscript{661}.

Recently, the Council of Europe joined businesses in the discussion on austerity measures and their impacts on human rights, with the participation of the European Committee of Social Rights (ECSR). It was concluded that, the worst performing States in protecting human rights, are not necessarily those that commit most violations, but those that make the least effort to pursue commitments\textsuperscript{662}.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{650} CoE Commissioner, Report following his visit to Ireland, CommDH(2011)27.
\item \textsuperscript{655} CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, Safeguarding human rights in times of economic crisis, issue paper, December 2013, available at: https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=2130915.
\item \textsuperscript{657} CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, Safeguarding human rights in times of economic crisis, issue paper, December 2013, p. 45., available at: https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=2130915.
\end{itemize}
Apart from joining the dialogue with businesses, the ECSR published numerous country reports and was called on several occasions to evaluate the impacts on human rights of measures imposed in a number of States, including Greece\textsuperscript{663}.

The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has also dealt with a few cases resulting from certain austerity measures. In \textit{Nagla v. Latvia}, the ECtHR discussed the authority of the State to intervene in the freedom of expression of journalists reporting on the effects of austerity measures, finding a violation of the right to freedom of expression where the journalist’s home was searched in an attempt to confirm the identity of her source\textsuperscript{664}. In the case of \textit{R. Sz. v. Hungary} the ECtHR examined the entitlement of the State to apply a 98% tax rate on the severance pay of a public employee. The ECtHR found that imposing such a tax rate represented an excessive burden, in particular, since it only applied to payments from the public purse. It concluded that, even though the ‘the impugned measure served the interest of the State budget at a time of economic hardship [...] the majority of citizens were not obliged to contribute, to a comparable extent, to the public burden’ and thus, the ‘measure cannot be held to be reasonably proportionate to the aim sought to be realised\textsuperscript{665}’.

The ECtHR has also recognised the difficulties with which the States have to cope with increasing influxes of migrants and asylum seekers, in the context of the economic crisis\textsuperscript{666}. In addition, the ECtHR considered that the reduction in salary of more than 22% did not constitute a violation of the right to property, reiterating that as long as the States remained within the ‘bounds of its margin of appreciation, it is not for the Court to say whether the legislation represented the best solution for dealing with the problem or whether the legislature’s discretion should have been exercised in another way\textsuperscript{667}’.

The EU has had a leading role in the resolution of the crisis and has had a broad response to the impact of crisis on the rights of the European citizens. The concern about the impact of the crisis was voiced across the EU bodies.

The European Parliament continues to play an important role in the promotion and protection of fundamental rights and, in particular, with respect to the impacts of economic crisis on those rights.

In 2009, the Parliament requested a study to explore the reform of international aid in the wake of the global crisis, and its impact on developing countries\textsuperscript{668}. This was in response to the developments of the crisis, early after its outbreak, and before it hit the EU Member States fully. It also adopted two resolutions on the effects of the global economic crisis on


developing countries\textsuperscript{669}, in which it called on the Commission to actively promote social and environmental responsibility in order to permit effective monitoring of the human rights impact of operations in those countries. Whilst expressing concern regarding the impact of the crisis in developing countries the Parliament had also emphasised the need for further research of the financial and economic crisis on the EU\textsuperscript{670}. The Parliament called on the Commission, the Council and the Member States to ‘fully assume their responsibilities in relation to the proper and full application of the EU’s mandate and competences with regard to fundamental rights [...] believing] that this is the only way to ensure that the European Union equips itself [...] to deal with the democracy, rule of law and fundamental rights crisis’, in the context of the economic crisis which challenges the principle of solidarity, as an essential component of the EU’s history and identity\textsuperscript{671}. The Parliament paid particular attention to the disproportionate impact of the crisis on certain groups of citizens\textsuperscript{672}.

The \textbf{Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE) Committee} of the European Parliament is concerned with the respect of fundamental rights within the EU. The LIBE Committee recognised that the EU was not only going through a period of economic and financial crisis, but also a democratic and constitutional crisis, emphasising that ‘these tensions have highlighted the lack of appropriate instruments to cope with this crisis, as well as the lack of political will and the difficulties in applying the monitoring, evaluation and sanctioning mechanisms\textsuperscript{673}’. Furthermore, the LIBE Committee has continuously been open to exchanging views with stakeholders and has, to that effect, held hearings on various topics related to fundamental rights\textsuperscript{674}.

Furthermore, the European Parliament responds to a continuous stream of individual petitions on the issue, while the mainstreaming of human rights constantly figures in EU priorities and the actions of its agencies. The \textbf{Petitions (PETI) Committee} has, by virtue of its mandate, necessarily dealt with a number of citizens petitions related to the impact of the crisis on their fundamental rights. For example, some petitioners expressed concern and requested the Parliament to intervene in access to vaccinations for children\textsuperscript{675}, while some others voiced concern around the closure of healthcare facilities and the laying-off of...
healthcare professionals. Concerns were also expressed in relation to the general financial and budgetary situation in Member States affected by the crisis and the impact of austerity measures on the situation in the labour market. In light of such petitions, in September 2013, the PETI Committee organised a public hearing on the impact of the economic crisis on EU citizens.

The Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) Committee has also been active and most recently reiterated that, while pursuing economic and financial stability, Member States must not undermine social stability, the European social model, and the social rights of EU citizens. Parliament also re-emphasised that EU institutions are bound by EU law, and that they are obliged to act in accordance with fundamental rights, which, pursuant to Article 51 of the EU Charter, apply at all times. The Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality (FEMM Committee) most recently discussed the disproportionate impact of the crisis on women – having held a public hearing, proposed a report, and suggested that the consequences of the crisis were disastrous for women.

With respect to European Commission initiatives, it is noted that, in 2010, it adopted its Strategy for the effective implementation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights by the European Union, announcing that the Commission would submit annual reports on the concrete steps undertaken for the effective implementation of the Charter. In 2011, the Commission adopted an Operational Guidance on taking account of Fundamental Rights in Commission Impact Assessments, while in 2012, the Council adopted the Strategic Framework on Human Rights and Democracy and an Action Plan. Moreover, more recently within the EU Commission, a new post was introduced, that of the First Vice-President of Better Regulation, Inter-Institutional Relations, the Rule of Law and Charter of

676 Petition no. 1101/2014, by G.B. (German), bearing 1,477 signatures, on the closing down of 350 polyclinics in Greece.
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Furthermore, various EU bodies communicate with each other and with stakeholders, in an effort to ensure coordinated action to ensure the enjoyment of fundamental rights across Member States and beyond. Hence, in November 2013, the LIBE Committee organised a public hearing on the situation of fundamental rights in the EU, also involving civil society\footnote{See e.g. LIBE Committee Public Hearing on ‘The Situation of Fundamental Rights in the European Union: how to strengthen fundamental rights, democracy and the rule of law in the EU’, Amnesty International speech, November 2013, available at: http://www.amnesty.eu/content/assets/Doc2013/AI_LIBE_Speech_051113_Written_version_FINAL.pdf.}. In close co-operation with the LIBE and the \textbf{Committee of Legal Affairs} (JURI), in 2012, FRA organised a conference where senior decision-makers, practitioners and experts, came together to examine existing policies and to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of different judicial systems in an attempt to identify how the crisis can be turned into an opportunity\footnote{FRA, ‘The crisis is a time to boost access to justice’, December 2012, available at: http://fra.europa.eu/en/press-release/2012/crisis-time-boost-access-justice.}. European civil society was also responsive to the correlation between the crisis and respect for human rights. The \textbf{European Trade Union Confederation} (ETUC) singled-out the economic and social crisis as one of the key issues\footnote{See e.g. ETUC, ‘Economic and social crisis’, available at: http://www.etuc.org/issue/economic-and-social-crisis.} and broadly published on the impact of the crisis on workers’ rights\footnote{ETUC, ‘Towards a New Social Deal in Europe’, 2009, available at: http://www.etuc.org/sites/default/files/EN-A-new-path-for-europe_3.pdf.}. The ETUC’s \textbf{European Trade Union Institute} (ETUI) also focused on the impact of austerity measures on fundamental rights. The ETUI examined the crisis in general, analysing the causes of crisis and possible exit strategies\footnote{Kapoor S., ‘The financial crisis, causes & cures’, ETUI, 2010, available at: http://www.etui.org/content/download/2013/22532/file/Financial+Crisis+++causes++and+++cures++www.pdf.} in the light of European enlargement\footnote{Zahn R., ‘European enlargement and the economic crisis: impact and lasting effects’, ETUI, working paper, 2013, available at: http://www.etui.org/content/download/7773/73765/file/13+WP+2013+01+EN+Web+version.pdf.} and the conclusion of the MoUs\footnote{For a full list of issues covered under the economic and social crisis portfolio of ETUC, see ETUC, ‘Economic and Social Crisis’, available at: http://www.etui.org/content/download/7773/73765/file/13+WP+2013+01+EN+Web+version.pdf.}. It also inspected
the impact of the crisis on particular issues, including healthcare reforms, inequality and poverty in times of crisis, and working hours. Similarly, the European Public Health Alliance (EPHA) focused on austerity in healthcare.

Some were looking into the particular effects of austerity on certain groups of people, thus the European Women’s Lobby looked into the correlation between austerity and gender equality, while the European Foundation Centre (EFC) studied the impact of austerity on the rights of people with disabilities.

In addition, some interinstitutional networks, such as Equinet and the European Judicial Training Network (EJTN) also observed the impact of the crisis on the functioning of national human rights institutions and the development of European case-law.

It is important to note that the European Parliament, the Commission and other EU bodies, showed great interest in the initiatives of civil society and interinstitutional networks, and have taken part in discussions which followed many of their initiatives.

11.4. Response of monitoring mechanisms to the rights observed

11.4.1. Right to education

The right to education is guaranteed by several legal instruments at EU and international levels. In the EU Charter on Fundamental Rights, Article 14 guarantees the right to education, including compulsory education.

The right is, either in its abstract entirety, or certain particular aspects of it, also guaranteed by the: UDHR; ICCPR; ICESCR; ECHR; ESC; RESC; CRC; CRPD. Furthermore, several UNESCO instruments deal with the right to education – starting with the 1960 CADE.

The right to education in the context of austerity measures has been observed by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (the CRC Committee), the UN Independent Expert on

---

703 Thus, in July 2014 the EJTN organised a Seminar on Human Rights for EU Judicial Trainers, where the contribution of the ECHR to the poverty issue in times of crisis was discussed.
the effects of foreign debt and other related international financial obligations of Member States on the full enjoyment of all human rights, particularly economic, social and cultural rights, Cephas Lumina, and the ECSR.

In 2010, the CRC Committee expressed concern about the significant inequality in the enjoyment of the right to education among children in Belgium, and particularly, on the impact of socio-economic status on the education opportunities accessible to children and their school performance. The Committee noted with particular concern that, the school fees imposed, in spite of the constitutional guarantee of free education, greatly contributed to discrimination in access to education, and urged Belgium to take the necessary measures to abolish school fees in accordance with its Constitution.

The UN Independent Expert on the effects of foreign debt and other related international financial obligations of States on the full enjoyment of all human rights, particularly economic, social and cultural rights. Cephas Lumina, visited Greece in April 2013. His mission report to the UN Human Rights Council presented an overview of the situation in the country since 2010, focusing on key fundamental rights, including the right to education. The Independent Expert indicated that austerity measures ‘have pushed the economy into recession and generally undermined the enjoyment of human rights, particularly economic, social and cultural rights’. Lumina underlined that access to public services, e.g. healthcare and education, had been subordinated to the increasingly elusive goal of restoring a sustainable public budget, while unemployment, homelessness, poverty and social exclusion significantly increased as a result of the measures. He concluded that ‘the impact has been particularly severe on the most vulnerable: the poor, older persons, pensioners, persons with disabilities, women, children and immigrants’. In his end of mission statement he ‘called upon the Government and the Troika to adopt a human rights-based approach to the design and implementation of the fiscal consolidation and reform policies in Greece to ensure that these policies are consistent with the obligations for the promotion of economic, social and cultural rights that the country has assumed through ratification of core international human rights instruments’.

The ECSR observed the enjoyment of the right to education in Ireland, however, unrelated to austerity measures imposed in the country.
11.4.2. Right to healthcare

As mentioned in section 11.2 the UN Independent Expert on the effects of foreign debt visited Greece in April 2013. His mission report\(^ {709} \) underlined that access to public services, e.g. healthcare and education, had been subordinated to the increasingly elusive goal of restoring a sustainable public budget, while unemployment, homelessness, poverty and social exclusion significantly increased as a result of the measures.

In the periodic review of Greek performance in respect of the CRC\(^ {710} \), the CRC Committee noted that 'the recession and the current financial and economic crisis are taking their toll on families and on public social investment, including on the prospects of implementing the Convention, especially with regard to Article 4'. It was stated that, in similar times, efforts in the field of social protection should increase, with priority being given to the most vulnerable, e.g. children. The Committee underlined the negative effects that the crisis has on public spending, ‘affecting services provided to children and on subsistence costs incurred by families for basic needs such as food, fuel and housing, including increasing demands on payments for public services such as health care’. According to the CRC, the national budget and the budget process in Greece ‘do not allow for a clear understanding and identification of financial resources allocated for the implementation of the rights of children’.

In the issue paper on Safeguarding Human Rights in Times of Economic Crisis, the CoE Commissioner noted, inter alia, that health-related spending cuts, e.g. the goal of a maximum 6% of GDP set for public spending on health in Greece, have affected the right to enjoy the highest attainable standard of health\(^ {711} \).

In relation to the long waiting lists for treatment, which have since 2002 been on the agenda of the ECSR regarding Italy, in 2010, the ESCR found that ‘the waiting time exceeds a medically acceptable period, having regard to the patient’s condition and clinical needs’\(^ {712} \). The ECSR, thus, found that Italy was not in conformity with the requirements of Article 11(1) of the RESC.

11.4.3. Right to work

The UN CESCR expressed concerns in relation to unemployment among persons aged 55–64, women, persons with disabilities, and non-EU migrants in Belgium\(^ {713} \).

The ILO, as the main international body dealing with workers’ rights, has inevitably had a say about the impact of austerity measures on the right to work. The ILO’s Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR) issued


numerous\textsuperscript{714} observations concerning the application of several ILO Conventions, many of which concerned the impact of austerity measures on the right to work. Hence, in relation to the implementation of the Convention on Protection of Wages No. 95, the CEACR expressed a ‘deep concern about the marked intensification of infringements of the labour legislation concerning the regular payment of wages’ resulting from the deepening economic and social crisis which impacts heavily on the business climate, as well as about the cumulative effect that the considerable wage cuts in the public sector have had on workers’ income levels and living standards, and on compliance with labour standards related to wage protection\textsuperscript{715}. They also found, in relation to the implementation of the Convention on Social Security (Minimum Standards), No. 102, that the ‘the continuing contraction of the economy, employment and public finances caused by the policy of continuous austerity threatens the viability of the national social security system and has resulted in the increased impoverishment of the population, which seriously undermines the application of all accepted Parts of the Convention\textsuperscript{716}’.

The ECSR found that restricting access of foreigners to public services is not in conformity with Article 1(2) of the RESC, finding non-conformity with the prohibition of discrimination in employment\textsuperscript{717}. The ECSR also found that notice periods of 28 and 56 days for workers with more than three and more than ten years of service, respectively, was not in conformity with the requirements of Article 4(4) of the RESC\textsuperscript{718}, as was the notice period of 15 days of notice for persons with over six months service\textsuperscript{719}. Also, the exclusion of employees from protection against dismissal during the probationary period, as well as failure to provide such protection to those who have reached the normal retirement age, was in violation of Article 24 of ESC\textsuperscript{720}.

The ECSR also found that setting a minimum wage below the poverty level for all workers under the age of 25, in Greece, interferes with their right to a remuneration excluding of employees from protection against dismissal during the probationary period, which seriously undermines the application of all accepted Parts of the Convention\textsuperscript{716}.

\textsuperscript{714} An advanced search on NORMLEX for the period between 2008 and 2014 showed that CEACR issued 52 Observations concerning Greece. Listing of the search results can be found here: \url{http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO:13100:P11110_COUNTRY_NAME,P11110_COMMENT_YEAR:3085303,102658,Greece,2012}.


\textsuperscript{718} ECSR, ‘Conclusions 2010 (BELGIUM), Articles 2, 4, 5, 6, 21, 22, 26 and 29 of the Revised Charter’, December 2010, available at: \url{http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/socialcharter/conclusions/State/Belgium2010_en.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{719} ECSR Conclusions 2010 – Portugal – Article 4-4, 2010/def/PRT/.


forms of employment. Moreover, it also assessed that, by excluding minors from sickness allowances and the reimbursement of prescription charges, and by setting occupational accident coverage at a rate of 1%, the legislation ‘has the practical effect of establishing a distinct category of workers who are effectively excluded from the general range of protection offered by the social security system at large, and that this represents a deterioration of the social security scheme’, in violation of Article 12(3) of the Charter.

The ECSR also found that job placement through public employment services in Spain was not satisfactory and that, not allowing domestic workers time for breastfeeding was not in conformity with Article 8(3) of the ESC. The failure to provide equal treatment for migrants and nationals in self-employment was in contravention of Article 19(10), while permitting working hours in excess of 60 hours a week was in violation of Article 2(1) of the ESC.

In the case of Torralbo Marcos, in reference to the judicial fees and deposits required for lodging appeals in employment law cases, concerning the interpretation of Article 47 of the TFEU, the CJEU ruled that it did not have jurisdiction to answer the questions referred for a preliminary ruling by the Juzgado de la Social No 2 de Terrassa (Spain).

11.4.4. Right to a pension

Right to pension was also subject to ECSR’s scrutiny. Five collective complaints were submitted to the Committee, contesting the provisions of Greek legislation which introduced, inter alia, cuts in pensions (primary and auxiliary), cuts in bonuses, the imposition of a social solidarity contribution deducted from pensions, and measures to reduce pensions in cases of parallel occupation. The ECSR noted that the obligations in Greece, undertaken within the framework of its economic adjustment, did not exclude national austerity measures from the scope of the ESC. Not all contested measures were found incompatible with the ESC, i.e. restrictions of seasonable bonuses and restrictions on pension rights over a certain level of pensions and under a certain age. However, the ECSR ascertained that the cumulative effect of the measures introduced since 2010 was ‘bound to bring a significant degradation of the standard of living and the living conditions of many of the pensioners concerned’. Despite the compelling need to adopt measures quickly, the Government breached Article 12(3) of the ESC, because it should have better examined the potential impacts on vulnerable groups and taken appropriate measures to preserve, at least, an adequate level of protection. According to the ECSR’s assessment, the legitimate expectation of pensioners that adjustments to their social security entitlements would be implemented considering their vulnerability, settled financial outlooks, and their right to adequate social protection and social security, was disregarded.

The ECSR also held that the requirement of residence for non-contributory old age pensions might be excessive and, hence, be in contravention of the requirements of Article 28.

---

724 ECSR, Conclusions XIX-4-Spain–Article, XIX-4/def/ESP/, 2011.
725 ECSR, Conclusions XIX-3-Spain–Article, XIX-3/def/ESP/, 2010.
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12(1) of the ESC. Both contributory and non-contributory pensions must be adequate, or else, the Member State may be found to be in breach of the provisions of Articles 23 of the RESC\(^{228}\) and 4 of the Additional Protocol to the ESC\(^{229}\).

The **CJEU** ruled in favour of workers in a case involving the loss of their pensions when the company collapsed. The **CJEU** ruled that offering retirees half of what they had been promised under a defined benefit scheme does not amount to protection by the Member State. The **CJEU** ruled that the economic situation of Ireland does not constitute an exceptional situation to justify a lower level of protection of the interests of employees regarding their entitlement to old-age benefits under a supplementary occupational pension scheme\(^{230}\). However, when asked to decide on the abolition of seasonal pension bonuses, the General Court dismissed the action, asserting that the Council’s decisions were not of direct concern to the applicants, and therefore did not meet the requirements of Article 263 TFEU on *locus standi*\(^{231}\).

Regarding monitoring at supranational level, it is worth mentioning the decision of the **ECtHR** in the case *Conceição Mateus and Santos Januário v. Portugal*\(^{732}\). The case concerned the compatibility of the suspension of Christmas and holiday pay of pensioners (that took place in 2012) with the ECHR. The ECtHR found that the legislator remained within the limits of its margin of appreciation, as previous measures involving remuneratory reductions contained in the State Budget Act for 2011 had proved to be insufficient. Hence, the ECtHR considered that it is not for them to decide whether better alternative measures could have been envisaged in order to reduce the State budget deficit. In the light of the exceptional economic and financial crisis faced by Portugal at the time, and given the limited extent and the temporary effect of the reduction of their holiday and Christmas subsidies (only valid for one year, because they were established in a State Budget Law), the Court considered that the applicants did not bear a disproportionate and excessive burden and found the applications inadmissible.

### 11.4.5. Other rights

#### Vulnerable groups

The **UN Independent Expert** on the effects of foreign debt concluded that the impact of austerity measures in Greece has been particularly severe on the most vulnerable: the poor, older persons, pensioners, persons with disabilities, women, children and immigrants\(^{733}\).

The **CEDAW Committee**\(^{734}\) noted, in relation to the Greek MoU, that the policies designed in cooperation with the EU institutions and the IMF have detrimental effects on women in

---

\(^{228}\) 2009/def/ITA

\(^{229}\) XIX-2/def/ESP (2009)


\(^{234}\) CEDAW/C/GRC/CO/7, Concluding observations on the seventh periodic report of Greece adopted by the Committee at its fifty fourth session (11 February – 1 March 2013), UN Doc. CEDAW/C/GRC/CO/7, March 2013, available at:
all spheres of life, and reminded that, even in times of fiscal constraints and economic crisis, special efforts must be made to respect human rights, to sustain and expand social investment and social protection, and to employ a gender-sensitive approach – giving priority to women in vulnerable situations. CEDAW recommended that Greece seeks targeted assistance and support from the EU and IMF to ensure full implementation of the Convention. The Committee also noted that specific measures in the area of employment seem to have a greater impact on women, e.g. the new public service statute that introduced wage cuts up to 50% could further increase the wage gap between sexes, the reduction of pensions for widows, and the measures protecting working mothers, had resulted in many cases, to them being offered part-time and rotation work with reduced levels of pay. It also observed significant interruptions in the functioning of nurseries and child-care facilities.

The CoE Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT)\textsuperscript{735} recognised that Greece’s ability to deal with the increased influx of irregular immigrants is compounded by the current economic crisis.

Rights at work

The UN CESCR\textsuperscript{736} reminded Belgium of its obligation to guarantee the exercise of the right to strike in law, and in practice, and in full compliance with the Covenant. The Committee also requested Belgium to strengthen and continue its action to combat youth unemployment effectively, including for the least qualified, and to reinforce the impact of its specific plans and policies to reduce unemployment among non-EU migrants. The CEACR reiterated that the foundation of collective bargaining in Greece was jeopardised.

Right to housing

In their concluding observations concerning the fourth periodic report of Belgium in 2013\textsuperscript{737} the UN CESCR recommended, among other things, to put in place stronger measures to promote access, without discrimination, to adequate housing for low-income persons, marginalised and underprivileged population sectors, and persons of foreign origin. To the same end, they should also: pursue the policy of construction of social housing launched in various regions; promote access to such housing for these population groups; enact legislation to protect individuals from forced evictions, in-line with international standards, including the obligation to ensure that no person is rendered homeless or vulnerable to the violation of other human rights as a result of eviction.

The CJEU has had several rulings on the Spanish foreclosure cases. Thus, on the issue of the Spanish mortgage legislation\textsuperscript{738}, the CJEU has estimated that the debtor had been disadvantaged against the bank with regard to the system of appeals against judicial
decisions\(^{739}\). In the anticipation of the new CJEU ruling, the Government already adopted measures in bankruptcy matters. This latest legislative intervention grants legal remedy to debtors in foreclosure proceedings, as they may now oppose the process and require the Provincial Court to review if unfair terms are included in the mortgage contract – which may have contributed to the unpaid dues.

The CJEU further ruled on the issue of unfair terms in consumer contracts\(^{740}\) with regard to a case of objection to the enforcement of a mortgage against one of the parties’ homes (the other party being the bank with which the mortgage was contracted, and that these articles must be interpreted as precluding a system of enforcement. Thus, mortgage enforcement proceedings may not be stayed by the court of first instance. However, in its final decision, the court of first instance may, at most, award compensation in respect of the damage suffered by the consumer. The debtor, against whom the mortgage enforcement proceedings are brought, may not appeal against a decision dismissing his objection to that enforcement, whereas the creditor seeking enforcement may bring an appeal against a decision terminating the proceedings, or ordering an unfair term not to be applied. The CJEU also found that Spanish legislation was contrary to Directive 93/13/EEC\(^{741}\) on unfair terms in consumer contracts, as it does not allow that those affected by a foreclosure proceeding can object to the court’s decision. In its ruling, the CJEU granted power to judges to stop evictions, based on these grounds.

---


12. PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING THE RESPECT OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IN TIMES OF ECONOMIC CRISIS

- General recommendations are aimed at ensuring that spending cuts are based on detailed evaluation of effectiveness, efficiency, relevance and added value of public expenditure, while the European Parliament is invited to continue insisting on the establishment of clear, transparent and binding rules of procedure for the interaction between the institutions within the Troika.

- In the field of the right to education, quality of education needs to be ensured. Particular attention should be paid to the education of children in vulnerable situations, while measures must not interfere with equal access to education by all children. Inclusive education needs to be ensured without exception. The European Parliament may continue supporting social aspects of education, providing that Troika actions are weighed against goals of the European Semester.

- The right to healthcare needs to be ensured in view of the pledge towards universal health coverage. Healthcare needs to be available, accessible, acceptable and of a good quality. Reforms need not only be quantitative, but qualitative, while health protection of vulnerable groups needs to be particularly safeguarded. The European Parliament is invited to continue dialogue with the European Commission on the issue of universal health coverage, and to support initiatives, such as Horizon 2020, towards this goal.

- With respect to the right to work, attention should be paid to making flexicurity more labour-friendly, ensuring that minimum wages are adequate and liveable, and that interventions into the right to work are co-ordinated with measures in the field of education. It is recommended that the European Parliament ensure systematic observance of social dialogue and encourage investment in human capital.

- Regarding the right to a pension, it needs to be ensured that the standard of living of pensioners is maintained and that there is legal certainty on pension entitlements. Pensioners should not be obstructed from remaining active in the workforce. The European Parliament should ensure the promotion of active ageing, e.g. by enabling people of retirement age to remain economically active.

- Access to justice needs to be affordable. Legal aid and judicial reforms need to ensure adequate and effective access to justice for all. The European Parliament needs to ensure that the requirements of the rule of law are put into place through proper access to justice, and to to continue its legislative work on the Commission's proposal on provisional legal aid.

- Freedom of expression should not be unnecessarily limited, and freedom of assembly needs to be guaranteed without the unnecessary and disproportionate use of force. The European Parliament needs to keep reminding Member States about their international obligations towards ensuring these freedoms.

- The ECtHR needs to be ratified by the EU, while all international human rights instruments need to be complied with when adopting austerity measures. National protection mechanisms need to be empowered to deal with fundamental rights violations at national level. The European Parliament needs to ensure supervision over Troika performance, while the EU Ombudsman may also play an important role in the evaluation of EU participation in the Troika.
The analysis conducted for the purpose of the present study, and the input collected from stakeholders interviewed, both at the Member State and the EU levels, enable a few preliminary proposals to be put forward. These proposals could help improve the enjoyment of the fundamental rights covered by this study in the Member States observed, as well as at the EU level in general. These preliminary proposals could be further developed through more in-depth research, analysis and ex ante impact assessment.

Against this background, the following recommendations may be made, applicable either to the EU itself or to the Member States, depending on the situation and their respective competencies.

12.1. General recommendations

From the research undertaken in the course of this study, it rarely appeared that the spending cuts introduced during the crisis were specifically targeted at the wasteful uses of public resources. Rather, it seems that many of the imposed measures were horizontal, indiscriminate cuts across the policy areas they targeted, in order to meet financial savings that were determined in advance. For example, in Greece, in order to meet the goal of reducing the number of public employees by a certain number, the entire structure of the national broadcaster was abolished. Spending cuts should not be horizontal – they should be based on detailed evaluation of the effectiveness, efficiency, relevance and added value of public expenditure, and should include a public consultation.

While the alleged urgency of reducing public spending during the peak of the crisis may justify such harsh measures, the use of public resources should undergo more systematic evaluation that should include an opportunity for stakeholders and the public to transparently contribute to the process. In particular, the Troika involvement, or rather, the EU, as well as the IMF, involvement within the Troika, turned out to be questionable at national level on a number of occasions, and has also been brought into question by the European Parliament. Hence, reforms imposed by the Troika have been examined and then abolished, by constitutional safeguard mechanisms, for example, in Portugal. The international monitoring mechanisms have also expressed concerns, or found violations of

742 In a similar vein, the SOLIDAR Social Progress Watch show that cuts were made in sectors relevant for human development and undermined job security, welfare benefits and social protection. Available at: http://www.solidar.org/Social-Progress-Watch-Initiative.html.

743 Hence the Parliament questioned ‘the dual role of the Commission in the Troika as both an agent of Member States and an EU institution’ asserting that there was a ‘potential conflict of interest within the Commission [...] especially in policy areas such as competition and state aid policy and social cohesion’ pointing out that ‘such a situation contrast with the Commission’s normal role, which is to act as an independent principal protecting the EU interest and ensuring the implementation of EU rules within the limits established by the Treaties.’ European Parliament, Report on the enquiry on the role and operations of the Troika (ECB, Commission and IMF) with regard to the euro area programme countries, (2013/2277(INI)), 28 February 2014, available at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+REPORT+A7-2014-0149+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN.

744 Hence, while considering the Portuguese State Budget Law for 2013, the Portuguese Constitutional Court established the existence of a guarantee of a ‘right to a minimum level of subsistence’ and found that this was not put in place by the state when adopting the budget reductions in sickness and unemployment benefits. Constitutional Court of Portugal, Ruling No.187/13, 5 April 2013, as per CoE Commissioner, ‘Safeguarding human rights in times of economic crisis’, issue paper, December 2013, p. 29, and sources cited therein, available at: https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=2130915.
fundamental rights guarantees contained in instruments such as ILO Conventions and ESC.

Bearing these considerations in mind, the following general recommendations could be followed throughout any action of the European Parliament, other EU institutions and the Member States.

- It is often noted that measures are undertaken just for the sake of savings, without assessing their possible impact on the rights of individuals. The EU institutions involved in the process of introducing austerity measures should make sure that drawing on the Horizontal Social Clause of the Treaty, an *ex-ante impact assessment* of all intended measures is performed to evaluate the level of enjoyment of fundamental rights by all, against the measures intended. Stakeholder organisations should be empowered to engage in setting priorities for (social) investment that would benefit socio-economically vulnerable people, as well as to indicate the impact of measures on fundamental rights in any such ex-ante impact assessment.

- In principle, austerity measures should not only serve as a tool of temporary fiscal consolidation or reducing national deficits to the pre-crisis levels, but rather a *means to address structural weaknesses* brought to the crisis in the first place.

- There is a need to evaluate whether formal documents were *clearly communicated to and considered in due time* by the national parliaments and the European Parliament, and adequately discussed with the social partners. Such practices may have negative impacts, as they keep 'information behind closed doors on citizens’ rights [and] on the stability of political situations in the countries concerned', bringing into question 'the trust of citizens in democracy and the European project'. In order to maintain democratic legitimacy of the measures introduced, continuation of such practices should be avoided at all costs. Whenever a measure is imposed in a particular protected field, *stakeholders*, e.g. social

---

745 The ILO’s Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR) issued numerous observations concerning the application of several ILO Conventions, many of which concerned the impact of the austerity measures on the right to work. See section 11.4.3 above.

746 The ECSR has observed impacts of numerous measures in the collective complaints and national reports procedures. For more details on their interventions see section 11.4 above.


749 For example, the European Parliament noted that in Cyprus, insufficient time was left for the authorities to fully negotiate detailed aspects of the MoU. It also made note of failure of the Troika to ensure sufficient accountability in permitting public understanding of the negotiations of the programmes. European Parliament resolution of 13 March 2014 on the enquiry on the role and operations of the Troika (ECB, Commission and IMF) with regard to the euro area programme countries, (2013/2277(INI)), §§ 30 and 39, available at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P7-TA-2014-0239&language=EN&ring=A7-2014-0149.

partners, civil society, public authorities and experts, and specialist organisations, should be engaged in dialogue and involved in transparent decision-making processes\textsuperscript{751} to ensure its appropriateness and legitimacy\textsuperscript{752}.

- Retrogression in the level of protection of progressively-achievable rights should be an exception, rather than a rule. The EU needs to ensure that there will be no retrogression\textsuperscript{751} in the level of protection of economic, social and cultural rights, and should enable Member States to work further towards their progressive realisation. Should retrogressive measures be deemed unavoidable, they must be fully justified by an analysis of the totality of resources available to each affected Member State (including those already available in the Member State or those available through international assistance and cooperation). Even where retrogressive measures are justified, they must demonstrate that they protect the rights, particularly those of the most vulnerable, to which end the States should make sure that all alternatives have been exhausted and that the measures are necessary, proportionate, respectful of minimum core obligations and non-discriminatory\textsuperscript{753}. Any such retrogression can only be temporary, with the objective to restore the initial level as soon as the situation allows.

- It is necessary to maintain supervision over measures, to ensure their continued effectiveness and efficiency, as well as ascertain that they continue being human rights-compliant throughout their implementation. To that end, periodic independent ex-post social impact assessments, and monitoring and reporting mechanisms, should be established at both the EU level and Member State level in order to ensure that, once imposed, the measures do not cause negative impacts on fundamental rights. Such mechanisms should engage stakeholders and must become integral to the assessment process for programme countries, so that, if reform is needed, it is tailored to individual circumstances, capable of taking account of different impacts on different groups, and of cumulative effects on certain groups\textsuperscript{754}. Human rights should become central, not only to current and future discussions with the Troika over the financial assistance programmes\textsuperscript{755}, but also at the adoption of self-imposed austerity measures in both the Troika and the non-Troika Member States.

- Too often, throughout the present study, disproportionate negative impacts of measures were recorded, affecting particularly vulnerable groups of people. Under no circumstances should a measure affect a vulnerable group disproportionately. Measures should ensure positive action towards empowerment of people in unfavourable situations, including, but not limited to: women, poor or at risk of poverty, working poor, people (in particular children) with disabilities and/or their families; minorities; immigrants, elderly and youth. Intervention of the EU towards supporting a Member State should be made under the condition that any bail-out


package not only sets economic and financial targets but also includes social objectives and targets, making sure that the burden of austerity is fairly shared, and ensuring that measures introduced are progressive and protective of the most vulnerable.

To these ends, the European Parliament may consider continuing its intervention towards insisting on the establishment of clear, transparent and binding rules of procedure for interactions between the institutions within Troika, and the allocation of tasks and responsibilities, therein [...] in order to enhance transparency and to enable stronger democratic control over and underpin the credibility of the work of the Troika. At the same time, the European Parliament may promote the development of an improved communication strategy for ongoing and future financial assistance programmes, and furthering the efforts on codifying the surveillance procedures to be employed for the Eurozone countries experiencing financial difficulties, as already defined by the Regulation No 472/2013.

### 12.2. Right to education

In principle, public spending in education should not be seen as a cost, but rather as an investment, and should be observed as such. Economic growth and competitiveness are becoming increasingly dependent on the supply of, and demand for, higher levels of skills. Nearly all employment projections predict growing prospects for economies with high levels of skills and declining prospects for those without sufficient skills. At the same time, in 2013, over two million vacancies across Europe were unfilled, despite the unemployment rate of almost 23%. This calls for careful reconsideration of the interventions in the right to education.

Given the importance of education and the possible long-term consequences of interference therewith, the recommendations in this field are:

- To ensure that any cuts in funding in the field of education are done carefully, to not affect the equal opportunities of all children or impede children in disadvantageous positions from equal access to quality education, provided within an inclusive

---
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environment. Education should be free-of-charge and accessible to the most vulnerable ones, and should not become a commodity that only the rich can afford. Quality education must be considered as a basic human right and a public good. Therefore, quality education for all pupils, students and adults should be defined as the full personal and professional development of the individual and his/her contribution to a democratic society.

- Acknowledging the importance of education as a priority lever for progress, policies should be designed to be conducive to economic and social progress. **Growth-enhancing investments** must target education and training as the area that has the biggest potential to: put the EU on a path towards sustainable economic growth; improve competitiveness and social cohesion; raise citizens’ standard of living and well-being; foster redistribution of wealth; provide citizens with the skills and competences they need for coping with labour-market transitions and the repercussions of economic crises. Any measure interfering with the right to education needs to be weighed against the applicable international standards, e.g. the CRC, the CRPD, the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education, the ESC and the RESC. The EU institutions and the States should pay particular attention that any such measure does not disproportionately affect **children in vulnerable situations**.

- The study has shown that several types of austerity measures may interfere with the right to education of some, or all, children in the Member States concerned. National Governments should ensure that measures such as: **mergers and closing of schools**, restrictions in the provision of **school transport**, withdrawal of resources for **language instruction** for children who have not mastered the language in which they receive education, abolition of **civic education**, privatisation of potentially profitable education services, decrease of initial teachers’ training and continuous professional development, reducing modern teaching tools and resources, and declining investment in safe school environments, or other spending cuts, do not jeopardise access to education for all, irrespective of his/her particular circumstances. Moreover, the right to recognition and validation of learning outcomes of non-formal and informal learning should be provided.

- The **right to inclusive education** for children with disabilities is an international obligation binding on the EU and almost all Member States, by virtue of their ratification of the CRPD. It needs to be ascertained that inclusive education is ensured for children with disabilities, in particular, bearing in mind that ‘jeopardising inclusive education will have long-term negative consequences for the country,

---


763 It is difficult to give a fixed definition of children in vulnerable situations. However, the European Commission has accepted that some ‘categories of children who can face greater threats to their rights and well being are, for example: children at risk of poverty and social exclusion; children with disabilities; children seeking asylum; unaccompanied or separated children; Roma children; children exposed to cyber criminality and bullying; victims of sexual exploitation and trafficking; missing children’. European Commission, DG Justice, ‘EU action to protect children from violence and when they are vulnerable’, undated, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/fundamental-rights/rights-child/protection-action/index_en.htm.

lasting far beyond the current economic and financial crisis. Under no circumstances should there be measures that will interfere with the full achievement of the right to inclusive education for all children, or lead towards maintaining or expanding special education facilities. This needs to be done bearing in mind that ‘children with disabilities are not [to be] excluded from free and compulsory primary education, or from secondary education, on the basis of disability’, and that they have the right to ‘quality and free primary education and secondary education on an equal basis with others in the communities in which they live’.

- Education programmes should encompass civic education modules that help people to learn and exercise their fundamental rights, and through that, enhance their civic participation.

- Member States should be encouraged, at European, national, regional and local levels, to strengthen social dialogue, in particular, in education and training.

In view of these recommendations for specific actions, the European Parliament should follow in the steps of the EU Council in ensuring that EU institutions continue to support the social aspects of education and, at the same time, making sure that equal opportunities and access to quality education are set as priorities for both EU institutions and Member States, so that education systems ‘can continue to contribute to fostering social cohesion, sustainable development, active citizenship and personal fulfilment in European societies’. In particular, the EU’s role in the Troika needs to be weighed against the goals set by the European Semester, given that one of the principal goals of the EU 2020 Strategy sets a target on educational attainment, which tackles the problem of early school leavers. This should be done bearing in mind that Troika Countries are exempt from the Semester-reporting processes. There needs to be co-ordination between reconstruction programmes and Country-Specific Recommendations (CSRs) in Troika countries - which for the time being, do not receive CSRs apart from implementation of their MoUs, while the CSRs in other countries need to be informed by the particular dimension of austerity.

12.3. Right to healthcare

Access to healthcare is not an absolute right in terms of guaranteeing the right for everyone to be healthy. It does need, however, to meet the requirements of availability, universal coverage, accessibility, affordability, acceptability and quality. In fact, it has already been noted that the decision-makers ‘needed a more comprehensive approach to set priorities and obtain maximum benefit from limited resources, without compromising the ethical and social values underpinning health’. As already acknowledged by the EU

---


766 CRPD, Article 24(2).


Council, reforms in the health sector are necessary in order to balance the need to provide universal health care with an increasing demand related to an ageing population, technological development, and growing patient expectations. However, considering the fact that, in the atmosphere of austerity, there are significant budgetary constraints and sound reforms are needed to ‘achieve both a more efficient use of public resources and the provision of high quality healthcare’. Reforms need to ensure minimum levels of adequate continuous and affordable health services – bearing in mind that, a national health system should ensure that the primary care system has a central function in a country’s health system. It is emphasised that, any intervention into this right should have the strategic aim of providing universal health coverage to everyone, and co-payment systems should take into account the income of each patient, particularly regardless of legal or residence status.

In view of these considerations, the right to healthcare should be safeguarded through the following measures:

- **Universal health coverage**, as an emerging concept, is understood by the WHO as the practical expression of the concern for health equity and the right to health. Any measure interfering with the right to healthcare needs to be weighed against the requirement for the provision of universal health coverage, which has already been acknowledged and accepted as a European value.

- Often the interventions into the right to healthcare, such as the mergers of hospitals, reductions in medical staff and number of hospital beds, increases in patient co-payments for services and pharmaceuticals, restrictions in the scope of insurance coverage, and similar measures, have proved to affect the availability of, and accessibility to, healthcare. The austerity caused a shock to the healthcare systems, having large negative effects on the availability of healthcare, coupled with a large positive effect on the side of demands for healthcare services. Regardless of attachment &op=download. For a further, critical discussion of the relationship of the right to health and universal health coverage, see e.g. Ooms G., Latif L.A., Waris A., Brolan C.E., Hammonds R., Friedman E.A., Mulumba M. and Forman L., ‘Is universal health coverage the practical expression of the concern for health equity and the right to health? Universal health coverage, as an emerging concept, is understood by the WHO as the practical expression of the concern for health equity and the right to health. Any measure interfering with the right to healthcare needs to be weighed against the requirement for the provision of universal health coverage, which has already been acknowledged and accepted as a European value.

- Often the interventions into the right to healthcare, such as the mergers of hospitals, reductions in medical staff and number of hospital beds, increases in patient co-payments for services and pharmaceuticals, restrictions in the scope of insurance coverage, and similar measures, have proved to affect the availability of, and accessibility to, healthcare. The austerity caused a shock to the healthcare systems, having large negative effects on the availability of healthcare, coupled with a large positive effect on the side of demands for healthcare services. Regardless of attachment &op=download. For a further, critical discussion of the relationship of the right to health and universal health coverage, see e.g. Ooms G., Latif L.A., Waris A., Brolan C.E., Hammonds R., Friedman E.A., Mulumba M. and Forman L., ‘Is universal health coverage the practical expression of the concern for health equity and the right to health? Universal health coverage, as an emerging concept, is understood by the WHO as the practical expression of the concern for health equity and the right to health. Any measure interfering with the right to healthcare needs to be weighed against the requirement for the provision of universal health coverage, which has already been acknowledged and accepted as a European value.

- Often the interventions into the right to healthcare, such as the mergers of hospitals, reductions in medical staff and number of hospital beds, increases in patient co-payments for services and pharmaceuticals, restrictions in the scope of insurance coverage, and similar measures, have proved to affect the availability of, and accessibility to, healthcare. The austerity caused a shock to the healthcare systems, having large negative effects on the availability of healthcare, coupled with a large positive effect on the side of demands for healthcare services. Regardless of attachment &op=download. For a further, critical discussion of the relationship of the right to health and universal health coverage, see e.g. Ooms G., Latif L.A., Waris A., Brolan C.E., Hammonds R., Friedman E.A., Mulumba M. and Forman L., ‘Is universal health coverage the practical expression of the concern for health equity and the right to health? Universal health coverage, as an emerging concept, is understood by the WHO as the practical expression of the concern for health equity and the right to health. Any measure interfering with the right to healthcare needs to be weighed against the requirement for the provision of universal health coverage, which has already been acknowledged and accepted as a European value.
of the scope, aim or purpose of measures, healthcare should, at all times, comply with the required standards of **availability, affordability, accessibility, acceptability and quality**\(^{779}\).

- It needs to be ensured that interventions into the healthcare system are not only quantitative and that **cost reductions should not be the only driver for healthcare reform**. Quality indicators that reflect performance in terms of adequacy and responsiveness to users, equity and equality, should also be included as policy measures\(^{780}\) to ensure benchmarking indicators in assessing the performance of a national healthcare system.

- Disadvantaged groups are more affected by austerity measures in the healthcare sector, given their already delicate position. Interventions with the right to health should, in no circumstances, interfere with the provision of basic health protection to vulnerable groups of people – in particular, **people with low-incomes, women, children, undocumented migrants, older people with multiple chronic conditions and people with disabilities**. In particular, Member States must ensure that all children have access to immunisation schemes and paediatric care, while all pregnant women are given access to pre-natal and post-natal care\(^{781}\).

Even though healthcare is a Member State competence, the EU still ‘has an important role to play in encouraging Member States to take action, to protect health systems and social protection mechanisms during times of crisis and even to render them more accessible\(^{782}\). Having already addressed the issue of universal access to healthcare and austerity with the European Commission\(^{783}\), the European Parliament should continue this dialogue to make sure that the EU plays a leading role, not only in ‘seeking solutions to the exclusion of destitute EU citizens from access to healthcare\(^{784}\), but also that, the important initiatives, such as the Horizon 2020,\(^{785}\) are steered towards providing universal health coverage for all persons on EU territory.

---


12.4. Right to work

The right to work cannot be fully-achieved in non-functioning economies or economies in recession, as the availability of work is the first to be affected by an economic crisis\textsuperscript{786}. In addition, high levels of unemployment create a rise in the levels of extreme poverty, which negatively impacts the realisation of a wide range of human rights\textsuperscript{787}. In such a difficult environment, interventions are necessary and should help achieve two primary goals: facilitating the flexibility employers need to be able to respond to changes in the global market and remaining competitive, and facilitating new employment opportunities at a time when unemployment rates grow at an alarming pace. At the same time, the measures need to ensure that workers: earn a liveable wage, are provided with decent working conditions; have satisfactory levels of job security, i.e. protecting existing employment.

With the aim of achieving these ends, the following recommendations are being put forward:

- In the changing markets, \textit{flexicurity} is an emerging concept aiming to provide the necessary flexibility of labour, which is needed to maintain competitiveness, whilst maintaining job security\textsuperscript{788}. The European Commission has defined flexicurity as an 'integrated strategy to enhance, at the same time, flexibility and security in the labour market' and has claimed that the implementation of flexicurity measures will bring economic and social benefits, including enhanced productivity and smoother transitions within the labour market. However, despite its ubiquity, the meaning of flexicurity remains ambiguous\textsuperscript{789}. Having that in mind, measures requiring flexibility of contracts should \textbf{not obstruct the guarantees of job security and decent working conditions}. No measure should go against internationally-recognised norms – most notably, the \textbf{EU and ILO standards}\textsuperscript{790}, by making flexicurity more labour-friendly and making sure that measures come as a consequence of social dialogue with autonomous social partners\textsuperscript{791}.

- The minimum wage is normally determined to ensure the minimum standards for a decent life for any worker. Any interference with the minimum wage needs to ensure that the it is \textit{adequate and liveable}, bearing in mind that ‘wages are not the enemy of the economy but its motor, prompting growth and jobs’\textsuperscript{792}.

- As noted at the beginning of the present study, human rights are interrelated, interdependent and indivisible. As proof to that, the right to work, to a significant


extent, depends on the previously-provided standard of education and healthcare. Hence, interventions in the field of the right to work need to be co-ordinated with the measures in the field of education to ensure the most favourable outcomes, given that the number of employable people in the labour market largely depends on past educational decisions.\(^{793}\)

- There is a need for greater participation of social partners in dialogues to reinforce the legitimacy of labour market reforms. The Troika itself had confirmed that high-quality participation by the social partners and strong social dialogue, [at the EU and the] national level, are essential for the success of any reforms.\(^{794}\) The Commission has, from its part, recognised the need for better social dialogue and has appointed a Vice-President for the Euro and Social Dialogue. The Vice-President has the mission to consolidate, complement and simplify the EU intervention measures into the crisis, in order to make them more socially legitimate.\(^{795}\) The Parliament has already requested that all labour market reforms need to be based on reinforced co-ordination and social dialogue with a view to enhancing the EU’s democratic legitimacy.\(^{796}\) The Parliament should continue insisting on this request in relation to all such measures, in particular those being put before the Member States, either through the European Semester process, or by means of an MoU.

The European Parliament responses to austerity should be motivated by the fact that wage policy can be used to provide an impetus for more dynamism in the economy at large.\(^{797}\) The issue of ‘minimum standard of labour quality’ was recently raised with the Commission, and should be pursued further towards creating a European minimum wage policy. This could make a major contribution to the development of a new and more sustainable, wage-led growth model in Europe, giving concrete meaning to the abstract concept of “Social Europe”.\(^{798}\)

Given that the reforms introducing flexibility have been seen as downgrading labour law standards, with the European Commission’s encouragement,\(^{800}\) the European Parliament should play an important role in predicating the importance of systematic observance of

---


social dialogue in defining and applying the concept of flexicurity\textsuperscript{801}. The Parliament may also continue efforts towards encouraging increased investment in human capital, ‘especially retraining, skills upgrading and labour market needs-matching, including for persons working part-time or other flexible forms of employment and low-skilled workers\textsuperscript{802}. In any further effort, adhering ‘to the principle of gender mainstreaming in all responses\textsuperscript{803}’ needs to be guaranteed, bearing in mind that the crisis might be seen to have ‘undermined years of progress towards women’s integration in the labour market and equality in paid work\textsuperscript{804}’.

12.5. Right to a pension

With changing demography and requirements of sustainability of the pension system, it must be acknowledged that pension systems will continue to be reformed in the years to come. In undertaking such reforms it needs to be taken into account that fundamental rights protection of the right to an adequate pension, covers only the ‘essence of this right\textsuperscript{805}’, while a specific, fixed amount of pension (apart from a minimum, guaranteed amount) is never guaranteed\textsuperscript{806}. At the same time, Member States can be asked to embark on pension reforms as a result of the European Semester\textsuperscript{807}, even though, depending on the movements of the unemployment rate, the reforms already adopted may not last to be fully implemented in their existing forms\textsuperscript{808}. Nevertheless, a pension needs to reflect the contribution made towards it, as well as provide the necessary financial resources for dignity in old age. However, strengthening the link between contributions and benefits, will increase the gender-pay-pension gap which is already very high (39\% on average in the EU in 2009\textsuperscript{809}). Women contribute less because they earn less than men (the gender pay gap was 16.4\% on average in the EU in 2012\textsuperscript{810}) but also because they often have to take time off to look after their children and ageing parents. Austerity measures that cut into the provision of childcare and eldercare have a direct impact on the employability of informal carers – mainly women, and their future pension rights. There are also issues of


\textsuperscript{806} The ECtHR has held that the States have wide margin of appreciation when it comes to, inter alia, pensions. Therefore, ‘reasonable and commensurate reductions in pensions’ are acceptable, and will, as a rule, not constitute a violation of the right to property. See e.g. Skorkiewicz v. Poland (dec.), no. 39860/98, 1 June 1999, available at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-4630. On the other hand, a total deprivation of ones entitlements will. See e.g., Ásmundsson v. Iceland, no. 60669/00, judgment of 12 October 2004, available at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-67030.


\textsuperscript{809} The Parliament may http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/id/ipa/09656.pdf.

increased inequalities faced by older female workers who have taken time off work when their children were young because there were no affordable childcare facilities. Enhancing the link between contributions and benefits, without compensation for those who took time off to raise children, will result in higher pension gaps for mothers.

With these considerations in mind, the following recommendations are suggested:

- Pensioners, as a group, may be seen as a vulnerable group increasingly at risk of poverty in the face of limitations and restrictions imposed on their income – usually their only income. The national Governments, as well as the EU institutions, need to ensure that the imposition or promotion of measures that are expected to impact the right to a pension allow the **standard of living of pensioners** to be maintained at a decent and dignified level, which has been seen as in serious danger of significant degradation.\(^{811}\)

- The **gender-pension gap** is already very high and will continue to increase. Thus, pension reforms need to seek to strengthen the link between the contributions made and the pension benefits, to also include gender equality measures which would compensate adequately for time spent off work caring for children and/or elderly parents.

- With rules being applied to pensions retroactively, and increasingly complicated systems, it is often difficult to predict when and how much of a pension a person may expect. That is why when introducing reforms into pension systems, Member States need to ensure the protection of legitimate expectations and **legal certainty and transparency**. In particular, when introducing new measures, longer periods of notice need to be provided.

- For many pensioners, remaining in the workforce is a matter of dignity as well as of earning an additional income. Retired persons who can and want to remain **active in the workforce** should not be discouraged from doing so by imperative measures, given that the pension reform alone cannot be sufficient to promote employment opportunities of older workers, who should still be able to maintain at least a satisfactory level of their pension rights.

Towards achieving these goals, the European Parliament may continue to insist that the Commission and Member States ascertain that, in creating pension reforms, the requirements of **adequacy and sustainability** remain at the forefront,\(^ {813}\) contributing to growth in Europe by **promoting active ageing** through insisting on an environment where everyone is empowered to participate in society at all ages.\(^ {815}\) The Parliament should

---


continue its efforts towards multi-level governance in this area\textsuperscript{816}, whilst mainstreaming an active ageing approach in the development of future policies. Any pension reform needs to remain under close scrutiny in the context of the Europe 2020 strategy\textsuperscript{817}.

\section*{12.6. Right of access to justice}

Access to justice is the core right that ensures the enforcement of any other right, and as such, needs to be safeguarded and protected against damaging interferences. Increasing the cost of access to justice causes citizens and enterprises to avoid litigation – if not justified by the high value of the dispute. This, in turn, increases the risk involved in giving credit or concluding contracts with individuals and SMEs, preventing enterprise growth, which has been recognised in EU Justice policy\textsuperscript{818}. On the other hand, improving the performance of the judiciary would enhance economic growth by better securing property rights which give incentives to save and invest, and by improving the enforcement of contracts which encourage transactions by reducing opportunistic behaviour and transaction costs\textsuperscript{819}. At the same time, complex and inconsistent legislation causes uncertainty, which produces litigation and increases the rate of appeals, i.e. unclear rules may be interpreted differently by judges\textsuperscript{820}. Hence, it is important to invest in legal certainty and judicial training to improve access to justice, and consequently ensure conditions for economic growth.

Moreover, it is typically the most disadvantaged groups of people that mostly need access to justice to enforce their already endangered rights. It is therefore crucial that they can access justice with provisions of adequate legal aid.

In order to safeguard and guarantee access to justice for all, the following recommendations are proposed:

- Many measures add to the costs of proceedings by introducing or increasing court fees or other costs. However, in order for justice to be accessible, it needs to be affordable: affordability is an essential parameter of what constitutes an effective justice system\textsuperscript{821}. Hence, national Governments must make sure that any fees introduced do not render access to a remedy too expensive, hence impeding the effectiveness of the justice system.

\begin{footnotesize}


\end{footnotesize}
• Persons in vulnerable situations are, on the one hand, more likely to have their rights violated and, on the other, are less likely to have the skills to represent themselves and the resources to hire legal representatives. Therefore, legal aid needs to be ensured in case its absence may lead a person into a vulnerable situation without the protection of the justice system.

• Whenever the introduction of a judicial reform is being considered, an assessment should be made of the possible effect of its implementation on access to justice, e.g. increase in workload, prolongation of processing times or training of the judiciary in a particular topic. New measures need to be accompanied by measures ensuring adequate and effective access to justice. Member States should continue pursuit for the right balance between the need to restructure national justice systems and cutting unnecessary costs, and ensuring that remedies are accessible, in practice, to everyone, including through effective and independent non-judicial structures or innovative e-tools.

The right of access to justice is crucial for the full achievement of the principle of the rule of law, which is at the core of the European Parliament’s concerns. Parliament needs to continue insisting on uncompromised compliance with this principle, by encouraging the Commission to continue its efforts towards: ensuring an effective mechanism for regular assessment of Member States’ compliance with the fundamental values of the EU; a mechanism for crisis situations with appropriate forms of intervention; more efficient infringement proceedings; the possibility of sanctions in cases of systematic breaches. In this regard it is important to note that, following the Parliament’s initiative, the Commission has developed a Framework to Strengthen the Rule of Law to tackle the challenges identified to bring about a fully-functioning European area of justice. The Framework is intended towards a structured exchange with the Member State where there are clear indications of a systemic threat to the rule of law. This is to be done in accordance with the following principles: focusing on finding a solution through dialogue with the Member State concerned; ensuring an objective and thorough assessment of the situation; respecting the principle of equal treatment of Member States; and indicating swift and concrete actions which could be taken to address the systemic threat and to avoid the use of Article 7 TEU mechanism. Parliament needs to make sure that the Framework uses a combination of these methods, based on case-by-case analyses, to safeguard the rule of law in the EU.

The right to legal advice for suspected or accused persons in criminal proceedings, at the earliest appropriate stage, has been recognised as fundamental to safeguarding the fairness of proceedings. Following the adoption of the Roadmap for strengthening
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procedural rights of suspected or accused persons in criminal proceedings\(^{827}\) the Parliament and the Council have adopted a Directive on the right to access a lawyer\(^{828}\). In addition, the Roadmap has set the adoption of an instrument on the right to access legal aid as one of the measures towards ensuring a fair trial in criminal proceedings. In times of crisis, the need for legal aid may be greater than ever, and a move towards a common policy granting legal aid in these, though limited, circumstances, may be the best demonstration of the EU’s lead role in protecting human rights\(^{829}\). The European Parliament might consider taking this initiative a step further, promoting the provision of legal aid – not only in criminal proceedings\(^{830}\), but in any proceedings of essential importance to the individual concerned, for example asylum and foreclosure proceedings.

12.7. Freedom of expression and assembly

Freedom of expression is the pillar of European democracy and, as such, needs to be carefully safeguarded against any interference. Opinions expressed freely and in an undisturbed manner, individually, or in accord with others, as long as they do not interfere with rights and freedoms of others, need to be guaranteed and protected. The crisis has provoked (sometimes angry) outbursts, including, unfortunately, protests with casualties. The crisis has also brought about an unprecedented solidarity. In certain cases, protests led to dialogue and compromise between the Governments and social partners. However, while consequences of such limitations of the exercise of these freedoms are regrettable, freedoms of expression and assembly must not be limited as a response.

The following recommendations may be made in relation to safeguarding the freedoms of expression and assembly:

- In some Member States, freedom of expression is being increasingly limited by new, sometimes broadly-criticised, legislation\(^{831}\). Freedom of expression, as well as freedom of peaceful assembly, should not be limited, especially not by new legislation which imposes general and questionable limits to their exercise.
- A number of incidents have been recorded, during the protests in response to austerity in general, or specific austerity measures in particular, with a number of instances of excessive use of police force. The authorities have a duty to enable the exercise of these freedoms, ensuring safety of the participants and bystanders alike, without unnecessary and disproportionate use of force.


\(^{831}\) See e.g. discussion about the new Spanish legislation in section 9.4.2 of the present study.
• It is necessary to ensure accountability and responsibility of the individuals overstepping the boundaries of their duty, and bring them to justice, if necessary. All incidents of violence, in particular police violence, need to be duly reported and investigated, and the culprits sanctioned appropriately.

The economic crisis has shed light on, and often exacerbated, deep-rooted problems in the media environments of Europe. The European Parliament has already recognised the decline in press freedoms in the EU\textsuperscript{832}. At the same time, journalists are accepting online media outlets as fora to ‘counteract the contraction of the print sector and often frees journalists from the restrictions and conflicting interests of large public or commercial institutions’\textsuperscript{833}. In order to ensure that freedom of expression and the freedom of assembly are adequately protected, the Parliament needs to keep reminding Member States about their obligations, from the EU Charter and other international instruments, and the paramount importance of these freedoms for a democratic society.

12.8. Monitoring compliance with fundamental rights

Securing compliance with the requirements of international and European human rights is closely connected to access to justice, and is key to the proper functioning of the system of protection of fundamental rights.

At the EU level, it is crucial that the obligation undertaken by the Lisbon Treaty – that of EU accession to the ECHR, is finally fulfilled. In addition, international standards should be complied with at all times, while the national supervision mechanisms need to be empowered. To that end, the following recommendations are put forward:

• The European Commission should find a way to bring to accord the findings of the CJEU\textsuperscript{834}, from its recent opinion on the EU accession to the ECHR. To that end, the Commission should engage in further discussions and negotiations with the CoE, making sure that an accession agreement is carefully-tailored to accommodate the findings of the CJEU, whilst ensuring that its ratification adds value to the protection of fundamental rights in the EU\textsuperscript{835}.

• In approaching the response to the crisis, regard must be made to the international standards and findings of international and European human rights


\textsuperscript{834} The Court found that accession to the ECHR in accordance with the draft agreement with the CoE that it was not compatible with Article 6(2) TEU or with Protocol No 8 EU in that it was, inter alia, ‘liable adversely to affect the specific characteristics and the autonomy of EU law, CJEU, Opinion 2/13, 18 December 2014, §258, available at: http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=160882&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=40247.

monitoring mechanisms, in particular the UN Human Rights Committee, the UN CESCR, the CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, the ECtHR and the CJEU.

- **National protection mechanisms** need to be encouraged and empowered to tackle issues of fundamental rights in a competent, assertive and timely manner, while compliance with their findings cannot be compromised at any time. A survey has indicated a need for further action by many equality bodies themselves, to enhance their effectiveness, even in times of economic and financial crisis. In particular, they are challenged to be more strategic in their work, more systematic in taking account of diversity, and to engage with a wider range of stakeholders.

- The Lisbon Treaty considers participatory democracy as a fundamental democratic principle of the EU and proposes ways to organise dialogue with ‘representative associations and civil society’. This dialogue is a concrete tool to strengthen the relationship between public decision-makers and civil society organisations, and is complementary to social dialogue. **Civil society organisations** should be empowered to monitor application of fundamental rights in Member States – in accordance with the Lisbon Treaty and the International Covenants, and report back to the Commission’s Vice-President for fundamental rights and the European Parliament.

A true fundamental rights culture requires the **regular and independent monitoring** of how relevant legislation is applied. It might therefore be argued that such monitoring is best left to be performed by existing monitoring institutions. For example, EU Ombudsman could be of significance in evaluating the participation of the European Commission and the ECB in the Troika. So far, the Ombudsman has held that pursuing complex economic, political and constitutional issues in the context of austerity could risk taking it outside of its mandate. It should, however, be emphasised that its mandate is to deal with complaints about cases of maladministration by EU institutions, and there have been arguments that such instances have occurred through Troika involvement to resolve the economic and financial crisis.

---

836 Equinet, ‘Equality Bodies: Current Challenges’, October 2012, p. 22, available at: [http://www.equineteurope.org/IMG/pdf/Current_Challenges_Perspective_MERGED_-_EN.pdf](http://www.equineteurope.org/IMG/pdf/Current_Challenges_Perspective_MERGED_-_EN.pdf). Thus, for example, the Irish Ombudsman has been faced with a 16% reduction in resources and an increase in volume of complaints, which in turn lead to the backlog of work. Alarmed by such a situation, the long awaited Ombudsman Amendments Act was adopted to respond to these and some previously identified challenges. The amendments significantly extended the list of the ‘reviewable agencies’, and thus the competencies of the Ombudsman. However, the amendments have also seen to some of the burden of the proceedings being transferred from the individual concerned and the institution of the Ombudsman, to the institution under review. See, Office of the Ombudsman, ‘Delivering Fairness and Transparency: Speech by the Ombudsman and Information Commissioner, Tyndall P., 19 February 2014, available at [https://www.ombudsman.gov.ie/en/News/Speeches-Articles/2014/Fairness-and-Transparency.html](https://www.ombudsman.gov.ie/en/News/Speeches-Articles/2014/Fairness-and-Transparency.html).


Similarly, the CJEU has also taken a cautious approach to the application of the EU Charter to austerity measures\(^{841}\), bringing into question whether the Charter applies to the MoUs at all\(^{842}\). However, the CJEU, as the guardian of legality of acts adopted by the EU institutions, might play a more prominent role in an attempt to bring together the two sets of standards – the EU legal environment and the international human rights obligations\(^{843}\), in particular in view of its competence to review the legality of acts adopted by the EU institutions that appear to infringe fundamental rights.

From its end, however, the European Parliament needs to remain at the service of citizens, through petitions, but also by remaining on top of issues, promptly responding to them, and calling the Commission to action, whenever that is deemed necessary. The inquiry into Troika operations\(^{844}\), in 2014, was a welcome step forward. However, supervision over Troika performance needs to continue until the moment the Parliament is satisfied that it is fully compliant with the requirements of the protection for fundamental rights of the EU citizens.
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